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ABSTRACT 

Word relations based on a comrnon word root and the core concept it embodies 

offer a potential tool for vocabulary development. The first step in considering the 

viability of an instructional rnethod based on word-family relations is to determine if 

learners develop some knowledge of these connections without explicit instruction. The 

current study compared nursing students and psychology students in both on-line and off- 

line tasks. Nursing students fonned the rxperimental group. Their extensive study of 

bioscientific terminology makes thern more familiar with Latin roots than students who 

have not received any formal training in etymological analysis. It was expected that 

nursing students' knowledge of word-root relations would be more elaborate than the 

control group's. 

Two lexical decision experiments were devised to detect morpho-semant ic 

relationships through repetition priming. The results of the first experiment replicated 

Napps' (1 985. 1989) findings. demonstrating that for both groups intlected and derived 

forms pnmed their bases whether or not they preserved the sound and spelling of their 

base forms. A second experiment revealed that word-family members which change 

stems did not prime at lag O but did rnarginally at lag 15 (p=0.08) for the control group 

but not as predicted for the nursing students. Further experimentation is needed to 

determine if stronger. statistically signiticant priming can be obtained at lag 15. 

However. the hct  that the nursing studenls did not differ in their response times on the 

on-line lexical decision tasks is interpreted to mean that representation and access in the 

mental lexicon as measured by semantic priming is not influenced by the type of 

specialized instruction nursing students receive. 

.*, 

III 



In a third expenment. participants filled o ~ i t  a three-part questionnaire (see 

Denving. 1976). rating word-pairs on four measures: sernantic similarity. phonetic 

similarity. morphological relatedness. and whether or not they had thought about the 

word-farnily relationship between the word-pairs prior to participating in the study. 

Correlation analyses on this O ff-line task revealed that nursing students associated 

phonetic similarity with semantic similarity statistically significantly less than did the 

psychology students. Further experîmentation is needed to determine the nature and 

implication of this result. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

G E N E W  NTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The notion of a word-families approach to vocabulary instruction spnngs from 

studies on language comprehension and production in the areas of linguistics. cognitive 

psychology. psycholinguistics. and instructional design. Background for a word-families 

conception and the experirnents designed to test for a word-families lexical network are 

presented through a review of relevant literature from these disciplines. In this six-part 

dissertation. Chaoter One examines vocabulary instruction in general and. in particular. 

how instmctional design might address the enhancement of instructional materials for 

vocabulary development in the biosciences. It includes the following: a short discussion 

of instmctional theory as it informs the design of alternative approaches: an overview of 

the nature of word knowledge--a rudiment-; description of key psycholinguistic and 

linguistic concepts: mental lexicon.' word structure. and rnorphological category: and. a 

bnef description of a word-families conception for vocabulary instruction. Also 

presented is an example of a word-family relationship. Cha~ter  Two highlights selected 

foundations for a word-families approach from cognitive psychology. In this regard. 

learning processes and structural representation of knowledge are considered. An 

extensive body of literature has been explored to determine that content most pertinent to 

a word-families conception. An important purpose of this discussion is to connect key 

I The term "menta1 lexicon" is the construct fiom psycholinguistics that describes 
the mernory structure in which we store information about words and their uses. Special 
terrns are defined in the Glossary. 



elements from cognitive psychology to the proposed notion of a memory constnict: the 

morpho-semantic lexical network. Cha~ter  Three turns to models of lexical access and 

representation most central to a word-families formulation and to the development of an 

appropriate experimental rnethodology for the questions this dissertation addresses. 

Chapter Four describes the methodology used to test for a morpho-semantic lexical 

network in the mental lexicon. It also outlines the expenments conducted for the current 

study based on this methodoIom. Chapter Five presents the results of the experiments. 

and Chaoter Six discusses the findings. their implications. and possible fùture directions 

for research on an instructional method based on a word-fmilies conception. 

Statement of the Problern 

In language acquisition, in the learning and teaching of languages. in the study of 

scientific and technical terminology. the mastery of new vocabulary continues to be a 

topic of interest. To this date. a substantial amount of research has been devoted to the 

topic. e-g., the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) alone contains over two 

thousand citations with "vocabulary development" as a descnptor. Yet, according to 

Calfee & D m  (1986) "A great deal of territory in this vital domain remains unexplored" 

(p. 839). While students in North America learn a large number of English words by the 

time they leave high school. somewhere in the neighborhood of 50,000 (Nagy & 

Anderson. 1984), researchers continue to disagree about the role instruction plays in 

fostering vocabulary development. 

One difficulty in sorting out these differences has been that reading instruction, 

language teaching and learning methodologies, particularly in the area of vocabulary 



acquisition. have not really been testable in terms of demonstrating one rnethod is 

"better" than another. Calfee and D m  (1986) comment that *The present state of 

instructionai practices Ieaves considerable room for improvement, however, and both 

researchers and practitioners are challenged to propose alternatives that are creative and 

practical" (p. 834). When students ask how best to enrich their vocabularies, one of the 

standard replies is to recommend that they read as much as possible. Other approaches to 

vocabulary study suggest that students try to develop some sort of mnemonic association 

for each new vocabulary item. however unrelated or farfetched. Detemination and brute 

force. i.e.. rote memorization through continuous repetition, processes which c m  be very 

time consuming and hstrating. often remain the only solutions suggested for vocabulary 

acquisition by some instnictors. 

While rote learning rnay be successfül for responding to situations in which 

specific definitions of terms are required. rote leanllng is still not considered sufficient for 

conceptual development, conceptuai resolution, and conceptual change. These processes 

require individuals to make sense of their knowledge rather than to view it as numerms 

isolated bits of information (West & Pines. 1985). According to the West and Pines, 

'-Once the new coricept has been succer~fully integated. or in Ausubel's (1 968) terms 

'subsumed,' into the individual3 existing, personal cognitive structure, it becomes part of 

that person's repertoire of tools used to make sense of the world" (p. 95). One of the 

foundations for a word-families conception is the notion that vocabulary development is 

not just a rnatter of learning words; it is a process of learning to learn words (Calfee & 

Drum, 1986). On reporting their findings regarding studies on teaching reading, the 

researchers state: 



Metalinguistic and metacognitive strategies are the 'big news' of the day-put in 

simple language. the learner rnay be helped if the instructional design clearly 

explicates the content. the processes. and the structures of the domain ... as another 

example. students taught the keyword method as an alternative to rote 

memorization are faster at learning a list of target words (Pressley. Levin. & 

Delany: 1982. p. 834). 

In the research cited. what the authors stress is that -The critical feature in these studies 

seems to be the explicit training on the handling of words in general rather than training 

on a particular set of words?' (p. 834). What is referred to in the current study as a word- 

families approach to vocabulary developrnent, Le.. the idea of a network of lexical 

connections based on shared form and rneaning? has potential as a general means of 

training for vocabulary learning. The lexical network of associations based on a word- 

families conception may already be present in learners' mental lexicons by virtue of their 

manipulation of English vocabulary. or it may require conscious input. rnanipülation. and 

elaboration to develop. Whether or not word-farnily lexical connections are created in 

memory. without explicit instruction specifically designed to rnake these associations 

conscious. has important implications for the design of instructionai materials based on a 

word-families conception. 

One means by which to test for a word-families lexical network was to explore the 

lexicons of average. educated native English speaking adults. Possible groups for testing 

were undergraduate psychology students and adults who had had more exposure to word 

analyses, Le., fourth-year nursing students and recent nursing graduates [June. 981. While 

the nursing students' conscious knowledge of word-family relations might not necessady 

be more well-developed than that of the psychology students, the structure of their mental 



lexicons had the potential to reveal different lexical entry content and association because 

of their familiarity with and use of Latin and Greek word roots. By virtue of their course 

work and the requisite Latin and Greek based vocabulary. most nursing students have 

received significantly more instruction in learning and using the language of the 

biosciences than psychology students. They have engaged in the "learning" as well as the 

"acquisition" (Krashen. 1978. 198 1 ) of this vocabulary because it is both the subject of 

formal training as well as the language of instruction. 

As the preface to the twenty-fourth edition of Dorland's Illtcsmzred .blrdicul 

Dicrionury States. '-Al1 learning in science is based on education in vocabulary. for the 

imagery of words and syrnbols is the only means of expression of scientific data and 

concepts." Bioscientific t e r rn in~ lo~y .~  "the language of practitioners in the biosciences." 

is an integrai part of the nursing curriculum.' At the University of Calgary. undergraduate 

nursing students must take at least 25 courses in which the language of the biosciences is 

at the core of the instruction. Nursing students must be intimately farniliar with the bases. 

prefixes. and suffixes used in their language of practice. On the average. nursing students 

have taken four to five times the number of courses as psychology students in which the 

language of the biosciences foms 2 major part of the instruction as w-el1 as the language 

of instruction (see Table 4.1. p. 146). For most of the control proup participating in the 

current study. the majority of whom were Bachelor of Arts students in Psychologo. 

science-based content and the subsequent use of bioscientific terminology in classroom 

instruction is by virtue of the curriculum in psychology limited to a maximum of 25% of 

'~ioscientifir terrninology refers to the specialized vocabulary of the biosciences. 

'S. Hirst, Chair of the Curriculum Cornmittee for the Undergraduate Program in 
Nursing at the University of Calgary (Persona1 Communication. January 17. 1999). 
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the course offering. al1 of which would never be taken by any one student. When asked 

about their required use of bioscientific teminology in the classroom. most of the control 

moüp responded that their instruction included terms relevant to behavioral 
C 

neuroscience.' but the language of the biosciences either formed the main portion of their 

instruction in psychology nor the main language of instruction in the classroom. 

To set the current study in the broad contexts of instructional theory and 

vocabulary acquisition. the general question asked \vas whether or not word-family 

lexical connections develop through minimal. formal etyrnological training that does noi 

make word-farnily relations explicit. Le.. without instruction designed to help learners 

forge these particular associations. For the present series of experiments. the researcher 

asked the more specific question: Due to their educational exposure to bioscientific 

terminology. would the mental lexical organization of nursing students differ significantly 

from that of psychology stiidents on both on-line and off-line tasks? The researcher 

hypothesized that nursing students would 

1. respond differently than psychology students to word-family stimuli in the 

lexical decision task in Experiment 2. as evidenced by their 

a. faster mean reaction times and greater percentage accuracy 

and - 

2. show a more comprehensive understanding of morphological relatedness for 

word-pairs presented in Expenment 3 than psychology students. as evidenced by 

their 

"AS they filled out the Participant Information Sheet (see Figure 4.1. p. 136). 
participants discussed their responses with the researcher. 



a. higher scores for morphological relatedness and recollection of having 

thought about these relations before filling out the Questionnaire 

but - 

3. not show a significant difference from psychology students in their responses 

to --regular" inflected and denved forms in Expenments 1 and 2. as evidenced by 

their 

a. similar mean response times and percentage accwacy 

4. not differ from psychology students in having thought much more about the 

semantic and phonetic similarity of the word-pairs used in Experiment 3. as 

evidenced by their 

a. similar rating scores for semantic and phonetic similarity 

Bac kground 

To explore the viability of developing instructional materials based on a word- 

families conception. the rescarcher wanted to know more about the nature of vocabulary 

knowledge and acquisition: in particular. the researcher was concemed with what kind of 

cognitive stmctures5 and schemata. e.g.. lexical entry6 content and organization. nursing 

students might have evolved after they had worked extensively with specific subject 

matter content. Did their manipulation of bioscientific terminology. which relies to a 

great extent on Laiin and Greek word roots. lead to a different mental lexical organization 

5 Tems from cognitive psychology. including -'cognitive structure." "semantic 
network theory," and -'schema" will be discussed in greater depth in Chapter Two. 

6The term '-lexical entry" is used in psycholinguistics to describe information 
about a word. primarily its pronunciation. spelling, and usage. 
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for related words or word-families? The way in which word-families are structured. the 

form and meaning connections these words share. creates a natural context and content 

structure within the subject matter itself. This applics to common as well as specialized 

vocabulary. The word-farnily relational network. which is connected through both f o m  

(morphology) and meaning (semantics). the researcher has described as a --morpho- 

semantic lexical network." 

Psycholinguistics considers questions regarding the content and organization of 

the mental lexicon. its structure and dimensions: experiments performed in this area 

address questions about mental lexical cognitive structures and schemata. These lexical 

structures and schemata most ciosely approximate the type of word-farnily content 

structure or network central to a word-families conception. This type of mental lexical 

network may develop in the mental lexicon in a number of ways. cg.. implicitly through 

the study of vocabulary in the instructional context as the subject matter content itself. 

and/or through its daily use as the language of instruction. or forged through instruction 

that is specifically dcsigned to make the word-family relations explicit to the leamer.' or 

this dissertation. the researcher devised and conducted a series of psycholinguistic 

experirnents intended to explore the mental lexicon for evidence of a morpho-semantic 

lexical network: tasks used by psycholinguists to probe the content and structure of the 

mental lexicon are among the most appropriate for developing a description of the way in 

which lexical items are structured in long-term memory. 

7 The rationale for such an approach is discussed later in this chapter. 



Vocabulary Instruction and the Biosciences 

Very oRen we have difficulty with texts in a new domain of study. texts filled 

with new words. particularly technical and scientific terms. in science especially. but in 

al1 fields of inquiry. Greek and Latin are constantly in use because fiequently scientific 

words are borrowed fiom Greek and Latin. Students in the biosciences. specifically 

medicine, have the imposing task of needing to become familiar with over 13.000 new 

terms within the first year of rnedical study. 75% based on either Greek or M i n  (Bridge. 

1962).* When we enter a new discipline, as with al1 leaniing, we build on where we are 

and proceed with small steps: this is why words are so important. nie professions. rhe 

"cornmunities of practitioners." develop a language that members of that comrnunity 

share; in most cases, this helps define the comrnunity and their practice. Professor E. L. 

Cockrum comrnents in the forward to Ayers? (1993) text on bioscientific terminology: 

Dorland's (medical) dictionary consists of 1.724 pages of definitions of terms. 

with some f i@ to sixty different rems on each page--al1 words judged to be of 

importance to a medical doctor in communicating precisely (holding -meaningful 

dialogue') with his peers on the many facets of modem medical science'? @. vii). 

When we wish to communicate convincingly to others within a discipline. members of 

that "community of practice." we use the nomenclature of that discipline to converse. 

When one contemplates just what the vast content domain of science includes, 

one thinks of the phenornena the concepts, the processes. the relationships, and the words 

'One can assume that this nurnber has increased with the rapid developments in 
modern medicine: nuclear medicine, micro-anatomy, and technology. 



used to describe these? Scientific glossaries and dictionaries give definitions. but they 

provide only minimal links to contexts or between word roots to any related word- 

families" or associational networks based on related word roots that might help leamers 

integrate new terminology into their own knowledge fiameworks. Perhaps glossary and 

dictionary makers in the sciences know a lot about science but often lack knowledge of 

learning in general. of language learning, and of instructional design in particular. Given 

the w-ay in which glossaries and dictionaries are fashioned. one suspects they perceive 

scientific knowledge as something *'out in the field" or --in the laboratory." something to 

experiment on, not the "words." So. too. do the technical and scientific specialists see 

instruction in bioscientific and technical terminoiogy out of the realm of scientific 

domains, often prefemng to give the job of vocabulary instruction to their universitys 

classics department (see Figure 1 -1  ). ' ' 
Rather than present the rnaterial through a structure that promotes the 

development of relational links between word roots and their related components. 

prefixes and suffixes. rote memorization predominates as the leaming methodology 

%agy & Herman (1987) comment. "Vocabulary knowledge--knowledge about 
word meanings--is both a subset of. and highly correlated with, general knowledge; a 
person who knows more words knows more about the world in general" (p. 28). This is 
true for specific domain-based knowledge as well. 

''For example, fiom the Indo-European root [spek-]? '?O observe. to look at, 
examine. spy" comes a nurnber of famitiar words. including some which are bioscientific: 
aspect, auspice. circzrmspect. conspicuolrs. despicable. despise, despite. expect, 
fi-ontispiece, inspect, introspect, microscope, periscope, perspective, prospect, respect. 
respective, retrospect, specifl. species. specimen, specious, spectacle, specfrum. 
speczrlate, speczrhm, spite. suspect (Klein. p. 1483), al1 of which cary  some essence of 
core meaning from the hypothetical 1-E root. 

"A course on bioscientific terminology is taught by the Classics Department at 
Emory University. The University of Calgary. The Ohio State University, Tufts 
University, to narne just a few institutions following this practice. 
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Figure 1.1. The Classics Course for Bioscientific Terminology Instruction. The major 

instructional strategy employed in the teaching and learning of bioscientific terminology 

is rote memorization of definitions presented in lists. 

fostered by bioscientific terminology university courses; the approach is fundamentally 

drill-and-practice. terminology seen as lists of word roots. prefixes. and suffixes. 

rnastered through repetition using workbook-type exercises. then tested. The nurnerous 

books and textbooks for bioscientific terminology study, are mostly "self-leaming" 

n~odules, presenting information in &es with charts. diagams, and tables. covering the 

Latin and Greek combining forms in lists that are not intercomected in any way. drill and 

practice making up the bulk of exercises in these texts. The mental processing and 



reasoning, Le.. the mental strategies required to comprehend and assimilate the course 

content. are neither fostered nor reflected in the learning materials. including the 

computerized exercises designed to supplement the textbooks. for these are 

predominantly drill-and-practice as well. 

Sometimes the terms analyzed are grouped anatornically. by diseases. or by 

systems of the body. which poses a problem for instructors coming from Classics. A few 

texts take a more academic/linguistic approach with greater attention to principles of 

word-formation. providing more theoretical explmations and detailed treatment of 

etymologies. some including pertinent snippets from the history and whimsy of medical 

Ianguage as well as related stories from mythology: however. most texts in this area (e-g.. 

Collins. 1974: Lillis. 1983: Gylys & Wedding. 1988: Rice. 199 1) present material in 

disconnected chunks with linle planning or guidance for metacognitive and cognitive 

strategy develo pment. 

Texts cover the information inconsistently. some providing terms with 

pronunciation. others without. Some texts give the meanings for prefixes and suffixes 

along with roots when rems  are discussed: others leave this out. forcing students to the 

index. which rnay not include prefixes and suffixes. rnay or may not include page 

numbers. Students are ofien compelled to search randomly through the text in hstration 

(see Ayers. 1993). The need for a prefix index w-ould seem obvious to any learner 

studying medical terminology. yet such omissions are the n o m  for instructional matenal 

in this area. Students must jump around in the texts to find relational links in the material 

if these are made explicit at al[. Instructors end up having to modiQ and supplement to 

make the instruction conducive to learning. The need to acquire vocabulary for success 

in the biosciences coupled with the lack of adequately workable instructional materials 
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establishes a need for improvernent. 

Anderson & Freebody (1 983) have labelled the relationship between vocabulary 

size and reading comprehension the "knowledge hypothesis." a schema-based 

interpretation of reading comprehension. which suggests that knowledge consists of 

organized. interrelated cognitive structures and that knowing where information fits into 

t!!e interpretive framework is an essential part of understanding it. As a result. 

knowledge-based approaches to vocabulary acquisition offer some of the best avenues for 

exploring vocabulary instruction. hformation contained in textbooks on medical 

terminology. in books on medical lexicography. in medical dictionaries. books that 

specifically explore words in depth etyrnologically. as well as feedback from instructors 

in the field offer a substantial research base. Content fiom these sources c m  be gathered. 

organized, analyzed, and elaborated in ways consistent with instructional design theones 

with the aim of developing an instmctional intervention. The current series of 

experirnents is intended ro contribute ro this goal of designing instructional tools for 

bioscientific terminology acquisition. 

Instructional Theory 

To improve vocabulary instruction in the biosciences. one must consider just how 

best to organize and present the information needed to help learners develop bioscientific 

terminology schemata. An important concem for the development of an instructional 

method for lea.rning vocabulary in the biosciences is how to incorporate these organizing 

principles or cognitive structures into the instructional materials. M a t  kind of 

framework should the instnictional materiais provide for content processing, e-g., should 
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they direct learners implicitly and/or explicitly to treat the vocûbulary content in specific 

strategic ways? 

While students can infer knowledge through participation in activities. activities 

alone do not necessady result in appropnate new schemata? especially when students 

have misconceptions about the content field and do not have the appropriate background 

experiences to recognize the critical information and use it for correcting a misconception 

or for building new schemata. Dufi & Roehler (1989) have found that even hi& quality 

interactions about reading content fail to inform students about the reasoning required of 

readers when they strive to comprehend that content. Teachers expect that students will 

infer these strategies. but this approach sends the message. "Never mind how it works. 

just participate in discussions after reading and you'll be a reader?' @. 3). The activity is 

the focus of the instruction rather than the mental processing, yet it is the mental 

processing which insures the successful completion of that activity. Some students just 

won? rnake the conscious connections. The sarne problems occur with low achieving 

students. Du@ & Roehler report that "in the absence of explicit information From 

teachers, low group students ofteri draw incorrect conclusions about what is to be learned 

from typical seatwork tasks despite high rates of engagement" (p. 4). Based on these 

findings? Duf i  & Roehler conclude that teachers have a responsibility to provide the 

specific type of guidance students need to acquire expert level reading capability. 

Teachers need to see that students leam to reason strategically iike experts and 

that they become consciously aware of their strategy use when encountenng dificult 

matenal. As learners need appropriate, accurate, and complex mental models in order to 

engage in complex activities, teachers need to transmit some of the currently recognized 

body of knowledge from the particular content field; as a part of this content, they should 
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include those cognitive and metacognitive strategies employed by experts ta help learners 

construct their mental models. 

Meanin&l vs. Rote Leamin-, 

Ausubel's (1963) theory of meaningfül verbal learning discusses a critical 

distinction for instruction. one which influences the conceptualization of the word- 

families approach: the difference between rote and meaningfûl learning? especially with 

regard to the way in which bioscientific terminoIogy is taught. Ausubel's approach 

acknowledges the individuality of the leamer's memory structure as well as the process of 

knowledge construction. His theory explains how meaningful knowledge integration and 

subsurnption works, for when information is related in a "non arbitrary. nonverbatim 

fashion (i.e.. relatable to stable elements in cognitive structure)?" this makes possible 'ihe 

establishment of meaningful relationships or the emergence of actual meaning'? (p. 25). 

Not only must learners grasp the content of individual concepts. but they must understand 

the structural relationships that exist between concepts as these are critical not just for 

their content but for their importance in building the memory structures necessary for 

retention and transfer. Leamers need to expend mental effort--to generate and exercise a 

range of cognitive strategies that allow for the integration of this new information into 

previously established knowledge structures. 

Ultimately, it is through the process itself that the meaningful materials actually 

acquire their "meaningfùlness" for the learner. Cognitive structure variables c m  

influence this process, factors such as the "organizing and explanatory pnnciples9' of the 

subject domain. Isolating the substantive organizational system for a discipline. its basic 



organizing concepts. cornes before programmatic considerations of "presenting. 

arranging. and ordering units of knowledge." which influence the '-clarity. stability. and 

cohesiveness of that structure" (p. 76). The artificial compartmentalizatioo of rnaterials. 

the decontextualization of information, the disassembling of reiationships in order to 

package self-contained material. often the way in which textbooks are written. can have 

some unwanted consequences. Little effort is made to make connections. to explore 

relationships. to look at comrnonalities. to help learners cope with inconsistencies. 

According to Ausubel. al1 of this leads to -'incalculable cognitive main and confusion. as 

well as encouraging rote learning?' because -'adequate use is not made of relevant. 

previously learned ideas as a basis for subsuming and incorporating related new 

information" (p. 80). Instead, new content should be integrated and reconciled with 

previously leamed material through meaningfûl cognitive processing that takes advantage 

of structures and relationships inherent in the subject maner content itself. 

Most researchers with some background in co_miitive psychology begin with the 

fundamental supposition that learning results in the organizing of information into 

memory. into types of cognitive structures. arranged and related in some fashion not weli 

understood but nonetheless representing a persona1 interpretation of experience (Resnick. 

1989). Current cognitive theory suggests that -'First. learning is a process of knowledge 

cons&ruction, not of knowledge recording or absorption. Second. leaming is knoivledge- 

dependent; people use current knowledge to constnict new knowledge. Third. learning is 

highly tuned to the situation in which it takes place" (p. 1). Instruction affects 

achievement by mediating students' thought processes? by influencing students? thinking. 

while students' thinking mediates learning and achievement (Wittmck, 1986). Resnick's 

(198 1) surnmary of the psychology of instruction for the Annual Review of Psycholom. 



echoes this contemporary cognitive psychological instructional theory: 

Much effort is now directed at finding ways to represent the structure of 

knowledge and at discovering ways in which knowledge is used in various kinds 

of learning.. . . Finally. today's assurnptions about the nature of learning and 

thinking are interactionist. We assume that learning occurs as a result of mental 

constructions of the learner. These constructions respond to information and 

stimuli in the environment. but they do not copy or mirror them- This means that 

instruction must be designed not to put knowledge into learners' heads but to put 

learners in positions that allow them to construct well-structured knowledge 

(p. 660. Cited in Shulman. 1986. p. 25). 

The fimdarnental terrns associated with this type of research on instruction include: 

'%cherna. script. fi.ame. metacognitive strategy. and other words used to describe those 

mental tools or structures employed by leamers to make sense of what they are being 

taught" (ibid.). nomencIature now integral to instructional design theory and practice. For 

the purpose of designing instruction. this means representing structured subject matter 

content in ways consistent with those knowledge structures associated with the particular 

type of learning. This includes appraising, inferring. and/or anticipating those "prior 

cognitive structures that students bnng to the learning situation" (ibid.). and organizing 

and elaborating instruction accordingly. It would seem that subject matter representation 

as well as learners prior knowledge structures warrant extensive consideration for any 

instructional approach. 

Teachers can influence content and strategy Iearning through the way in which 

they structure their lessons and presentations: the nature of this organization influences 

how students perceive, undentand, and remember information (Anderson, 1989). 



Research on teaching behaviour and student achievement over the past fifteen years 

reveals two common themes' one of which supports this claim: when teachers structure 

learning, organize new information for students, and help students relate it to what they 

already know. and then monitor performance and give corrective feedback during 

recitation. drill, practice. or application activities. students Iearn more eflcientZy (Brophy 

& Good, 1986. p. 366).12 According to the authon, efgctive instmctors teaching highly 

complex instruction at higher-levels must be able to do the foltowing: 

Develop apt analogies or exarnples that will enable students to relate the new to 

the familiar or the abstract to the concrete; identie key concepts that help 

organize cornplex bodies of information; mode1 problem-solving processes that 

involve judgement and decision making under conditions of uncertainty; and 

diagnose and correct subtle misconceptions in students' thinking. These are 

complex. demanding, and yet essential activities, and should neither be demeaned 

as intrusive -teacher talk' nor confused with the relatively simple 'telling' or 

giving of 'right answers' that occur in basic skills lessons in the early grades 

(p. 367). 

Brophy & Good report that achievement is maximized when teachers (1) actively present 

material which is stnictured from the beginning with overviews, advance organizers, or 

review of objectives: and, (2) outline the content. signal transitions between lesson parts. 

cal1 attention to main ideas, surnmarize subparts of lessons as they proceed, and review 

main ideas at the end of the instruction. Overviews and outlines are an important part of 

" ~ e e  this reference, Handbook of research in teaching, 3"' Ed. ( 1  986), for more 
detailed examples of teachers' effects on students, including "Reacting to Student 
Responses: Reactions to Correct Responses, Reacting to Partly Correct Responses, 
Reacting to Incorrect Responses, Reacting to 'No Response,' and Reacting to Student 
Questions and Comments" (p. 364). 



structuring lessons as these aid learners in developing "learning sets?'? scafTolds or 

schernata into which they c m  assimilate content.'' Rule-example-nile patterns and 

intemal sumar ies  help relate information to integrative concepts, while surnmary 

reviews integrate and reinforce important points. The researchers conclude that "Taken 

together, these stmcturing elements not only facilitate mernory for information but allow 

for its apprehension as an integrated whole with recoNtion of the relationships between 

parts" (p. 362). Those organizing concepts and analogies which assist learnen in linking 

new information to what they already know are particularly helpfil for knowledge 

construction. Ln vocabulary development. for example' new vocabulary and the concepts 

to which it refers can be linked through form and meaning to what learners already know 

in their first languages. a process which can be extraordinarily productive if the languages 

being studied are frorn the same language farnily. 

As pnor knowledge influences the construction of new knowledge structures, 

instruction needs to be designed to promote appropriate conceptual change for individual 

learners. especially for novice learners who must develop metacognitive knowledge for 

successful performance. Novices and experts differ in the size and complexity of the 

knowledge structures they apply to problem solving (Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982). Experts 

have more domain-specific knowledge than novices; their conceptual knowledge is 

embedded in a richer. more interrelated network (Flavell. 1985). Differences also exist in 

strategic knowledge as the experts' representations are more efficiently organized and 

accessible. For experts. strategy recall and use take less working memory space so that 

more space is available for active problem rolving. To facilitate the development of 

"Semantic networks, conceptual categories, and schema theory are discussed in 
Chapter Two, p. 54. 
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optimal instructional models. researchers need to explore both the cognitive structures 

and the cognitive processes that distinguish novice from expert learners. For example. 

long-terni storage or rnernory is believed to be abstract. unlimited. and well-organized 

(Baddeley. 1990). It is thought to store automated routines, patterns which recur. and 

other abstract mental representations. To manage rapid, cornplicated thinking, experts 

intemalize a large number of highly automated routines. which aIIow them to engage in 

cornplex tasks easily as they direct concentration toward smaller matters which do require 

their attention. To help novices develop expert level vocabulary knowledge. ascertaining 

the nature of the processing components and knowledge structures pertinent to 

vocabulary acquisition. specifically for the development of expertise in bioscientific 

terminology. becomes a worthwhile pursuit. 

Nursing students in the biosciences have been manipulating bioscientific 

terminology. but do curent course content and instructional methods help them develop 

mental models of vocabulary relations within the language? Students c m  infer meanings 

and relationships while studying and participating in activities, but self-study. classroom 

instruction, and educational activities alone may not result in the development of the best 

schemata for retention, embellishing, transfer, and continued acquisition. Whether or not 

nursing students have evolved word-family schemata on their own, implicitly, through 

their tacit manipulation of bioscientific terminology or whether this lexical network 

would have to be made a part of explicit instruction. significantly influences the way in 

which a word-families conception would be operationalized for the development of 

vocabulary learning materials in the biosciences and is a major reason why the present 

study was undertaken. 



Word Structure and Morphological Category 

Knowledge of both word structure and rnorphological category helps us to better 

consider a word-families conception. theories of how words rnay be organized and 

comected in mental lexicon- and the experiments designed to test for mental lexical 

organization. Linguistic studies pay particular attention to the processes and structures of 

English word-formation and morphological decomposition. e-g.. the syntactic and lexical 

components of gramrnar that represent morphological strucîure as well as the relationship 

between word stems and inflectional and denvational morphology. In terms of their 

internai structure- words can be divided into two basic categories: simple and complex. 

Simple words cannot be broken down into smailer segments. whereas complex words can 

be M e r  anaiysed into two or more component units: each of these units will cany some 

identifiable meaning and/or linguistic fùnction. These basic units of analysis. which 

cannot be subsequently divided. are called rnorphemes. Morphology is the sub-branch of 

linguistics that studies the intemal structure of words (Bauer. 1983. p. 12). Morphemes 

can be either a root, such as car or an afix.  such as the plural marker -S. which gives us 

the word cars. Both the base cat and the affix -s in cars are morphemes. Some 

morphemes are fiee (e.g.. the "fiiend" infiend-ly) and can constitute a word by 

themselves; others are bound and rnust be attached to some Iarger form or sequence of 

morphemes (e.g., the %h-' in small-ish). Complex words are composed of at least two 

morphemes, typically a base or root and one or more affixes. The root carries most of the 

word's meaning and belongs to a lexical category, which for English includes noun (n). 

verb (v), and adjective (adj). for example. Affixes ordinarily modi@ the meaning or 

syntactic category of the root. An a f ix  attached to the begiming of a word is a prefix, 
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while a sufix is an affix joined to the end of a word. Although many linguists argue that 

certain suffixes like -mit have become arbitrary and meaningless (Marchand. 1969). 

traditionally. the morpheme has been defined as the smallest meaningful unit of language 

(see Aronoff, 1976). Linguists ofien use the terms root, stem. and base to distinguish 

between that part of a word which remains after al1 the affixes have been removed. Root 

is defined as the unanalyzable part of the word. while a stem is what is left over afier al1 

the inflectional affixes have been removed. e.g.. churncterized has the root characfer but 

the stem characterize. The -ize is a derivational affix. which changes the noun to a verb. 

while the -ed is the inflectional &x indicating pst tense. 

The concept of morphological category is also important to a word-families 

conception because research on the structure and organization of the lexicon is based on 

detecting these forms through experimentation. The three basic types of morphological 

construction are inflection, derivation. and compounding. Derivation and inflection are 

the two fundamental types of reiationships unafixed words c m  have with affixed. 

morphologically-related words. Morphological relatives provide both form and function 

for word usage and for sentence and word-formation. Uniike derivation. inflection never 

changes a word's grammatical category. Inflection modifies a word in order to mark its 

g r m a t i c a l  subclass, e.g., singular/plural and pastlpresent, as in walk, walks. walked. 

These forms are "predi~table~" and therefore are not expected to receive a separate 

dictionary entry. However: so called suppletive verb forms, such as the irreguiar past 

tense forms look or wenr. offer exceptions to the basic rules goveming inflectional form 

and repreçentation, so these are thought to require separate lexical entries. While 

inflection plays an important role in sentence formation and is added afier derivation, 

derivation is considered the most important category for word-formation. Derivation 
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usually changes a word's grammatical category and often modifies the meaning of the 

root. e.g.. nouns become verbs. paper/papered, verbs change to adjectives. e-g.. 

heZp/hetpless, adjectives combine to give noms. e.g.. attractive/attractiveness. 

Word-formation, i.e.? the creation of new words, OCCLUS in English most 

commonly through the processes of compounding and derivation. Compounding 

involves the combining of two or more roots. e.g.. race and course become racecourse. 

Denvation creates new w-ords from a base. rnost often through the addition of an afix or 

affixes. resulting in single as well as multiple derivations. Inflected foms tend to be 

compositional. i.e.. a combination of the meanings of stem and affix that is easily 

decomposed. such as walk + -ed. Derived forms are inclined to be less compositional. 

e.g.. fabulous. nieir surface forms are more difficult for the beginning linguistic student 

let alone average English speaker to tease apart (O'Grady & Dobrovolsky. 1992). 

Because these primary structures offer features that can be probed through 

experimentation, considerable research in psycholinguistics has been done to isolate these 

cognitive structures in memory. to describe the way in which they are accessed and 

represented in the mental lexicon. The design of the curent series of expenments on 

vocabulary content and organization in the mental lexicons of nursing students and 

psychology students relies on psycholinguistic research based on these p n m q  

Iinguistical structures and processes. 



The Mental Lexicon 

The knowledge we have about word structure and fùnction. which we store in o u  

long-term memory. is cornmonly called the mental lexicon. A fundamental understanding 

of this lexical store will assist us in conceptualizing how word-farnilies may be 

represented in lexical memory and subsequently tested. The linguistical aspects of the 

structure of the mental lexicon and of the lexical entq-. including the nature and extent of 

the connections between related entries as well as some reflections of word origins and 

relations cornrnonly studied in historical or diachronic linguistics, etjmology. and 

lexicography, contribute to the word-families formulation. The notion that memory 

structures based on word-fmily relations might already be present in the mental lexicons 

of students irnmersed in bioscientific terrninology by virtue of their manipulation of the 

subject matter warrants investigation. 

The lexicon is believed to include information about both word fonns and word 

meanings. While it rnay be convenient to conceive of the lexicon as being similar to a 

modem dictionary stored in long-term rnemory, the representation of information in the 

mental lexicon is acknowledged to be rnuch more cornplex. Language processing 

involves a nurnber of components, including articulatory/manual systems. auditory/visual 

systems, the mental lexicon, and syntax (see Figure 1.2). In Garman's single lexicon 

mode1 based on Dell and Reich (1 98 1 ), the processing of utterances proceeds from 

message to signal representation via two pathways that operate in paraIlel, through 

S Y I V T '  which attends to constituent relations between words in the utterance. and THE 

LEYICON, which processes meaning and form for individual words in the message. 

Most models of word recognition include bodi visual and auditory pathways for input 
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Figure 1.2. The Fundamental elements of language processing (Adapted from M. 

Garman. Figure 4.1. 1990. p. 182). 

identification and output production. But theorists are divided in their opinions as to 

whether or not the mental lexicon consists of multiple lexicons, e.g., separate 

orthographic and phonologic input and output lexicons. or whether it contains just a 

single Iexicon with connections between related lexical nodes. A considerable arnount of 

research on the mental lexicon is motivated by a desire to explore and separate out its 

components. Cornrnents Morton (1 982): 

One extreme view of the intemal Iexicon is that al1 information about an 

individual word; its acoustic, visual, semantic, articulatory, graphic, and 



other descriptions. is to be found in the sarne "place"--where place is to be 

defined in terms of whatever mode1 form is used. My own work has found 

itself concerned with the progressive separation of individual elements of 

what othenvise would be seen as a unified lexicon (p. 93). 

Morton's research has led him to advance the opinion that the lexicon is best represented 

';as a set of interacting modular constnicts" (Libben. 1987. p. 34). In some 

representations, including Morton's (e.g.- Coltheart. 1980; Morton & Panerson. 1980). 

the mental lexicon is depicted as having separate orthographic and phonological 

components. The orthographic lexicon is thought to include lexical entries for the 

spellings of al1 words known to the language user. while the phonological lexicon is 

believed to contain the sounds for these words. As spoken language develops pnor to 

written language. leaming to read is typically thought of as the learning of visual patterns 

that correspond to words already in the language user's phonologically accessible lexicon 

or speaking vocabulary. 

When reading oraily, language users must produce phonological representations 

of printed words. Research from both dyslexic and "intact" subjects suggests that this is 

accomplished through one of two processes. Subjects either assemble phonology from 

orthographic segments smaller than a word or locate the whole word entry in the 

orthographic input lexicon and then address the whole word entry in the phonological 

output lexicon through lexical-lexical connections (Besner, 1990). Both lexicons, the 

orthographic and the phonological, are believed to send and receive input to and fiom 

each other as well as semantic memory;I4 the mental lexicon and the conceptual rnemory 

''A more detailed discussion of semantic memory and prototype theory is included 
later in Chapter Two. 
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system are believed to be highly interactive. 

In some single lexicon or monolithic models. the mental lexicon is thought to 

consist of individual separate lexical entries. Each lexical entry is believed to include 

basic information about a word. e-g.. its stored phonetic representation. its spelling, 

syntactic features and restrictions (cg.. grammatical information. such as its part of 

speech). and its meaning (semantic features and restrictions). Dell and Reich (198 1) 

advocate the rnonolithic formulation of lexical representation. contending that it may be 

more appropriate to conceive of the lexicon as a network of nodes made up of a nurnber 

of linguistic units. In this network structure. individual lexical units are composed of a 

mixture of connections between lexical entries (see Figure 1.3). According to the 

authors. "Semantic features. morphemes. phonemes. phonernic features comect to word 

nodes that define them. word nodes connect to phoneme nodes that spell out the words. 

and phoneme nodes connect to their proper feature nodes'' (Dell and Reich. 198 1. p. 627). 

Dell and Reich's mode1 has appeal for a word-families conception with a structure similar 

to the network type organization for semantic memory proposed by cognitive science 

theorists (Collins & Loftus. 1975) discussed in detail later in Chapter Two. 

Theoretically, the morpho-semantic lexical network" proposed for word-families 

organization would be cornposed of links between semantic feature nodes. word nodes. 

and morpheme nodes. The first step in producing materials based on a word-families 

conception is to explore the mental lexicon for the presence of the mental lexical 

organization suggested by this approach. 

"A word-farnilies conception posits a memory structure based on links between 
morphology (form) and semantic mernory (meaning). This proposed memory structure 
will be referred to as the morpho-semantic lexical network in this dissertation. 
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Figure 1.3. A network for the semantic and form properties of words. (Based on 

discussion in De11 and Reich pp. 627-8). From M. Garrnm (1 990). p. 411. 

A Word-families Conception for Vocabulary Instruction: 

An Alternative and Possible Future Direction 

Part of the problem with instructional materials intended to help teach 

bioscientific terminology is inherent in the ways in which they are currently designed. 

Our traditional textbooks and dictionaries remain bound by spatial limitations. the limited 

foresight of their developers. and until recently. handicaps in technology as well. But 

now. with increased computer capabiiity improving our access to vast arnounts of data 
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and our ability to show connections between related information. instmctional materials 

can begin to provide more examples. encompass contexts more completely. in essence. to 

become the usefül tools for knowledge construction we would hope they couId be. As 

well. modem. cornputerized instructional materials should have the capacity to offer users 

the opportunity for interaction and knowledge construction, e.g.? to perhaps add exarnples 

of their own. Using the computer as a learning tool should help facilitate a better 

understanding of the nature of language leaming and vocabulary instruction in the 

biosciences as well. An instructional system employing not only well-known approaches 

to vocabulary learning, but also a component based on the concept of word root relations 

(see Figure 1 -4). should provide valuable instructional support for vocabulary 

development. 

This mode1 shows the relationship behveen the traditional techniques associated 

with the Analysis of Terms. e.g.. combining rules and breaking terms down into the 

Greek and Latin prefixes. roots. and suffixes. and the notion of acknowledging word root 

relationships that may help to establish meaningful semantic links arnong vocabulary 

being taught. Under experimental conditions. subjects readily assess the semantic or 

meaning connections of closely related word-pairs. such as doctor-physician. idea-notion. 

able-rmable, sincere-insincere, docfor-nurse, Jmver-tztlip (Derwing, 1 976; Marslen- 

Wilson et al.. 1994). Leamers may also be tacitly aware of or guided to perceive less 

transparent word relations. such as the combined morphologie (form) and semantic 

(rneaning) links within genealogical word-families and the core meaning each word- 

farnily rnember shares with its relatives. e.g., prince-principal, with the core concept 

being "first" (See Klein, 1967. p. 1243). This word-famiIy knowledge c m  be made even 

more meaningful if instruction provides distinctive leaming episodes based on this 
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Figure 1.4. A Word-farnilies Conception for Vocabulary Instruction. 

organizing construct. On such occasions, vocabulary knowledge would be linked to 

learners' understanding of word-farnilies as well as to relevant life experiences and to 

individual comprehension of related core concepts and core images. 

A word-farnilies approach analyses vocabulary in such a way as to incorporate 

word-family relations as part of word snidy. Expiicit knowledge of word-families c m  

give learners a conscious awareness of both the lexical relations and the language 

continuity inherent in the English lanyage. This knowledge may help them to both forge 

connections between existing word associations as well as develop new lexical 

affiliations that they can remember in the long term, Le., promote "meaningful 
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leaniing.??'6 Such knowledge shodd lead to a richer lexical network with improved 

conceptual understanding as well as to a greater potential for m e r  vocabulary growth 

and enrichment. Ideally. students would improve their abilities to learn and retain new 

words. forge meaningfui relations between words they already know. and be expected to 

integrate this e ~ c h e d  lexical knowledge with schema and imagery at higher conceptual 

levels. This technique of word analysis links the components of word structure and root 

etyrnologies to develop connections between roots and farnily members- What is novel 

about this method is the fact that it builds a relational network between roots based on 

structural connections which already exist in the mental Iexicon but are seldom 

acknowledged. Word roots are related as "farnily members,'? and as such they offer 

learners structural units with established semantic links. The goal of a word-families 

approach is to get leamers to think about deriving definitions and understanding through a 

process of recognition of relationships. similarities? differences? and characteristics 

inherent in a taxonomie network beyond those currently pursued by means of Lists of 

isolated. individual word roots. prefixes. and sufixes (see Figure 1.5). 

Word-families are created and evolve in a variety of ways. These include 

common word-formation processes, e.g.. the addition of a prefix as in recowse; the 

combining of two root words in race-course; the addition of a suffix, which in the case of 

court. gives us court&, cozrrtliness: the modification of the semantic category, e-g.. court 

becomes to c0ru-t- M i l e  some of these relations are easy to recognize and leam, others 

are harder to see and teach. For example, in English, course (of study) or race-corirse c m  

I6While adding new lexical affiliations and forging connections between already 
existing vocabulary may involve different intellectuai processes, a word-families 
approach does offer the possibility of improving vocabulary development for both types 
of acquisition. 
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THE BEGIMVINGS OF A WORD-FAMILY RELATIONSHIP 

Gk. Icuko- lcukoblast; lahcyte; Icukodcrma; Ieukoencephalitis; Ieukokerafosis 
Gk. leuk- leukanemia; leukasmus; leukernia; lcukemid; lcukemoid; leukin 
Gk leuco- leucornaine; Ieucomilinmiia; leuconostoc; leucorobofiavin; leucosin 

Fimve 1.5. An Example of a Word-farnily Relationship. 

be seen in relation to the parent word fiom Latin czrrsus "racehace-track," which contains 

the core concept of "any predetermined path that can be followed." 

This predetermined path may be followed by a student, for exarnple. or by the 

water in a river, Le., either by a human being (a course of study for a person) or by 

inanimate but fluid materiai. Through reference to the concept of an established pathway. 

course becomes of course, meaning "evidently." Most university educated, native 

English speakers when asked if words, such as recourse and course, belong to the same 

taxonomie farnily, would agree that tiey do. When we ask for the rneaning of one of 
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these words, course for exarnple, the definitions of these same speakers incorporate ties 

to one over-dl, general sense or core concept, "path," and with this concept cornes each 

individual's image or images of what constitutes a '-path," whether based on actual 

experience or definition. 

From the core concept develops d l  of the '3pecific" meanings that are given for 

cozirse in the dictionary. Current shares with course the same Latin root czrrrere. which 

means "ruMing, flowing, moving": both are members of the same word-farnily as course. 

Muenced by its passage through French to English, cozirse has the vowel combination 

ou instead of the Latin u because sound /u/ is traditionally represented in French by the 

spelling ozi. The core concept "to nui" that these relatives share is easily identifiable. 

Other members of this word-family include: currency, coranto, corral, corridor. corsair, 

courant, courante, courier, curricle, curriczilurn, cursive, cursor, czirsory, concorirse, 

concur, concurrent, decurrent. decursive, discourse, disczirsive, excurrent, excursion, 

excursus, incur, intercourse, kraal, occzlr, occzirrence, precursor, recw, succour, and 

sziccursal (Klein, p. 386) .  

A second exarnple involving the word court is illustrated as in '7he court of a 

queen" or a "court of Iaw.'? In French, the sound /kur/ is represented in witing by three 

different word-farnily groupings, each of which can be linked together with its relatives to 

forrn a common core conception: 

cour n.f. (la cour d'un roi) = the court of a king; a court of law; court (borrowed 

back into French from English with the "t," which is still pronounced in English): 

un court de tennis = a tennis court. 

In order to understand and teach the functioning of these groupings, the word or words 

need to be studied and understood, not as a series of isolated "examples of usage," as is 
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the common format for presentation in existing dictionarïes, but rather as a general. 

ovemding concept. To seek out this general concept and to veriQ it. requires effort. 

study? and concentration. al1 of which can play a role in irnproving retention. in the first 

example. the concept of court (the court of a king, the court of law). from Latin 

co-horfem. means literally --the gardedyard that accompanies" or the "with-garden.?' The 

general definition of court in English would be "a well-defined space frequently enclosed. 

which cari include hurnan beings or animais and which depends on a central and 

important person/building.'? For example. a court of law is an enclosed area: it can be 

closed off to operate "in carnera." Le.. in a closed roorn. And the court-yard is the 

"enclosed" space that exists in relation to a central? important building. such as a house. 

The tennis court is also a well-defined space that is essentially an appendage to the main 

building or clubhouse. To pursue general comprehension of the word and to relate it to 

other words, a core concept and a core image increase students' abilities to rapidly access 

the word in memory when they are reading a text or when they are writing. The 

concentration involved in discoverhg these underlying or overriding memings and 

connecting these to images assists learners uith vocabulary development, with knowledge 

transfer and retention. 

Most native English speaking adults are unaware of many word ongins, even in 

the large nurnber of Latin borrowings that have corne into English over the past thousand 

years. The psychological productivity of word-formation rules fuels discussion in both 

synchronic and diachronic studies of morphology. While native English speakers may be 

consciously oblivious of word lineage? Randall(1980) found that when subjects were 

asked to judge the relative acceptability of pseudo-words with "-ity" attached to either a 

Latinate root (obliquity) or to a non-Latinate root (earthnici~), they were sensitive to the 



histoncal ongins of the Latinate forms. Randall felt strongly enough about her research 

results to propose that the feature "classicali~' be included as a part of morphologicaI 

knowledge. 

The research results of Baldi et al. (1 985) support her proposal. Their study 

explored the question of whether or not native English speakers make use of etymological 

information when processing word roots. The researchers found that native speakers -'do 

indeed productively and creatively follow the historical phonological pattern of N-- 

prefixation" (pp. 54-55). That speakers observe these patterns indicates more than a 

passive knowledge of Latin relics in the language. Baldi et al. also concluded that there 

was linle doubt that -'speakers have an awareness of ety:iological information about root 

words" (p. 54). Subjects with no explicit prior knowledge of word origins c m  recognize 

words as either native or foreign, especially words from Latin. Looking at how words are 

stnictured intemally and what relationships these connections create within the 

bioscientific lexicon through fumily resemblance." may provide students with another 

means of reducing their reliance on rote memorization. 

The sound shifts and spelling changes that have played a role in the evolution of 

modern English vocabulary reveal a portion of the systern of rule relations which have 

contributed to the development of English vocabulary. At more advanced levels of 

instruction. this system can be drawn upon to guide learners through the word-families 

network of relations. Tliese connections take account of regular sound and spelling 

changes, changes which allow us to postulate historical forms in the Proto-Indo- 

"~err i l l ( l987)  when discussing his second generation instructional design 
theory, CDTZ, provide an exarnple of one of his cognitive processes: inheritance. In a 
kinds-of taxonomy, information is organized according to its characteristics, subsets of 
superordinate concepts inheriting al1 the attributes, qualities, traits of those higher nodes 
(pp. 45-36). 



European. In the English language. the LE root" [sta-] '70 stand, to set- to put. to be 

placed" is spelled sta- and is pronounced in three ways. either l - s t ~ - / ' ~  as in stalic. 1-ste-/ 

as in siable. or /-sa-/ as in obsracle. When certain words beginning with an s corne into 

English through Old French. e.g.. establish, establishment, and estate, the base [-sta-] 

stays the same. but it is preceded by an epenthetic e before the S. The hypothetical LE 

root [SC-] may possibly have evolved through Latin to produce a number of bases. 

including [-sta-] and [-sti-1. The phonetic rule governing these bases is stated by E. 

Klein. -'The change of Latin H (in iigere) to i (in abigere) is due to the Latin phonetic law 

according to which in the unaccented open radical syllable of the second element of 

compounds. original 2 becornes i" (1966. p. 3): e.g.. atuere  + in-atuere (ibid.. 

p. 801).20 For this reason. the bases in the English words -tue and superstition differ 

by one vowel sound. Le.. /æ/ as opposed to 11.. Similarly. the root of destiny or 

destination differs from that of =tue by a vowel sound /r/ instead of /æ/. as well as by a 

different consonant shape at the end of the stem, i-e.. /n/ as opposed to /t/. When con& 

is compared to stance. the distance is greater since the base [-sist-] is "fkom the 

reduplicated base of stâre" (ibid., p. 1 17). which gives &ere (- si + stiire) and asmere  

in Latin. The difference between the bases [-sta-1 and [-sist-] involves the addition of si 

'8~roto-Indo-~uropean roots are reconstnicted on the basis of existing language; 
there is no independent textual evidence to support their existence. 

'9Phonemic transcriptions using the International Phonetic Alphabet are indicated 
by slashes //. 

'Oh the firsr example given by Klein, it is not the infinitive form of the verb 
ab-ig-ere. "to chase, to chase away,?' that follows the rule but rather the conjugated form 
ab-ig-O, Y chase." The stress no longer fafls on the open syllable of the radical -ig- but on 
the prefix ab-. If the second last syllable is short, as in the infinitive, the stress will fa11 on 
the third syllable fiom the last (il, which is not according to the rule stated by Klein. 
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and. in many cases. the loss of the a afier the st, e.g.. as& versus assistance. This 

creates considerable distance between the two bases. 

In some instances? the spelling system obscures the relationship even m e r .  In 

exist. for exarnple. the x was used to represent ks so that the base [-sist-1 was no longer 

evident in the written form. Since the s in ks came to be pronounced z in words. such as 

existence, exist, existential. the nature of the base has become even less apparent in 

speech. While shifis in sound and spelling changes create some "distance" between 

farnily memben. they follow reco~pizable patterns. patterns which can be used to posit 

relationships that suggest the nature and extent of word linkage. From semantically 

related derivatives. we postdate Indo-European roots; in many cases. the derivatives 

maintain common core meaning and form in present-day Engiish vocabulary. 

When we compare Greek-based words in this family. such as -sis and ecstatic. 

the phonetic and morphological root shape is very similar to certain roots that corne from 

Latin. @te and m b l e .  but the relationship is somewhat obscured by differences in 

meaning. In the case of a i c .  the Greek term was used in Late Latin before being 

adopted in English. In this instance. the root [-sta-] does not differ fiom die Latin based 

root [-sta-] nor does the meaning. In analysing a word like ecs&tic? literally "outside ex- 

a state of rest." too few Greek words fiom this farnily are present in English for the 

intemal meaning to be self-evident. In the Italian-based word stanza. the base form 

[-sta-] is intact. but the idea that the group of lines in a stanza possess the base [+ta-] 

because they "stay together" is far fiom clear. in al1 of these cases. apostate, ecstatic, 

prostate, and stanza, it is the variance in the meaning and the presence of other, 

unrelated words in the English language containing "sta" that may prevent English- 

language speakers from perceiving the cornmon base. [&a-]. We c m  determine, to the 



best of our ability. that certain [-sta-1 words are related or unrelated by establishing their 

hypothetical historical development in the laripage. A large number of words. in fact. 

are members of the [-sta-] family, but words like staff. stag. and stagnate. when 

compared to their cognates" in English and in other languages. such as German. Latin. 

and Greek, can be shown to belong to different word-families. 

Words that come into English h m  Germanic can sometimes be similar in 

orthography, phonology. and meaning to the root. e-g., stand." Others. such as stem. 

which is derived from Old High German stam 'uunk of a tree." are close to the Latin 

stiimen "stamen," but whether subjects will perceive the relationship between these 

words and other words, such as statue, stance, and stabIe, remains to be determined. In 

words which forrn few compounds. e-g.. ro steer. steed. stud, srern, and stow. speakers 

have virtually no oppomuiity to reflect upon the nature of the 1-E base [-sta-1. fiom which 

they are al1 derived. particularly since the vowel sound changes fiom IV sfeer. sfeed. to /A 

1 stud, /a/ Stern. and /O/ stow. 

Typically. the word forrns studied in linguistics and psycholinguistics are 

inflectional relatives, such as walk, tvalks. walked, and derivatives. such as manage. 

manager, management. The morpho-semantic lexical network drawn upon by a word- 

families approach looks, instead? at word root relations, at historical linkages between 

related words coming into English fkom Indo-European (LE) daughter languages. These 

""Cognates are words fiom different languages that have descended from a 
comrnon source, as shown by systematic phonetic correspondences (e.g., English father 
and Gennan Vater)." From O'Grady and Dobrovolsky, 1992, p. 588. 

"A word like standard, literally "what is held up," although attached by popular 
etymology in English to the LE base [sta-] is actually denved through French fiom the LE 
base [-ten-] (see étendard in French). As one might expect, this misinterpretation has 
affected the evolution of this word's meaning. 



words. which share the same hdo-European root? may have spelling and/or pronunciation 

aiterations as a result of their divergent paths into modem English. Their family 

membership is often not so clearly r e ~ o ~ ~ z a b l e  to the average English speaker as it is 

with the inflectional and derived forms usually studied. 

By definition, morphologically related words not only share a common form or 

"formal features" with their relatives. but they aiso share a common word root or etyrnon. 

which carries with it a semantic component that has links to a common "conceptual core" 

and corresponding image. An understanding of the relationships which exist between 

word-family members to (1) each other: ( 2 )  their common Indo-European root; (3) their 

shared core concept; and, (4) a coIlective core image should help us to better mode1 the 

relations between the mental lexicon and semantic memory. an area of psycholinguistic 

and pedagogical research that is currently understudied. At some point in learning. words 

must be associated with concepts and united with each individual's idiosyncratic world 

experience. To make use of elements fiom al1 the major rnemory systems which can be 

brought to bear on the vocabulary learning process. e-g.. lexical. semantic. imagistic. and 

episodic, is in contrast to most current approaches to vocabulary instruction. 

Structural Analysis (SA)" is one method of vocabulary instruction that does 

incorporate morphologie decomposition, but the overall conception differs from the 

word-farnilies approach. Structural Analysis stops short of linking words through word 

root relations and to a common conceptual core and image. While Structural Analysis 

does provide students with a helpful means by which to decipher word ineaning, the 

"structural Analysis is also known as Morphemic Analysis. Word-structure 
Analysis, and Word-part Analysis. For a more thorough discussion of this method. see 
Ives, J. et al. (1979), Maria, K. (1990), Readence, J. et al. (1985), and Vacca R. T., & 
Vacca, J. L. (1986). 



technique fails to encourage students to venture. in a systernatic way. beyond the basic 

semantic units of the words they are in the process of analysing. In particular. this 

approach neglects to connect words to the larger word-farnily morpho-semantic lexical 

network. nor are materials associated with this technique designed with word root 

relations in the mind. 

A word-families conception takes Structural Analysis several steps m e r  by 

incorporating the notion of a morpho-semantic lexical network based on w-ord-families 

and the notion of linking this farnily of words to its Indo-European root. a common core 

concept. and a shared image: the process of making these linkages explicit contributes to 

the unique character of a word-fmilies conception. Membership and inheritance in a 

word-family, as defined by a word-families conception. are based on features: 

phonologie. graphemic. morphologic. and semantic. as well as imagistic. Family 

members share sound and spelling similarities to a greater or lesser degree; minimally. 

they share a cornrnon Indo-European root. They may also be fürther related through the 

sharing of another daughter language root. which for English would in al1 probability be 

fiom either Latin, Gennanic. or Greek. These "second generation" roots carry with them 

the comrnon core meanings and conceptual images that originate with their LE roots. To 

better understand how a word-farnilies approach would be developed as an instructional 

tool, the nature and extent of word root relations based on word-families needs to be 

studied. 

A word-farnilies conception embraces four Fundamental premises: 

(1) morphological: word roots and their word-family relations forrri a meaningfùl and 

usefül mental representarion of word knowledge; the suggested morpho-semantic lexical 

network for a word-families conception is built on these connections, in addition to the 
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knowledge of prefixes and suffixes; (2) episodic: if properly accessed and activated. 

knowledge of the word-families morpho-semantic lexical network. combined with 

enriched instructional techniques for concept elaboration during training. will help 

learners ta acknowledge. develop. ernbeilish. and better retain their lexical knowledge: 

(3) irnagistic (visual): evocation of mental irnagery during vocabulary acquisition will 

also aid students in learning and retention: and. (4) semantic: knowledge of word-families 

and their networks of connections will help learners to better understand. assimilate. and 

retain the concepts. both concrete and abstract. to which these vocabulary groupings and 

their particular constituents refer. These notions provide the theoretical foundation for a 

word-families approach. The present study addresses the first of these four premises. 

The experiments for this dissertation are designed to see if with linle or no explicit 

etymological instruction linking vocabulary through a word-families approach. students 

who have had some etyrnological training. Le.. 41h year nursing students and recent 

graduates [June -981. develop a network of connections. such that static. stable. and 

obstack become automatically and/or unconsciously/consciously associated in memory. 

In surnrnary. a series of three experiments was conducted to see if nursing students 

(the expenmental group) had a qualitatively different memory organization for word- 

families-a different unconscious/automatic or conscious lexical knowledge than the 

control group (psychology students) due to their having manipulated bioscientific 

terminology extensively. Because nursing students have spent so much time working 

with the language of the biosciences. which is based pnmarily on Latin and Greek word 
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roots. their results rnight display priming patterns distinct from adults who have not 

received this specialized training. As well. nursing students might reveal differences 

between their unconscious and automatic lexical knowledge and their conscious 

etymological knowledge. 

For the series of three experiments comparing nursing and psycho log^ students 

from the University. the following was hypothesized: 

1. Norsing students would not be any faster or more accurate than the psychology 

students in their responses to --regular" inflected and derived forms in 

Experiments 1 and 2. For Experiment 1A. the --regular" group. the primes were 

the three morphological foms  being tested (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4): the base itself 

(BB). assess. the inflected f o m  (IB). ussessing. and the derived fonn (DB). 

ussessrnent. In no case did the attaching of the suffix change the sound or spelling 

of the base word; thus for the target stute. the primes would be srute. starrs. and 

sruternent. For Experirnent 1 B. the "sound-and-spelling change'. group. in 

addition to the B 1 and BB conditions. the additional primes were (1) a sufixed 

form of the target that did not change the sound or spelling (NCB or No Change- 

Base); and. (2) a suffixed form which changed the sound and spelling of the target 

upon sufixation (CB or Change-Base). e.g.. primes for the target msociate were 

associate. associated. and association. For each target in the first condition for 

Experiment 2. the prime was the target itself (BB or Base-Base)? e.g.. [-stit-] and 

[-stit-1. institute/institute (see Table 4.7). 
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Experiment 3. Part 1, the Semantic Similarity (SS) portion of the Questionnaire, 

asks participant to conçider each of the 165 word-pairs from the point of view of 

the degree of similarity in meaning which you judge to exist between them. Rate 

this similarity on a scale from (4) "clearly and unmistakably related" to (O) -'no 

connection." Part II, Phonetic Sirnilarity (PS), asks participants to consider each 

word-pair fiom the point of view of the degree of similaritv in sound (nor 

meaning) which you judge to exist behveen them. Rate this sirnilarity on a scale 

from (6) -'bath words somd exactly the same" to (O) "there is no similarity in 

sound whatsoever between the two words." 

3. The responses of the nursing students would reflect the consequences of their 

specialized training and knowledge. In an on-line task, which measures response 

tirne and accuracy? the expenmental group would perforrn differently than the 

control group in both speed and accuracy on the word-farnily stimuli in 

Experiment 2. The word-family stimuli for Experiment 2 are word-pairs 

cornposed of two word-farnily member words with different stems (DiEerent 

Stem-Base or DS-B), e.g.? [-stit-] and [-sist-1' institute/insistent (see Table 1.8). 

4. Nursing students would display more well-developed conscious etymological 

knowledge than the psychology students as indicated by their increased sensitivity 

to rnorphologicd relatedness between the word-family word-pairs presented in 

Experiment 3. In particular. they would respond differently fiom the psychology 

students to Part III of the Questionnaire, which asks participants to first consider 

each pair of words from the point of view of whether or not they think the first 



word "cornes fiom" the second one. They were to rate this relationship on a scale 

from (4) "no doubt about it?? to (O) "no way.'? Second, Part iII asks subjects to 

consider whether or not they have become aware of a possible relationship 

between each pair of words naturally as a result of prior linguistic experience or 

whether the possibility of such a relationship is being brought to their attention for 

the first time while answering the Questionnaire. They were to rate this response 

on the following three-point scale: (A) "Yes''; (B) Wot  sure": (C) "No." The 

stimuli for Experiment 3 consisted of 145 pairs of English words: 1 15 of which 

came Born Denving's (1  976) original study and acted as a baseline for 

cornparison. 30 of which came from the DS-B condition in Experiment 2. These 

word-pairs are linked to two Indo-European (LE) word-families. [sta-] 

(desti~e/distant) and [dhe-] @erfect/profi). together with 15 completely unrelated 

pairs @lum/i.veapon) and 10 practice items at the beginning of each section (see 

Tables 4.9a and 4.9b). 



CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE (EDUCATION) 

Overview 

The development of a word-farnilies conception. the construct of a morpho- 

semantic lexical network based on the content structure of word-families in English 

vocabulary. and the preparation for the experirnents desiped to test for evidence of word- 

farnily relations in the mental lexicon. required a review of selected literature in cognitive 

psychology. This examination includes: (1) concept formation and cognitive structure; 

(2) cognitive vs. content structure: and. (3) semantic networks, conceptual categories. and 

schema theory. in particular defining properties and attributes. 

Word-families and Cognitive Psychology 

The psychological approach to the study of the mental lexicon has its foundation 

in studies of verbal learning and verbal behaviour, in research that was originally 

conducted to reveal the structures and processes involved in leaming and memory. The 

generally accepted assumption in cognitive psychology and in this dissertation is that 

long-term memory is composed of established bodies of specific intemal memory 

structures that help leamers organize and make coherent a body of knowledge or a skill. 

Some of the concepts offerhg utility for conceiving of and discussing the nature of 

leaming and the design of a word-farnilies approach and the experiments for the curent 

study are "cognitive processes," "content structure," "cognitive structure?" "semantic 
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networks.'? and %chernata." These terms. which are discussed in this chapter, refer to 

cognitive psychological constructs about knowledge acquisition processes and knowledge 

structures, Le., how learners acquire information and in what form it is stored in Long- 

terrn memory. 

Assisting learners in developing successful strategies for working with the subject 

matter content of bioscientific terminology, i.e.. the vocabulary. is one of the principal 

goals of the word-families approach. But determining the cognitive processes and 

cognitive strategies relevant to the development of expertise within the content domain of 

bioscientific terminology will remain for friture research and discussion. An analysis of 

cognitive processes. especially "meta" cognition (the kinds of strategies and skills the 

individual brings to bear on learning or memory tasks), e.g., "executive operations'?: 

analysis. reflection. planning, and monitoring- as well as metamemory (the knowledge an 

individual has about his own memory skills) are important to any instructional method. 

A detailed discussion of these cognitive processing components should be included in the 

development of curriculum and instruction in this content area but are not included here 

as this review would take us beyond the scope of the current study. 

However, significant for the present senes of expenments is cognitive 

psycholo&s descriptions of relational knowledge, the way in which long-term memory 

encodes information in structural relationships as intemal connectedness. integrative 

understanding, or structural knowledge. 'Content structure?' usually points to the 

organization of a body of instructional material and "cognitive structure" to the intemal 

memory organization, although the actual structures included in both of these categones 

are often treated similarly when describing possible intemal memory organizations. For 

the purposes of this discussion, %ontent structure" will refer to the subject matter 



structure, while "cognitive structure" will denote hypothetical memory structures 

associated with particular content types." 

Concept Formation and Conceptual Structure 

According to Caifee & D m  (1986). the mind uses primarily three strategies for 

building memory structures. The first is through iprototypes," cornrnon features corn 

related categories being retained. forming a composite representation. an abstract. 

nameless conceptualization of events. entities- and processes. n i e  second strate= mode1 

ties experience to preexisting patterns, pattern recognition deemed an important part of 

how human beings make sense of their world and how they organizing information 

storage efficiently and economically. Bolinger (1 980, cited in Calfee & D m .  1986. 

p. 809) makes the point that: 

This seeing of like and uniike. of putting together and classiSing apart.. . is the 

mechanism through which reality is organized and the whole construct of 

Ianguage is built.. .The world is a vast elaborated metaphor.. .Nature does not 

come to the child in ordered fashion. but the child is equipped to perceive the 

parts of it_ and is born with the intellectual capacity that surpasses al1 others: the 

ability to see resernblances. 

As the discussion on semantic networks later in this section reveals, the concept of 

resemblances, in particular "family resemblance." has important implications for a word- 

families conception, especially for what it says about category rnembenhip and word 

"The terms "content structure" and "cognitive structurey' will also be discussed in 
greater depth later in this section. 



relations between members. i.e.. word-families. word roots. and other family members, 

The third type of mental mode1 Catfee & Drurn mention is "scripts?' or "schemas." which 

are fiameworks for organizing both naturally occurring expenences and reactions as well 

as forrnally derived instruction. Semantic networks based on hierarchies. prototypes. and 

typicaiity. Le.' schema type frameworks and al1 models of conceptual representation. 

determine the meaning of any one concept through patterns of relationships to other 

concepts in the knowledge structure or the relational network. Associative "networks" 

are used to distinguish cornmon features and factual knowledge equated with memory for 

verbal information or propositions while algonthmic or procedural knowledge is linked to 

skills. The term "schema" discussed in greater detail later in this section. has been used 

as a descriptor for a framework. an organization or structure that supports a particular 

type of learning. one which assists leamers in retaining information about scripts. story 

grammars, events and in recognizing novel instances. An important goal of this 

discussion is to ascertain the relevant cognitive structures, subject matter structures. and 

relations associated with a word-families approach for the purpose of designing eflective 

instruction. This section of the dissertation presents an overview of relevant mental 

models. while highlighting several important issues affecting a word-families conception 

and the rationale for the type of expenments devised for this dissertation. 

Cognitive vs. Content Structures and the Word-families Conception 

The constructs of cognitive structure and content structure play an important role 

in a word-farnilies conception because they can help instructional designers better 

understand how to present subject matter content to enhance leanùng. As early as 1963. 
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Ausubel uses the term cognitive structure (p. 2 )  :O refer to organized. meaningful 

learning, claiming that "it is precisely this interaction of new learning tasks with existing 

cognitive structure that is the distinctive feature of meaningful learning" (p. 7). He 

stresses that once we team more about cognitive organization and development. "it will 

be possible to employ organizational and sequential pnnciples in the presentation of 

subject matter that actually parallel both existing structure and developmental changes in 

the organization of the intellect'' (p. 3 j. a sentiment shared by Gagné and Memll(1990). 

There remains the possibility that explicit instruction rnay be required to forge that 

network. to make "developmental changes in the organization of the intellect." The 

current study will help establish whether or not instruction plays a role in affecting the 

way in which vocabulary is organized in memory. The experiments designed for this 

dissertation probe for the existence of a cognitive structure, narnely a morpho-semantic 

lexical network based on a word-families organizing pnnciple. a principle founded in the 

structure of the subject matter. 

Shavelson (1 972) investigated the problem of how to structure a body of 

knowledge to promote effective. efficient learning. referring to psychological theories that 

have '-postulated a cognitive structure and have suggested that the structure of instruction 

shouid make use of the postulated structure (Ausubel. 1963; Ausubel & Fitzgerald, 196 1, 

1962; Bruner. 1966; Gagné: 1962. 1965):' Shavelson (1 972) maintains a broad definition 

of cognitive structzire, defining it as -'an assemblage of identifiable elements and the 

relationships behveen those elements which may be objective and real or intemal and 

subjective.. .Cognitive structure is a hypothetical construct refemng to the organization 

(relationships) of concepts in memory" @p. 235-226). By defining cognitive structure as 

the "organization of concepts in (emphasis added) memory," he alludes more specifically 



to private, intemal memory organization. in analyzing key concepts and their 

interrelationships, Shavelson aîtempted to isolate the structure of the subject matter 

material kom the structure of the student's memory and study the correspondence. 

According to Shavelson, the instruction? "suggested that content structure influenced the 

organization of concepts in memory," that at the completion of his study, subjects' 

"cognitive structures'? more closely resembled the content structure than at the beginning 

of instruction (p. 233). From the way in which this study has been represented- one might 

easily assume that Shavelson is talking about the student's intemal memory organization. 

The same is true for his wideiy cited paper (1974). in which Shavelson maintains that Yor 

example. a textbook provides data from which to infer the author's cognitive s t ruc~re"  

@. 232). M i l e  the relationship between subject matter structure and cognitive structure 

continues to be researched. the nature of this investigative enterprise has provoked 

criticism. 

Phillips' Objections 

One researcher. Phillips (1983)' has senous doubts about the efficacy of any 

p r o g m  of scholarship which would portend to describe interna1 memory organization. 

Problems with definition, terminology, and research methodology have generated 

dissention in the research cornmunity, calling into question the viability of the construct. 

In his article' "On describing a student's cognitive structure," Phillips charges that the 

usefulness of the construct "cognitive structure" is doubtful (p. 59). He contends that 

"cognitive structure'' is no more than the student's "public" understanding of the subject- 

matter structure as reproduced during testing, that the extent to which the student's 
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cognitive structure (intemal mernory organization) can be said to actually resemble the 

structure of the subject-matter content, if at all? is debatable. Phillips argues that one 

carmot infer cognitive structure From behavioral observation, that "there is absolutely no 

reason to believe that an entity (whether a person, an animal. or a machine) which can 

undertake successfully a complex task T. must thereby be internally structured in a way 

that copies. parallels, or is isomorphic with T" (pp. 65-66). Phillips claims that cognitive 

researchers are being '.trapped7' into confounding the two types of structures. cognitive 

structure and content structure (i.e.. structure of the discipline). Of Shavelson's 

suppositions, he remarks: 

It is no surprise that his prediction was confirmed! Ln a similar way, one could 

'predict' that word association data collected on a student of the Russian language 

would corne closer to the 'disciplinary structure' of Russian as instruction 

progressed--but this would not be evidence about how the student's cognitive 

structure was organized rather it would show the student's increasing ability to 

reproduce the 'objective' structure of the foreign language in ternis of which al1 

his performances have to be given (p. 64). 

The reasoning behind Phillips' criticisms has some merit. Shavelson (1972) onginally 

claims that the "Structure may be objective and real or interna1 and subjective" (p. 225)' 

that he is interested in answenng the "crucial" question: "To what extent does the 

structure in the student's memory, afier leaming correspond to the structure in the 

instnictional matenal" (p. 225). Shavelson (1983) has now modified his position by 

revising his definition and restating the reasoning behind his whole research endeavor 

into cognitive structures, as being to discover "whether the representation of students' 

public understandings enabled us to intenrene and improve their understandings" (p. 84). 



If research on cognitive structures results in greater insights into the learning process-- 

problem solving, the nature of misconception, of strategic and implicit knowledge, the 

structure of a discipline and its interrelationships with cognitive structure--then. Our 

knowledge of instruction will surely benefit. 

Lnformation obtained fiom psychological analyses advances our knowledge of 

teaching and the development of instructional materids. claims Greeno (1983). Although 

preceding Greeno by two decades. Ausubel (1963) woüld seem to agree as his writings 

af i rm Greeno's sentiments: 

Before we could ever hope to effectively manipulate the classroorn leamhg 

environrnent for the optimal acquisition of meaningful subject matter, we first 

have to know a great deal about the organizational and developmental pnnciples 

whereby hurnan beings acquire and retain stable bodies of knowledge. Such 

principles. however. will forever elude us unless we abandon the untenable 

assurnptions that there is no real distinction either between the logic of a 

proposition and how the rnind apprehends it. or between the logical structure of 

subject-matter organization and the actual series of cognitive processes through 

which an immature and developing individual incorporates information and 

propositions into stable body of knowledge. It is perfectly logical fiom the 

standpoint of a mature scholar, for example. to write a textbook in which topically 

homogeneous materials are segregated into discrete chapters and treated 

throughout at a uniform level of conceptualization. But how congruent is this 

approach with highly suggestive findings that one of the major cognitive 

processes involved in the learning of any new subject is progressive 
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differentiation of an originaily undifferentiated field? (p. 3." 

The current study is an initial foray into the cognitive structures of lexical relations based 

on the word-farnilies conception. Greeno contends that the structure of a discipline and 

cognitive structures c m  be legitimately researched, questioning why observations c d t  be 

used to select from within classes of hypotheses to eliminate sets of hypotheses that are 

untenable (p. 75). The public expression of individuals' knowledge includes individual 

cognitive structure m well as constraints on public expression, so while they may not be 

identicai, to Say that these are entirely separate and independent does not make sense. 

How we define 'the structure of a discipline? is in fact quite problematic: how we 

characterize a discipline also is not so clear cut. A few crisp definitions will not solve 

major epistemological problems. 

n i e  confusions that Phillips strikes at are important to debate but involve 

questions of such magnitude that they will require considerable time and effort to resolve. 

Greeno asks astutely, would it not be interesthg if cognitive structure analyses tum out to 

be required for adequate analyses of disciplinary structure? Nonetheless, just because we 

can't directly observe intemal learning processes doesn't mean they don? exist. So to 

investigate learning, researchers start somewhere; they infer the existence of internai 

capabilities. structures, and processes fiom their observable effects, and as they become 

better able to measure learning effects, they are able to propose the existence of other 

internai learning systems. he present series of experirnents is designed to probe for the 

existence of a morpho-semantic lexical network. which may link the content structure of 

"~usubel(1963) stresses two important components for programming content 
once the substantive system is defined: progressive differentiation and the pnnciple of 
integative reconciliation (p. 79). 
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bioscientific terminology to the cognitive structure of the individuals' cornmonplace 

vocabulary in the mental leicicon. 

Semantic Networks. Conceptual Categories, and Schema Theory 

Also important to a word-farnilies conception is Semantic Network Theory. as it 

provides an additional fiarnework through which to conceptualize and explore the word- 

families construct. Semantic Network Theory recognizes that conceptual categonzation 

can range fiom well-defined to fiiuv. as does the lexicon. Through representations and 

relationships founded on hierarchies and typicality. elaborated in the most specific 

categories of family resemblance and prototype, the morpho-semantic lexical network 

takes shape. 

Semantic network and schema theory play an important role in understanding the 

prototypical nature of word-families within the morpho-semantic lexical network. This 

network theoretically c o ~ e c t s  knowledge of the inherent. generic organization of the 

language with core concepts. images. and an individual's idiosyncratic knowledge of 

words and word relations. How conceptual categones are represented, by what processes 

a specific item is assigned to a particular category. and by what strategies this category is 

acquired are three important considerations for any discussion of sernantic networks, 

conceptual categones, and schemata, al1 of which contribute to a word-farnilies 

conception of how lexical entries may be organized, interconnected, and linked to 

semantic memory. 

A semantic network mode1 is composed of two parts: a semantic base and 

accompanying semantic networks. The base constitutes the cognitive linguistic 



storehouse in the learner and the networks function within this base. Placed at the pre- 

operational level in the model, the semantic base is broader than the operational level 

because of its size, indicating that our cognitive and recognitional knowledge of language 

is greater than our performatiw language. Miller (1978) describes this as a "mental 

lexicon," with "lexicon" defined as "a particular vocabulary associated with a profession. 

activity or field of interest." It may be possible to tap into leamers' pre-operational 

linguistic storehouses, their semantic bases, through a word-families approach. The focus 

on word root relations wouid assist learners in developing their morpho-semantic network 

by organizing and elaborating instruction in ways which foster interconnections. By 

seeking relationships not only between ideas but between the words and word roots used 

to express thern, it may be possible. in fact. to help learners acknowledge and develop a 

rich set of linkages between their morphological knowledge and their semantic memory 

structures, something an instructional intervention based on word-families could 

conceivably do. 

The memory model referred to as a "semantic network?' came from Quillian 

(1968), whose prototype theory assumes a hierarchically organized network of links 

between concepts. Figure 2.1 illustrates a part of Collins & Quillian7s hierarchy for 

animals. In a classic experirnent. Collins & Quillian (1969) found that in a sentence 

verifcafion task, subjects took less time to veriQ "a canary is yellow" (canary specific 

attribute) than to ver ie  "a canary has feathers" (bird specific attribute) or "a canary eats 

food" (animal specific attribute). They deduced fiom this that semantic information is 

stored hierarchically. They inferred that properties specific to canaries would be stored 

with the concept 'kanary," those specific to birds would be stored with the concept 

"bird," and those properties specific to animals would be stored with the concept of 
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Fieure 2.1. A portion of Collins & Quillian7s Semantic Network Model. As the figure 

shows, the mode1 is hierarchically organized. requiring a search through levels for 

sentence verification. Roth & Frisby (1986). p. 40. 

"animal." QuiIlian (1968) proposed that long-term memory contains associations or 

"associative links." that --knowledge can be represented by a kind of directed. labelled 

graph structure in which the basic structural element is a set of nodes interrelated by 

rekafions?' (Quillian, 1968 in Rumelhart & Norman, 1983, p. 27). Concepts are 

represented as nodes, each of which is associated with a number of properties, e.g.? the 

word %rd'' is undeetood in relation to the word "animal," which is understood in 

relation to "living thing." The associative links between nodes allows for direct and 



indirect relationships. 

Quillian (1968) describes a full concept network as dl the words in every 

definition of a term and. M e r .  every word in each of its defmitions. The process of 

branching outward fiom the "patriarch" word in the dictionary will develop a "relational 

meaning network?? (p. 238) based on the patterns of relations. Semantic networks. then. 

are networks or links between particular Learned words in the semantic base of the 

language user. In the network. lexical concepts (words) are connected with other 

concepts (words) to f o m  relational meaning networks. These are connected by relational 

ties of varying types. e.g.. taxonomie (house-building); content (house-family); 

part-whole (house-window): function (house-visit); material (house-bricks): historical 

(house-White House); cultural (house-igloo). The hierarchical arrangement of this 

semantic network mode1 and the concept of "inhentance" or "cognitive economy" 

provide for economical storage. Properties cornrnon to instances need not be stored 

repetitiously with each instance individually. but instead may be stored with more general 

concepts in a '-closed loop" systern of nodes which have one-way associations. 

Ynstantiation" is a principle whereby an individual concept is associated with a class of 

similar concepts and can be partially described by using a gencral description of the class 

of concepts. 

Essentially. two nodes can be deemed related through a clasdsub-class 

relationship with the lower node inheriting properties fiom the node higher in the 

hierarchy. The mathematical concept "triangle" might be characterized as: 

(1) 2-dimensional geometric figure which (2) has three straight sides, of which (3) the 

sides are joined to each other at their ends, and (4) having angles that add up to 180 O; 

and- exemplified (5) by three different types: equilateral (three equal sides), isosceles 
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(NO equd sides), and nght-angled (one angle of 90"). Some of the features used for 

classification are visual or "perceptual features," perceived by our senses: some are 

functionai. Other features are "formal properties." not perceptual or fünctional but 

discovered through other means, such as mathematical forrnulae. Sorne properties or 

features are -'necessary" for a concept qualifiing as a particular concept? cg., for a 

triangle to be a triangle. ln a word-families conception. each Indo-European root 

provides the core concept around which cluster word-family rnernbers. some more distant 

than others. The Indo-European root supplies the features necessary for family 

mernbership; each family member carries with it some structural component that retains 

the core essence or core meaning fiom that original root. 

The principle of hierarchy is still used in many scientific fields as a way of 

ordering or classi@ing information. especiaily in the biosciences. Zoologists and 

botanists divide a portion of their subject domain knowledge into classes or divisions. 

These relationships are referred to as a '-taxonorny..' a type of systernatic classification 

which is more or less agreed upon by members of that scientific cornrnunity. A definition 

usually distinguishes categories from one another. by including components which are 

"necessary" and "suficient" to guarantee its uniqueness. 

While the hierarchical model continues to hold a place in sernantic network 

representation, the possibility that knowledge c m  be accurately represented strictly by 

means of conceptual hierarchies has not been substantiated through investigation. The 

Collins and Quillian model has its critics. other interpretations having been extended to 

explain the effects of semantic priming. Critics of the semantic network theories suggest 

that these network formulations are limited in insight and too grand and complex to 

conform to the fundamentais of respectable theory building. They contend that 
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researchers are fixated on connections between concepts rather than on an accurate 

interpretation of their relationships given the real-world outside the network. Collins and 

Quillian's model suffers from inconsistencies. especially with regard to hierarchical 

levels and typicality, e-g.. conceptual categories are represented differentiy by different 

individuals given their individuai knowledge of the subject matter domain. Depending on 

their knowledge of zoology. subjects can take longer to verify sentences. such as "a dog is 

a mammd-" then they do "a dog is an animai" although the second sentence presumably 

requires a search through more levels. Certainly "marnmal" is the less farniliar category. 

but it is one level closer than "animal" in terms of a hierarchical categorization. In 

addition, instances within a given category level don? really have equal status as would 

be expected if knowledge were divided neatly into the categories of Collins and Quillian: 

instead, typicality plays a role in category organization. Sentences such as -'a robin is a 

bird'? are more rapidly verified than "a parrot is a bird," indicating that the subjects tested 

deem "robin" a more typical bird than -'parrot" (Roth & Frisby- 1986). The 

inconsistencies in the hierarchical model led to research by Rosch and others on typicality 

effects and fuzzq versus well-defined boundaries. Word-farnily members. whose 

relationship is based on shared etymology. ofien share a common core meaning. For 

some word-family members this core concept is transparent. easily discemable; for 

othee, the relationship to their comrnon core meaning is opaque, less recognizeable. 

Rosch and colleagues (1 973, 1975) conducted experiments to show that many 

everyday object categories have "internai structure." Some category members are thought 
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to be more typical of a category than others. Rosch et al. proposed that members of 

categories are mentally ordered according to their typicality. The researchers (1 973) were 

able to reveal that ~ ~ i c a l i t y  influences subjects' performances on various cognitive tasks. 

To investigate the typicaiity of a category word. Rosch et al. gave subjects the narne of a 

target concept. such as "fùmiture" followed by a test item, such as "chair." The subjects 

had to decide as quickly as possible if the test item was a member of the category or not. 

Typicality did affect response times, as the more typicai the test item was. the faster the 

decision time taken to assign category membership. Although influenced by cultural 

variation, children tend to leam typical members of a category before atypical members. 

This affects the order in which items get leamed. as well as the order in which subjects 

list them. Lexical items can also be more or less typical word-family members. e.g., 

inflected f o m s  are judged to be more related than derived forms. 

The notion of fuvy versus well-defined boundaries also plays a role in conceptual 

formation and structure. The Collins & Quillian (1969) semantic network mode1 suggests 

that conceptual boundaries are well-defined and stable? e.g., it implies that there should 

be no difficulty in determinhg whether an item is a chair or a stool and that there will be 

no change in categorization even if the context is altered. In reality, sorne conceptual 

categories are clear-cut and well-defined. while others without necessary and suficient 

attributes, are ill-defined and "fuuy' and share properties with other concepts or 

categories. Kess (1 992) comments, "Semantic categories are rnentally structured in terms 

of shared attributes, with some members of the category judged as being closer to the 
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prototypical member and therefore better representatives of the category than others" 

(p. 205). Kay and McDaniel(1978) propose that color categories are best understood as 

'fuzzy sets,' with members varying in degree of membership. i.e., some items within a 

category seem to be better carriers of farnily resemblance than others. 

Research by Labov (1 973) suggests that certain categories have boundaries that 

are in fact fuzs. and that context can indeed influence categorization. In Labov's study. 

subjects were s h o w  a series of twenty line drawings of containers resembling a cup. 

variations that included different ratios of height to width and the presence or absence of 

handles. Subjects were asked to name the objects depicted. These objects included cups. 

glasses, and bowls. With YLzq" or perceptually transitional items, the context suggested 

by the instructions for the use or fùnction of the item afTected how subjects narned the 

object. Subjects placed the same object in a nurnber of different categories. 

demonstrating that the conceptual boundaries for objects are flexible. There was. 

however. a core or prototypical shape for each type of container that was unaffected by 

context. While some categories such as triangle are well-defined. other categories. such 

as cup. have fuvy rather than clear-cut boundaries. This indicates that different 

approaches to conceptual representation may be necessary in order to accurately mode1 

conceptual categories and by analogy, relations within the mental lexicon and semantic 

memory. 

Defining Properties or Attributes 

According to Roth & Frisby (1 986), researchers, psychologists, and philosophers 

who have attempted to isolate the defining features or properties required for basic 
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conceptual categories. such as "chair..? have failed. Regardless. they continue to maintain 

that these defining features or properties exist but remain as yet undiscovered. Rosch & 

Mervis (1975) set out to explore this notion by asking subjects to List attributes they 

associated with members of particular categories. They assumed that in generating the 

lists. subjects would be revealing their interna1 memory organizations or cognitive 

structures associated with these categories. This was not a surprising assurnption given 

Shavelson's (1972. 1974) experiments of the early 1970's. Rosch & Mervis predicted that 

if boundaries were indeed fiiuv, subjects would list more shared atûibutes for typical 

than for atypical category members and that there would be an overlapping of attributes 

Iisted for mernbers of contrast categones, e.g.. with h i t s  versus vegetables. Their 

predictions proved accurate. The researchers concluded that attributes or features play a 

rote in representing categories and that such categories are not represented in t ems  of 

"necessary and sufficient" defining properties. According to Roth & Frisby (1 986). the 

role of attributes is not to define categories in tems of all-or-none critena for 

membership but to characterize categories according to what they are most typically like. 

The concept of defining features has implications for a word-farnilies approach in that 

word-family members have attributes. transparent as well as opaque, that mark their 

farnily membership or relationship to a particular indo-European root. 

Family Resernblance and Prototvpes 

This characterization has been associated with the notion of "family 

resemblance," Le., the idea that family members will have some features in cornmon. 

The closer the members are related according to their farnily tree (identical twins not 
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withstanding). the more common features they will share. In the same way that typicality 

affects conceptual category membership. typical category members have a hi& degree of 

farnily resemblance, while atypical category members have low or limited farnily 

resemblance. Certainiy most inflected forrns of the sarne word root closely resemble one 

another, e.g.. concept vs. concepts. as do derived forms in which tbere is no change in the 

base. e.g..  concept^. This is less so for derived forms that do change their bases. e-g.. 

derive vs. der ivaf io~  and much more so for family members for which the stems have 

changed, e.g., d e e a t i o n  vs. demution. 

The work of Rosch and her colleagues is also associated with a "prototype model" 

of concept representation. Her theor). underwent much revision as she worked through a 

number of different interpretations of her research results (Roth & Frisby. 1986). Rosch 

originally thought that conceptual representation was based on a "prototype" or a 

composite or amalgamation in abstract form of the most typicd members of the category. 

not in any single individuai category member. Her model also included an abstract 

"typicality dimension." which represented the range of variation along a dimension from 

most to least typical. 

While Rosch does not discuss the processes by which instances are assigned to 

categories, she fiequently associates the prototype model with the notion that '.we 

estimate the overall similarity of a given item to the prototypes of different categones," 

and we assign the item to a category whose prototype it most resembles. Thus, the 

categorization is "based on overail similarity rather than any cornparison of individual 

features of object or prototype" (Roth & Frisby. 1986, p. 56). Aijmer (1983) uses 

prototype theory to explain the development of both the synchronie and diachronie 

meaning relationships betsveen various senses of the word will. According to Aijmer. 
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"Both diachronically and synchronicaily the meaning of will (and other modal auxiliaries) 

can be looked upon as being organized around a prototype .... Extension from the 

prototype explains both generalization or broadening of meaning and contextual shift 

(p. 9 )  Prototype Theory helps Aijmer to show the semantic changes that the word ivill 

has undergone. particularly its meaning evolution fiom the notion of volition to its use as 

an indication of future intended action. In the field of histoncal sernantics. Prototype 

Theory- helps Iinguists to trace the evolution of "semantic change." Prototypes. then. c m  

also be used to develop word-family representations. to define the nature and dimension 

of the conceptual cores of particular word-families. 

Basic Level 

To help determine how conceptual hierarchies might be organized. Rosch et al. 

(1976) continued to research relationships within natural categories. Figure 2.2 illustrates 

the hierarchical mode1 Rosch et al. used as a cornerstone for their experiments. in 

practice. people know a lot about the relationships between categories and features and 

smaller units or components of features which may help characterize a concept. 

Based on their findings, Rosch et al. (1976) proposed a hierarchical organization 

for conceptual representation that also accounts for class inclusion between categories. 

They suggest that levels within a hierarchy are typified by attributes or features associated 

with them and that there is a "basic level" at which categories are more informative and 

more economical han at other levels (Roth & Frisby, 1986). Figure 2.3 presents a 

summary of Rosch et al .3 models. 
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Figure 2.2. Rosch et aI.'s hierarchies for birds and fùmiture. Rosch et al. based their 

predictions for a "basic level" in conceptual representation on this type of hierarchical 

organization. From 1. Roth & J. P. Fnsby (1986), p. 68. 

While Collins & Quiliian's model uses features for concept representation. Rosch et al.3 

"feature model." which is based on prototypes. differs in that the model uses feature lists 

to @plfi rather than to define categories. The weighting or cive validiiy of features 

accounts for why certain members of the first category are considered hiphly typical fmit; 

it is because they are sweet and juicy. The coconut is less typical because it possesses 

fewer of the typicality features associated with high cue validity. Cue validity c m  be 

adjusted to fit different contexts. The degree to which the features of each h i t  



Figure 2.3. Rosch et d.'s models summarïzed for clarification of the relationships 

between the cornplex body of ideas expressed in their research. From 1. Roth & J. P. 

Frisby (1986). p. 68. 

overlap with those of other more and less typical miit is responsible for the family 

resemblance structure of the whole category. 

The results of these experiments indicate that different models for concept 

representation may be suitable for different concept types, for levels of individual 

knowledge, and for intended purposes of the representation. Armstrong et al. (1983) have 

proposed a dual representation mode1 for each concept. Such a mode1 wouid include 

both "fuuy" and "well-defined representations, e-g., "grandrnother" as a Fuvy 



representation might contain typical perceptual and functional features: grey hair. 

wrinkles, a smiling, happy, loving disposition. while a well-defined- precise 

representation or g'conceptual core" might include "grandmother" as "mother of a parent." 

Le., defuiing characteristics which determine mernbership in a particular category. 

"Gold" might be represented as (a) yellow. glittery stuc (b) precious. yellow. non- 

rusting, malleable, ductile metai; or. (c) Atomic number 79. The f i s t  representation 

distinguishes gold fiom non-gold in a rather rough fashion. the second offers enough 

information for the layperson. and the third gives gold's atomic weight and is a 

"scientific. factual" description (Roth & Fnsby. 1986). A realistic and cornprehensive 

approach to concept representation should consider both the internai structures of 

individual categories as well as their place within hierarchies. 

Semantic networks focus exclusively on representations of word meaning. 

ignoring the possibility of larger. more global representational structures? eg.. schema 

theory. The notion of a "closed loop" system also disregards the links which exist 

between concepts and the real world outside the semantic network (Baddeley. 1990. 

p. 331). interaction with the real world promotes the continua1 revision and elaboration 

of our memory. Some of our conceptual categories are formed in part by the structured 

nature o f o w  world, a principle known as "perceived world structure," and conceptual 

categories are thought to represent the perceived world structure with cognitive economy. 

Yet culture, too, plays a role in determining our conceptual categories. especially in the 

principle of shareabilify constraints. This axiom argues that categories must be capable 

of being shared between members of a cultural. group (Roth & Frisby, 1986, p. 23). 

While the theory of semantic networks provides a convenient and powerful tool for 

representing knowledge, other approaches have developed in order to contend with its 

limitations regarding larger mernory structures. 



Schema Theory 

While sernantic network theories focus on the retention and transfer of smaller 

units of memory. such as sentences. words. and individual conceptual nodes. schema 

theory addresses questions regarding larger representational structures and their 

relationship to conceptual knowledge and knowledge use. The terms schema and 

schemata have appeared in modem psychological literature since 1933. albeit with 

renewed interest since the 1960s. Bartlett (1932) borrowed the concept fiorn neurologist 

Sir Henry Head. who used it to refer to the mental body image or mode1 which essentially 

keeps track of the relative position of our lirnbs. Bartlett observed that when his subjects 

atternpted to rernember and retell a Native folk taie. they retained some of the original 

general content and form. but also extrapolated information. reconstmcting the story 

based on their own existing knowledge or schema. This response suggested to Bartlett 

that learning and memory involve an active. constructive process. Schemata contain 

organized networks of information about the crucial or typical attributes of a knowledge 

unit as well as those charactenstics that vary. As such. schernata are the primary 

cognitive elements for the processes of leaming and storage. They are complex memory 

structures which form the interrelated links between concepts and associated constituents 

(Gagné. 1977). Within schemata are stored not only knowledge and interrelations. but 

also information about how to use this knowledge; schemata lead us to ask particular 

questions and expect certain events. They offer us a way of organizing knowledge. of 

representing familiar categories, e.g., morphological classes of irregular verbs as 

proposed by Bybee (1 982, 1983). 

The literature reveals that schemata corne in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, 
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and they rely heavil y on "stereotypical default values" (Rurnelhart & Ortony. 1 977. 

p. 128). Rumelhart and Ortony ( 1977) define schernata as "data structures for 

representing the generic concepts stored in mernory. They exist for generalized concepts 

underlying objects. situations. events. sequences of events. actions. and sequences of 

actions" (p. 10 1 ). They note that schemata possess at least four essential characteristics 

that combine to make them powerfûl for representing knowledge in memory: ( 1 ) 

schemata have variables: (2) schemata can embed one within the other; (3) schemata 

represent generic concepts which taken al1 together. Vary in their levels of abstraction; 

and, (4) schemata represent knowledge. rather than definitions (p. 10 1). In other words. 

"schema represent knowledge that is encyclopaedic ïather than definitional in character. 

and even when 'essential' characteristics are represented. they are represented in most 

cases as characteristics which normally or typically pertain." In addition. schemata are 

unlike dictionary entries in that they "represent knowledge associated with concepts. 

Consequently. they are not linguistic entities. but abstract symbolic representations of 

knowledge which we express and describe in language, and which may be used for 

understanding language. but which are nevertheless not themselves linguistic" (p. 10 1). 

Rurnelhart and Ortony use the phrase not Zingzristic to refer to knowledge which is not 

expressed in words. For example. when viewing a baseball garne, we are not thinking of 

the events in terms of words per se but in terrns of a general framework of concept 

knowledge, expectations, and images. Schemata include tacit, linguistic knowledge 

structures which help us organize and use knowledge about a language as well as the 

language itself. 

Of great importance is the modifiable nature of schemata, which have "place- 

holders" or "slots," variable constraints which give them incredible flexibility. 
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Instruction and experience alter knowledge structures. guiding leamers to constnict new 

knowledge. As noted by Rumelhart and Ortony (1983), the schema of a face still hoids 

even if the face has only one eye. and a bird is still a bird even if it is no longer alive. 

"Schema attempt to represent knowledge in the kind of flexible way which reflects 

hurnan tolerance for vagueness. imprecision. and quasi-inconsistencies.' (p. 128). 

Schemata can also have a limiting function. leading us to interpret events in a particular 

fashion, to ignore details that are irrelevant to the schemata that have been activated. 

Incoming information is processed not only "bottom-up,?' with the schemata providing a 

structure and context that helps lemers recognize and cognitively represent the new 

input, but also "top-down." Schemata impose an interpretation on the incoming stimuli. 

In other words? schemata permit new information to be tested against a known structure. 

which helps the learner to progress more rapidly. adding to as well as creating and 

developing new schemata. 

A word-families approach benefits fiom the notion that word-family schemata 

might create word-farnily relations and network connections within the mental lexicon. 

Such structures would be based. in part, on root relations, common conceptual core 

meanings and images, as well as individual leaming experiences; they are the structural 

ties that may possibly connect the mental lexicon to other proposed memory structures. 

including semantic, imagistic. and episodic memory systems. 



Schemata and Word-famifies 

Schemata are flexible. organized units of holistic. cumulative. assimilative blends 

of information, which include knowledge about a language. As with other ty-pes of 

natural categorïes and concepts in general. word-family schemata dif3er in the degree to 

which they are readily recognizable to the non-tutored native English speaker. The 

interna1 consistency of many word-farnilies has been partially obscured by phonoIogical. 

orthographie. and semantic evolution as well as by successive borrowings from a variety 

of languages. Some Old English words come through Middle English into modem 

English. Other words have been borrowed fkom French or German or Latin and come 

into English with the same basic or a related root. producing two or three or four related 

words with slightly different realizations in the modem language. 

New meanings can be added to word-farnily members as they undergo these 

changes; other meanings are lost. For example. the word ro ireat comes frorn an 

enormous word-family with a very broad word-sense; the core concept is so vast that in 

its development the French infinitive traire originally carried many meanings. e.g.- -?O 

pull. to draw forth. ta discuss. to brhg fonh an argument" and even '30 send a letter or a 

message." While al1 these meanings in French have been replaced by the more precise 

modem meaning -20 milk." Le.. "to pull on a cow's teats to extract milk." English retains 

a number of the original word-family members. Earlier on. the emphatic form of this 

verb in French, rraiter: and in English. to treat, was fiequently used in the legal sense "to 

argue. to debate." The written conclusion and agreement from this debate became the 

traité or ireav. In English, a treatise, for exarnple, is the written form of a debate. 

Correspondingly, these sarne words as infinitives or verb forms were used in a medical 



sense. e-g.. "to treat an illness." from which EngIish gets treatment. 

Investigations into how irregular idectional morphology is represented and 

organized in the mental lexicon have led researchers to suggest that subjects form 

generalized schemata about irregular verb classes (Bybee. 1983; 1983). Regular verbs 

form their past tense with the inflectional a f i x  -ed (e.g., walU~valked). Such verbs are 

known as weak verbs in the traditional literature. Many strong verbs or irregular foms 

create their past tense through a vowel or consonant change (e.g.. singisang/sung). Most 

of these irregular f o m s  have come into modem English directly from Old English (OE). 

in which intemal changes of this kind were much more cornmon and probably perceived 

as regular. Bybee and Slobin (1 982) worked with both child and adult subjects to 

investigate how native English speakers might organize the various irregular verb foms 

in memory as well as add new instances to irregular verb classes. These researchers 

found that English speakers appear to categorise the different classes of irregular verbs 

into schemata. While subjects may initially leam the basic irregular verb patterns by rote. 

they assemble a prototypical member for each irregular verb class, grouping verbs 

according to their phonological properties. 

Bybee (1 982; 1983) argues that irregular English verbs. such as bring/brozight and 

teacWuught. productive forms which rhyme with mghr. are members of a morphological 

class; they belong to a schema containing the phonological and orthographical patterns of 

their inegular morphological class. When Bybee and Slobin had subjects produce new 

and "regulaf irregular verb forms. they found that both children and adults apply these 

verb schema to evaluate and constnict the new forms rather than rely solely on rote 

memory or rule learning. Bybee and Moder (1983) investigated two productive verb 

classes more thoroughly, sing-sang-sung and sning-sîrung, in order to find out more 



about the criteria speakers use to define irregular verb classes. The researchers found that 

these classes of verbs do not have distinct boundaries that are absolutely necessary for 

category membenhip. Instead. membership is based more or less on how similar a 

particular instance is to an abstract prototypical member at the focal centre of the class. 

According to Bybee. irregular verb morphological classes can be defined in ternis of 

natural categories. each with a particular schema and a prototypical class member. 

Bybee's results indicate that the class of irregular strong verbs is categorized according to 

phonological form just as semantic class organization evolves in natural categories 

(Rosch. 1975: Rosch, Mervis, Gray. Johnson. & Boyes-Braem. 1976). 

The idea that linguistic objects can fa11 into natural classes the sarne way that 

natural objects form categories in semantic memory has important implications for a 

word-families conception. as ivord-farnily rnembers share a farnily resemblance. not o d y  

a core concept but also phonologie as well as orthographie similarity. Geeraerts (1 985) 

cites a number of theonsts who argue that Rosch's prototype theory of categorization 

provides a satisfactory Framework for describing natural language. including Lakoff 

(1 977. 1982). Langacker (1 986, 1987). Fillmore (1977. 1982). Lindner (1 98 1 )- and 

Brugman ( 198 1 ). While these linguists have used prototype theory to explain synchronie 

aspects of linguistic structure, Geeraerts claims that prototype theory c m  also provide 

reasons for diachronie sernantic srructure, particularly for semantic change. 

According to Geerearts. the semantic development of fype reveals the organization 

of conceptual categories which cluster around prototypical centres. The senses of Wpe 

naturally coalesce into groups of meanings varying in structural weight, which can be 

measured "in the number of developments they give rise to and the t h e  they subsist" 

(p. 138). Geerearts contends that fùzziness or vagueness of meaning boundaries appears 
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through the '*diffenng incidental nuances'' revealed by the major senses exhibited by the 

word. Synchronically distinct senses combine to form new meanings, which at a next 

stage blur boundary lines. As well. senses w-i-ithin one cluster "cannot be covered by a 

single definition" but have to be related through "devices such as farnily resemblance" 

(ibid.), Le.. a cornrnon core meaning. Geerearts' analysis reveals that prototype theory 

can provide insights into the evolution of word meaning and organization. In this way. 

prototype theory aids in understanding how word-families are organized and interrelated. 

The fact that Geerearts found prototype theory to be a productive fiarnework for analysing 

diachronie data lends credence to the theoretical foundations of a word-families 

conception. 

A word-farnilies approach to connections between words and semantic memory 

does differ in kind fiom the meaning relations that generally characterize current models 

of semantic memory. Most researchers cited in the lexical representation and access 

Iiterature conceive of semantic relatedness in terms of associations or schemata, cg.. 

doctor-nzrrse. not in terms of a morpho-semantic network. such as the one proposed for 

the word-families approach. Jackendoff (1975) supports the theoretical foundation of this 

conception when he comrnents. "The fundamental linguistic generalization that must be 

captured by any analysis of English is that words Iike decision are related to words like 

decide in their morpho logy. semantics. and syntactic patteming.. .. C learly, rzde and ruler 

will be related in the lexicon differently than rule and king" @p. 640-64 1 ). The theory 

behind a word-families approach emphasizes the semantic (meaning) and morphological 

(form) relationships of words with the same roots, e.g., corridor, course, current, dl 

words which share both the Latin root czu-rere and the hypothetical Proto-Indo-European 

root [kers-1, the core concept of which acts as the organizing principle. 



Sumrnary 

A word-farnilies approach is based on lexical connections between Indo-European 

(1-E) roots. root words. and their related word-families based on shared form 

(morphology) and meaning (semantics) with links to semantic memory. core concepts. 

and imagery. Instruction based on this conception would focus on acknowledging and 

elaborating a rneaning-based representation in the lexicon by building and expanding 

vocabulary knowledge through the strengthening of connections between these memory 

systems. While the study of English language history and research in etyrnology and 

histoncal linguistics acknowledge this vocabulary network. word root relations sternming 

from the Indo-European parent language have yet to be even moderately explored through 

psycholinguistic testing, which is why the current study was designed. 

The relevant literature which has been reviewed has focussed primarily on 

cognitive psychology, with particular attention to the relationship between content 

structures. cognitive structures. and rnernory models. This literature lends support to the 

notion that a word-families lexical network constitutes a viable cognitive structure. 

whether or not the morpho-semantic lexical network based on their content and structure 

must be developed in the learner through explicit instruction or whether it c m  develop 

naturally through tacit manipulation of subject rnatter content. e-g.. bioscientific 

terminology. 

We now tum to a discussion of the relevant literature on models of lexical 

representation and access. 



CHAPTER THREE 

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE (PSYCHOLNGUISTICS) 

Overview 

Lexical representation and access models contribute to the word-families 

conception and the morpho-semantic lexical network formulation by influencing the way 

in which a word-farnilies approach is operationalized and tested. To design instruction 

for and experiments to test a word-families approach requires knowledge of the kinds of 

representations word-families have or may have in the mental lexicon. Le.. the mental 

models associated with these hypothetical lexical networks. including: (1 ) full-listing 

models; (2) partial-listing models: (3) combination models; and. (4) connectionist 

models. important as well are ( 5 )  an understanding of the testing procedures used in 

psycholinguistics to probe these hypothetical networks. particularly semantic/repetition 

prirning and the lexical decision task and methods of correlating rnorphological 

relatedness with semantic and phonetic similarity and (6) relevant past research using 

these techniques. Farniliarity with relevant models of lexical access and representation is 

important for understanding the foundations and reasoning behind the word-families 

conception. The present discussion briefly addresses the rnodels of lexical access and 

representation as well as the testing techniques most pertinent to a word-families 

approach. 



Models of Lexical Representation and Access 

Generally speaking, word knowledge involves a user's accumulated knowledge 

of word form, Le.. word spelling, pronunciation. and word meaning, as well as syntactic 

and semantic hc t ions .  Word processing refers to the ways in which this stored 

information is accessed and put to use. Models of lexical access and representation 

attempt to describe the mental structures and processes associated with + h s  abstract 

lexical knowledge. Figure 3.1 provides an overvitw of basic word processing 

components, particularly the psycholinguistic structures and processes relevant to lexical 
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representation and access. in this fiamework, the mental lexicon is depicted as including 

both content (meaning) and form (structure). The open-ended, cloud-like region called 

CONTELVT, which Iies both within and without the box entitled THE LEXICON. 

represents what Garman aptly characterizes as "an area which is difficult to explore" 

(p. 248). This region includes d l  lexical knowledge relevant to language processing: 

PRAGI'MA TICS, WORD MEANINGS, A ND GRALWAL~ TICAL CHA RA CTERISTICS as 

well as howledge of the world. idiosyncratic associations. and finally .VON-LEVICAL 

COGNITION. COOTENT is linked to word forms. which provide access routes to and 

from this reaim and general cognition. Other pathways exist in and out of the CONTENT 

domain not depicted in Garrnan-s model. e-g.. pictures. which are a form of non-lexical 

input. Non-lexical links to the lexicon rnay affect lexical access by providing context for 

word recognition. Depicted within THE LEYICON box are both spoken and written 

FORD FORMS. These are linked to the CONTENT cloud by mediating elements. which 

supply the structures and operations necessary for lexical entry processing. e.g.. the 

different levels or cornponents of activation and contextual effects. 

Severai factors influence the ways in which the mental lexicon is characterized in 

the psycholinguistic literature. Important to any attempt at modelling how words are 

represented in the lexicon are a number of concems: (1) the role of meaning--1s meaning 

access necessary for a decision as to whether or not a letter-string is a word? How is 

word meaning represented in the lexicon?; (2) lexical access--in what forms are words 

processed and how might lexical entry structure affect access? Is access based on a serial 

search or do processing components work in parallel, or both?; (3) whether lexical 

representations are based on full word f o m s  or morphological elements--Are words or 

morphemes the primary units of lexical representation or could the lexicon contain a 
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mixture of both?; (4) word fkequency/fmiliarity--The frequency with which a written 

English word occurs influences the speed at which it is recognized; fiequently used words 

are identified faster than lower fiequency words (e-g., Forster, 1978; Becker, 1976); and. 

(5) context effects--context also affects the rapidity with which words are recognized: in 

contrast to unrelated pairs or pairs consisting of neutrai context primes, such as 

'XXXXY.'' prime-target pairs composed of semantic relatives (e.g.. nurse-doctor) 

accelerate lexical decision. Al1 major rnodels of lexical representation and access attempt 

to account for most of these fundamental word recognition components. 

The question of whether or not rnodels of the mental lexicon should include some 

representation of word meaning and. if so, how it should be depicted remains unresolved. 

Balota (1990). a strong advocate of the position that meaning access is mandatory for 

word recognition. rnaintains that those who would argue against meaning access during 

word recognition need to supply the proof that such access does not occur. cornmenting 

that "there is no unequivocal evidence that suggests that one can empirically tap the 

word-recognition stage without meaning analysis" (p. 27). Other researchers believe that 

single-word contexts are stored within the lexicon. originating fiorn semantic or other 

information organized within it (e-g.. Tabossi. 1988) but that processing at the sentence 

level demands interaction between the lexicon and semantic memory. 

The full extent of the mental lexicon's lexical content as well as the nature of its 

relations with semantic mernory and other memory systems remain as yet undetermined. 

Most conceptions of the mental lexicon that include lexical entry representation. limit 

word meaning to a Iisting of semantic features with pointers to more comprehensive 

meaning stored in the semantic rnemory system (e.g., Del1 and Reich, 198 1; Gamham, 

1985). Such lexical entry content and structure would seem plausible if meaning 
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representation for words and concepts in semantic memory were based on lists of 

semantic features. Some researchers consider that the meaning of any given word rnay be 

better depicted or modelled as a prototypez6 representation based on an accumulation of 

episodes with a particular lexical entry. According to Hintzrnan (1 986). word meaning 

should not simply be depicted as a list of separate features or as a single prototype. In 

discussing the role of meaning in word recognition. he suggests instead an -'instance 

based" approach to the prototype meaning representation. The meaning of a word should 

be envisaged as a prototype composed of the cumulative individual experiences with a 

word. The idea behind this interpretation is that prototypical word meaning evolves. that 

each experience language users have with a word contributes to its rneaning 

representation. Such an account helps to explain context dependency for word meaning. 

since different contexts activate different combinations of episodic traces. 

A number of theorists argue that hypotheses concerning the architecture of the 

lexicon and the processes of lexical access should be viewed as inseparable. thar the 

results of studies examining the structure of the lexicon and lexical entries necessarily 

restnct proposals regarding the mrchanisms of lexical access ( e g .  Henderson. 1989: 

Libben' 1987). They believe that the form of a lexical structure acts as a fundamental 

constraint on the procedure for gaining access to that representation. By implication. 

Henderson (1 989) cornrnents that --it is reasonable to surmise that measures of access 

speed may be made to yield information about the functional architecture of the lexicon'? 

(p. 3 59). Such an account accommodates other psycholin@stic research paradigms 

which infer lexical structure from access/processing data. 

In this view. each lexical entry has a structure and content that stays fixed 

'%n in-depth discussion of Prototype Theory was presented in Chapter Two. 
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regardless of the rnodality by which it is accessed. e.g., visual or auditory. As such. for 

accurate modelling of lexical entry and access representation as well as interpreting 

research results. it is important to distinguish between lexical enny and access 

representation (Marslen-Wilson et ai.. 1994; Forster. 1 976; Morton. 1969). Marslen- 

Wilson et ai. (1 994) define Zexical entry as '-the modality-independent core representation 

of a word's syntactic and semantic attributes as well as its abstract phonological 

properties" @. 4). On the other hand. the occess represenjaiion is modaliv-specific: it 

fumishes the percephial target for lexical access. and it supplies. as well, the route that 

links the information from the sensory input to the particular lexical entry. 

Acknowledging this distinction makes possible a more accurate interpretation of 

experimental results. It allows for a more adequate discussion of models in which lexical 

access proceeds via word forms while the lexical entry representation is based on 

rnorphemes. such as in the Augmented Addressed Morphology (M) mode1 of 

Caramazza et al. (1985). 

Most researchers test morphologically complex words according to rwo theones 

of lexical organization: (1 ) the partial-listing hypotheses (PLH), which suggest that 

lexical organization is based on morphemes. in particular, base forms (Froten. 1975; Taft 

& Forster. 1975; Taft. 198 1 ; Mackay, 1978; Jarvella & Meijers, 1983); and, (2) the full- 

listing hypotheses (FLH), which submit that the lexicon is composed of fully listed words 

(Bradley, 1980; Lukatela, Gligorijevic, Kostic, & Turvey, 1980; Kempley & Morton. 

1982; Butterworth. 1983). While these two conceptions of lexical access and 

representation models present very different pictures of language processing, these 

contrasting viewpoints are not surprising given the polarization in the field of 

psycholinguistics on this point. According to Marslen-Wilson et al. (1 994), "The 
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psychological literature on the representation and access of rnorphologically complex 

words is conflicting and inconclusive. with both full-listzhg and morphernic hypotheses 

well supponed" (p. 3). Whether lexical entries are acczssed and represented as words or 

morphemes or both remains a central concern for psycholinguistic inquiries. The most 

suitable lexical model might allow for a blend of hypotheses. e.g., Cararnazza et al. 

(1 985) propose full-listings for representations but lexical access via morphemes. 

Full-listing Models 

Full-listing hypotheses of access and representation argue that lexical items are 

processed in their full forms, i.e., no decomposition or parsing is thought to take place 

under normal circumstances. This does not mean that advocates of full-listing hypothesis 

(FLH) are blind to the hurnan ability to parse words." In FLH models. word-parsing 

may be resorted to under unusual circumstances, such as when language users encounter 

new or uncomrnon words (Menalis & Tharp. 1977: Rubin, Becker, & Freeman. 1979: 

Buttenvorth. 1 983; Henderson, Wallis. & Knight, 1984). 

The Search Model 

The Search Model, the main advocates of which are Forster and his colleagues 

(Forster, 1976; Forster, 1978; Forster & Bednall, 1976; Forster & David, 198% OTonnor 

& Forster? 1 98 1 ; Taft & Forster, 1975, 1976), depicts entry into the lexicon as being 

"The most comrnon parsing operation is aEix-stripping (Hankamer, 1989). 
Lexical access begins by first stripping off the &xes and then accessing the rernaining 
base form, stem, or root. 
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controlïed by access files that are either phonologic. orthographic. or semantic and 

syntactic. Which type of file is used for access depends upon the required task. e.g.. 

listening. reading, naming. The Master File or lexicon proper is serially searched until a 

match is found between incoming sensory data and a lexical entry. Since it is unlikely 

that the entire list of known w-ords is searched every time a word is processed. each 

search procedure is thought to be limited to a particular. relevant subset of lexical entries 

with common access codes. which Forster cdls a "bin." Bins are organized on the basis 

of sensory characteristics. Le.. orthographic and phonologic, and entries are ordered by 

frequency, which helps to explain the frequency attenuation effect. Once a search is 

initiated. the appropriate bin is selected and the search commences. In this model. 

strongly associated words in the Master File are thought to be linked. so that when one 

word is accessed. related words are primed. Ln effect. the iist of associates is activated 

and made ready for the next word to be processed at the same tirne a corresponding 

access bin is actuated. The list of associates is presurnably shorter than a bin from an 

access file? which speeds the recognition and accounts for context effects. 

The Logo~en Model 

While the Search Model proposes that the lexicon is scanned serially until a target 

word is located. other models rely on the notion that lexical access involves the 

"activation" of lexical units. One of the first and most influential full-listing or word 

based models of lexical access and representation involving lexical activation. upon 

which many current theories are founded. is Morton's Logogen Model (1 964/l968, 1969) 

(see Figure 3.2). Logogens can be thought of as intemal dictionary units (Libben, 1987). 



According to Morton. for each word one is able to recognize. there is a response unit 

called a "logogen," which is sensitive to the set of auditory, visual. and semantic features 

F i w e  3.2. An expanded version of Morton3 Logogen Model, fiom K. BoH. L. 

Kaufman. & J.P. Thamas (1986), p. 27.44. 

associated with that word. When the nurnber of features being exarnined exceeds the 

logogen's threshold? the particular unit is automatically triggered, making al1 the features 

accessible to the rest of the cognitive apparatus. Other logogens which share the same 

root morpheme will have also been "excited" but will not surpass the threshold necessary 

for firing because they are not the precise stimulus required. The finng of a logogen is 

the equivalent of word recognition and necessary for word comprehension. The more a 
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logogen is encountered either directly through stimulation or indirectly by context? the 

lower its threshold becomes, making more fiequent words in the lexicon easier to 

recognize. This explanation accounts for frequency effects d u h g  testingZ8 

Originally. the Logogen Model depicted both visual and auditory modalities as 

sharing the sarne pathways? but Morton modified the mode1 in 1979 to include 

independent input and output avenues for each modality. Lexical entries or logogens in 

Morton's Model are unorganized, but lower thresholds from rnorphologically related 

words. evidenced, for example. through faster response times during testing, suggest that 

morphologically related lexical entries are stored in interrelated networks. Le.. the 

logogen systern is organized in terms of morphemes. The fact that in the Logogen Model 

morphological relatives share a logogen accounts for morphological prirning results. 

Threshold lowering explains frequency and repetition priming effects while context can 

influence the level of logogen excitation facilitates semantic priming. 

The Cohort Model 

The Cohort Model of lexical access, which \vas developed by Marslen-Wilson, 

Tyler, and colleagues (Marslen-Wilson & Welsh. 1978; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler. 1980; 

Marslen- Wilson, 1984, 1 987, 1 989)- is a multiple-access/multipie-assessment type mode1 

of spoken word recognition similar to the Logogen Model but without the notion of 

thresholds. Word processing is assurned to proceed from the bottom up, cornmencing 

' 8 ~ s  previously mentioned, the time needed to pronounce a word or to make a 
lexical decision as to whether or not a letter-string is a word is less for high fiequency 
words than for low fiequency words (Rubenstein, Garfield, & Millikan, 1970; Forster & 
Chambers, 1973; Whaley, 1978; Taft, 1979a). 
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with word initial acoustic properties. Upon receiving the first segment of the auditory 

input. a word-initial cohort or group of possible candidates becomes activated. For 

example, the initial letter string rra-. pronounced /O-@-/. triggers a set of cornpetitors that 

could conceivably include: truck. trafic, rransfer, trap. travel. Word recognition 

involves the consideration of these candidates before input is matched to the proper 

lexical item. and the item is activated. As the search process continues mismatched 

lexical entries are deactivated and dropped fiorn the cohort. Word recognition is 

accomplished when the correct cornpetitor fiom the class of candidates or cohort is 

chosen. 

Verification Models 

Verification Models (Becker. 1 976; Paap. McDonald. Schvaneveldt. & Noel. 

1987) suggest a different method by which the target word is chosen. In Venfication or 

Verification-Activation Models. rather than collecting evidence by activating more and 

more features of a logogen that resemble an incoming stimulus. a set of sensory features 

is thought to provide a rough group of possible candidate words whose visual features are 

more or less those of the stimulus. The sensory set. which is ordered according to 

fkequency. becomes activated. and by means of verification and inhibition, one by one the 

candidate words are verified in a top down fashion against the stimulus until the correct 

candidate is validated. The more a word is repeated, the higher its word fiequency count 

becomes. To explain context effects, the mode1 proposes the creation of a semantic set of 

candidates based on word associates derived h m  context. The activation of the semantic 

set is thought to precede the selection of the sensory set, as context precedes stimulus in 



language comprehension. The size of the semantic set greatly influences the speed of 

word recognition. To speed processing, verification of the semantic set is thought to 

commence at the same time the sensory set is being generated. If the semantic set fails to 

contain a stimulus match. the sensory set is then searched and verified until a match is 

found. 

The interactive Activation Model 

The Interactive-Activation Model (McClelland & Rumelhart. 1 98 1 ; Rumelhart & 

McClelland, 1982; Glushko. 1979; McClelland & Elman, 1986) elaborates on the 

Logogen Model. This influential account of word-recognition (Taft. 1990). includes sets 

of processing units that act like logogens. corresponding to more and more compiex 

levels of language structure. e.g.. frorn feature level. to phonerne or letter level. to word 

level; levels are composed strictly of forma1 features with no morphologica1 Ievel pet se- 

When a stimulus is presented. the appropriate visual or auditory units are excited. 

beginning at the featural level and working up and back through to the word level (see 

Figure 3.3). While representations of features and letters are activated prior to the 

representations of words, word representations are triggered before letter recognition is 

completed; this allows for partial activation to be passed fiom one level to the next. As 

processing is not discrete, word representations can be activated concurrently with letter 

representations, feeding backwards to influence letter processing for an accurate input 

match (Humphreys & Bruce. 1989, p. 242). The system is interactive because as 

activation proceeds fiom lower to higher level units. feedback d o m  to the lower tier 
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Figure 3.3. McClelland and Rumelhart's Interactive Activation Model. from J. L- 

McClelland and D. E. Rumelhart (1981). p. 378. 

commences, further influencing the processing of the lower level units as the access 

process proceeds. Excitation of a particular unit at a given level inhibits the activation of 

other candidates at the sarne level. Eventually competitors are de-activated and the target 

word is recognized. The Interactive-Activation Model possesses only one set of word 

units, which can be activated with input from either the visual or auditory modalities. 

The structure of this mode1 and its mode of retrieval make it unnecessary to include niles 

for word formation and word processing as it works out relationships for itself through 

interactive activation. 



Partial-listing Models 

A nurnber of linguists who subscribe to the partial-listing hypothesis (e.g.. 

Mackay, 1978) suggest that lexical storage should follow the principle of "economy of 

storage?' by maximizing generality and minimizing the amount of speci fic information 

stored in the lexicon (cf. Derwing, 1990. p. 249). According to this traditional linguistic 

view. the lexicon contains primarily the unpredictable. idiosyncratic lexical information 

not generated by rule; this account tends to support stmcturalist theones of the lexicon 

briefly mentioned in Chapter One. As storage economy is considered to be an important 

elernent of the partial-listing hypothesis. the lexical entry need contain only the base fom. 

e-g., walk. Rules for application during language comprehension and production are 

thought to be stored separately and are believed to be responsible for producing the 

appropriate morphologically and phonologically predictable lexical items when needed; 

for example. rules for application produce the inflected forrns of walk. e.g., 

walks/walkeed/wakhg. which have been adjusted for selectional factors. such as nurnber 

and tense. In accordance with this hypothesis. the fundamental syntactic unit of lexical 

access and representation is the morpheme, not the word. 

Viewed from a psycholinguistic perspective. a partial-listing hypothesis includes 

suppositions regarding both access processes and structures. To assert that stems and 

afflxes are stored separately in the mental lexicon is to contend also that some type of 

morphological decomposition must take place as a part of the lexical access procedure. 

With morphemic access or affïx-sû-ipping models generally associated with partial-listing 

hypotheses, the lexical entry is accessed through the base f o m  representation of a word 

via afix-stripping (Kempley & Morton, 1982; Taft, 198 1) (see Figure 3.4). This mode1 



type presumes that lexical access takes place via a two-step procedure. First. words are 

stripped of their affixes, leaving their word stems. These "bare" stems then become the 

units of access and entry into the rnodality-specific access lexicons. Once a stem is 

Letter String 
I 

1. Is item diviaibfe 1 , , i  
2. Search for s*m in 

les5con Haa en- 
correepondhg to 
stem b e n  located? 

Yee 1 t 

4, Search for whole word 
No in lexïcon. Has entry 

w correeponding to whole 

word been located? 

3. Can the p& be 1 
added tn form a 1 
word? 1 

No 

6.15 item a 
6.ee foim? No 

Figure 3.4. Morphological analysis in word recognition. From M. Taft and K. Forster 

(1 979,  p. 644. 

successfully located, the stem and its afEx are reassembled and the Master Lexicon is 

serially searched to determine if such an entry exists. 

Ln this theory. complex morphological entries with stems plus affixes are thought 

to taise longer to identie as either words or nonwords when tested against 

monornorphernic or nondecomposable words. If one agrees with Henderson (1989) that 
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m e  form of the lexical representation acts as a fundamentai constraint on the procedure 

for gainingaccess to the lexicon" (p. 359), then Taft and Forster's Prefix-stripping access 

mode1 (1 975) should also be viewed as yielding information about lexical representation. 

That some rnorphologically complex words are represented in the mental lexicon 

according to their stems seems intuitively reasonable. This would be an economical way 

of stonng productive. semantically predictable forms. particularly inflectional famis; in 

most cases. these forms retain the spelling and pronunciation of their stems whik varying 

only in their affixes (Stanners, Neiser. Hernon & Hall, 1979; Fowler & Napps. 1982). 

Through the use of parsing procedures. new words or word forms become both 

pronounceable and decodeable for rneaning access. Comrnents Caramazza ( 1985): 

That we must postdate the existence of a morphological parsing device for 

unfamiliar letter-strings should not be controversial. For. how else codd bve 

"know" that a first-time-seen inflected form of a known word is a word of the 

language? The compelling force ("compellingness") of this argument is easiiy 

appreciated. especially when considering richly inflected languages where there 

are statistically many more opportunities than in a language like English for 

encountenng irnrnediately recognizable new inflected forms of words of the 

language. In such situations it must be the case that we recognize the root 

morpheme of the new word as a known morpheme and. furthemore, that we 

recognize the inflection of this word as an appropriate one for the identified root. 

This process clearly presupposes a parsing procedure that generates the correct 

segmentation of the presented word @. 109). 

Here Cararnazza introduces an important consideration for analysis of lexical models of 

access and representation. Agglutinating languages are characterized by a prolific 
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capability for word building with an enormous number of words possible. Turkish. for 

example, rnakes "extensive use of polymorphemic words (i-e.. words containing a root 

and one or more &xes) and in which each grammatical contrat is typically encoded by 

a separate. clearly identifiable morpheme" (O'Grady & Dobrovolsky, 1987. p. 440). The 

morphological complexity of agglutinating languages. such as Finish. Hungarian, 

Navajo, Quechua, Swahili. Tsuut'ina and Turkish? prompts some researchers to argue 

that full-listing hypotheses are by their very nature. untenable. 

Word formation through the process of affixation to already complex aExed 

stems is, in fact, highly productive. Take for example the Turkish word 

indirilemiyebilecekler. The word root in. a verb meaning "descend." with the addition of 

seven affixes, generates a word meaning "[they] will be able to not be able to be lowered" 

or "they will be able to resist being brought dowm" (Hankamer. 1989. p. 393). 

Agglutination with nominals (noun stems) is also prolific. The complexity of the parsing 

procedure for and the considerable number of possible w-ords in agglutinating languages 

prompts Hankarner to discount any but the weakest versions of the FLH (full-listing 

hypothesis)? i.e., computational considerations translate into psycholinguistic constraints 

on lexical processing, which make full-listing unfeasible. Hankarner submits that '-the 

number of forms corresponding to a single noun or verb root is considerably larger than 

would be consistent with the assurnption that al1 forms are listed in the mental lexicon" 

@. 393). However. the type of morphological parsing that Hankarner suggests for 

languages like Turkish proceeds from left to right. Turkish is one of a group of 

agglutinating languages that forms words through afixation begiming with the word 

root, which cornes at the front or lefi side of the word. But for other agglutinating 

languages, such as those in the Athapaskan language group, which includes Tsuut'ina and 



Navajo. parsing functions differently because the word root cornes at or near the end or 

the right side of the word. 

The process of decomposing a Tsuut'ina or Navajo verb is remarkably complex. 

The l a n p g e  user rnust first find the word root, then strip off the encliticsz9 that may or 

may not follow the root and finally remove the prefixes that precede the root, some of 

which form an integral part of the verb before word recognition is ~ o r n ~ l e t e . ' ~  Full-listing 

of at least the most complex verb forms would considerably reduce the need for such 

complex. on-line processing. Furthemore, no one has demonstrated that our biological 

capacity for storing word forms is necessarily limited or that our brain would not allow 

for or build in high levels of redundancy. 

Combination Models 

Objections to models which require a domination by either the full-listing or the 

morphemic or partial-listing accounts of the mental lexicon have prompted investigators 

to develop models of lexical representation and access that combine both morphological 

decomposition as well as full-listing. For example, ùi some models, inflected forms are 

accessed via their stems through ai3x-stripping, while derived foms are thought to be 

fully activated individually (Stanners, Neiser, Hemon, & Hall. 1979; Caramaua. 

Laudann- & Romani, 198 1 ; Caramazza, Miceli, Silveri, & Laudanna, 1985; Stemberger 

"~nditic A word in an unstressed form attached to another word which cames 
the stress, e.g.. "of' in "piece of' [pi:sëv] (Hartmann & Stork, 1972, p. 76). 

301nformation regarding the Tsuut'ina language cornes fiom Dr. L. G. Donovan, 
Department of French, Italian, and Spanish, at the University of Calgary, via personal 
communication. He is currently preparing a pubIication on Tsuut'ina verbs. 
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& MacWhimey, 1986: Tyler, Marslen-Wilson. Rentoul, & Hanney, 1988). 

One probiem for partial-listing hypotheses is the cognitive processing demands of 

rapid lexical retrieval during speech production and comprehension. In Denving's (1990) 

article on morphoiogy and the mental lexicon? he cites his 1973 critique of the partial- 

listing account. commenting: 

What is ignored in this approach is the problem of retrieval: how diEcult is it to 

learn, recall and use [the resulting] very skeletal and abstract lexical 

representation and ... mles in order to produce or comprehend speech (p. XO)? 

The extra heavy burden required for processing prior to access imposed by the partial- 

listing account is considerable. Also. the lack of evidence for the perceived necessity or 

inherent desirability of economical storage for memory and cognitive processing makes 

this hypothesis worth questioning. Is economy of storage a biological advantage ancilor 

necessity or could a system with built-in redundancy offer greater access and storage 

benefi ts? 

Objections raised to whole-word models of lexical access and representation as 

being uneconornical or "less efficient'. have litile empirical foundation. Dewing ( 1990) 

is one researcher who suggests that the emphasis on economy of storage is ill-founded. 

claiming: 

The human mind seems capable of storing almost unlimited amounts of 

information, certainly far beyond the average person's normal everyday or even 

lifetime needs, and in the case of words, can easily manage the 250,000 or so 

entries that Diller (1978) estimates for the typical educated English-speaking adult 

(p. 350). 

And, Diller's estimate is for monolingual speakers only. Fluent bilinguals and polyglots 
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do not seem overburdened by their substantially larger vocabularies. Taft and Forster 

(1975), when discussing their initial formulation of the Prefix-stripping Mode1 of lexical 

representation and access. comment on the economy of storing the stem for a number of 

words just once. claiming that "The problem with this explanation is that the storage 

capacity of the brain is usually assumed to be so vast that such an economy would be 

quite triviaf' (p. 645). And the lexicon need not store al1 possible word combinations. but 

rather only those w-ords which have already been processed by the language user. 

A nurnber of linguists. including Denving (1 990). advocate "full-listing" for 

English, disagreeing with the idea that rules exist only to "simpliQ'? the lexicon. 

Although DeMing acknowledges that the predictability and generalization associated 

with mle application are highly productive. he supports a point-of-view shared by 

Vememann (1 974). They submit a broader picture of how mle-iearning aids the lexical 

development. Rule-learning may be an important means not onfy of organizing and 

sirnpli@ing the lexicon. but also of adding tu lexical knowledge by generalizing 

information about the mental lexicon's content. Rules can be considered a --lexical tool- 

kit" (Aitchison, 1987, p. 1 16): which rnay help users to bnng into use new words or to 

reconstruct old words following a sudden rnemory lapse (Denving, p. 252). 

Pinker ( 1993) advocates a combination of both a de-based and a networking 

account of linguistic competence, favouring a "rule-associative-memory theory'? (p. 72). 

commenting: 

a theos. of language with both a computationd component, containing 

specific kinds of rules and representations, and an associative memory 

system, with certain properties of comectionist rnodels. In such a theory, 

regular past-tense forms are computed by a rule that concatenates an affix 



with a variable standing for the stem. such as Miller proposed for 

tindersrander in 1967. Irregulars are memorized pairs of words. but 

linkages between the pair members are stored in an associative memory 

structure fostering some generalization by analogy (p. 70). 

This formulation. which Pinker (p. 72) refers to as a "rule-association hybrid." seems to 

--account for fiequency effects on irregular verbs (with inverse effects on their 

corresponding regularized versions)" and seems to correctly predict that --the ability to 

generate regular past-tense forms should not depend on similarity to exisring regular 

verbs." something which comectionist models. such as Rumelhart and McClelland's 

Parallel Distnbuted Processsing3' fail to do adequately. For systernatic regular affixes. 

e.g.. -ed and -er. classic symbolic rules appear to be a requirement. 

Derwing (1 990) seems to accept the possibility that the mental lexicon may 

include both types of representation. full-listing with lexical representations which 

include details of their rnorphological structure. remarking: 

1 conclude that there can be no serious question that the human word-store is 

primarily organized to enhance rapid and accurate retrieval and so we should not 

be in the least bit surprised if a considerable amount of redundancy in storage 

might be tolerated in order to expedite this process (p. 230). 

Built-in redundancy makes sense given the eficiency with which we process words. 

Full-listing hypotheses which have been modified to include some form of morphological 

representation may be more realistic than models which insist on full-listing alone. 

especially since there seems widespread acknowledgment that lexical entry structure must 

account for morphological decomposition. In her analysis of lexical cornplexity and 

"Connectionist Models are discussed in greater detail on p. 10 1. 



sentence processing, Cutler (1 983) supports the idea that morphological structure is in 

some way represented in the lexicon, commenting that: 

Morphologically complex words are also no more difficult to access from the 

lexicon than morphologically simple words: but there was abundant evidence that 

the mental representations of words contain information about morphological 

structure. and that speakers draw on this information in creating new words 

(p- 73). 

One wonders why the notions of an enormous hill-listing lexicon and morphologically 

analyzed lexical representations with connections between related entries should be 

viewed as inherently contradictory? 

Two full-listing hypotheses (FLH) have received considerable attention in the 

psycholinguistic literature. each including some representation of morphological 

decomposition (Hankarner, 1 989). The FLH- 1 mode1 suggests full-listing for 

morphologically complex entries. which includes an analysis of rnorphological structure. 

FLH-7 (Bradley, 1978, 1980; Segui and Zubizarreta, 1985) advances the hypothesis that 

al1 lexical entnes for complex words are linked to a "basic entry" or an uninflected. root 

form of the word. While the word unlucky would have its own entry in the lexicon. this 

entry would also include a link to its base f o m  hck.  Its other morphemic relatives. e-g.. 

l u c h  ZirckiZy, luckiest. would be linked to the same basic enûy as well. This hypothesis 

derives from Lukatela and colleagues. The FLH-2 proposes full-listing with a nucleus 

and satellite organization of related entries (Hankarner, 1989) (see Figure 3 -5). FLH- 1 

was origindly proposed by Taft & Forster (1975) as an alternative to their own Prefix- 

stripping, partial-listing model. The idea behind the FLH-1 is that complex words have 

their own lexical entries but that these representations include some indication of 
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Fimire 3.5. Morphological representation for both Full-listing Hypotheses (FLH- I & 

FLH-2) (Hankamer, 1989). Note. Based on discussion in J. Hankamer. sateHire entries 

mode1 for Serbo-Croatian (Lukatela. Gligorijevic. Kostic, & Turvey. 1980). 

underlying morphological structure. e g .  the word rinlzrcb would be bracketed 

unfirck(y)l to indicate its composition. These individuai word segments would be linked 

to additional relevant linguistic data concerning the lexical entry, including semantic. 

phonological, and grammatical idormation. These ideas have been applied to Serbo- 

Croatian, which is a good exarnple of a highly intlected language; grammatical case and 

nurnber deterrnine the suffrx, which will be attached ro each noun of a given gender. 

These researchers wanted to find out more about the role of case and fkequency in lexical 
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representation and access for Serbo-Croatian. to see if lexical entries were ordered by 

frequency and if a different entry existed for each grammatical case for each noun. The 

results of their research suggest that in the Serbo-Croatian lexicon the nominative 

singuIar acts s a hub around which chster non-nominative lexical case relatives. The 

basic entry or root word like Izick in English is considered the nzrclezis. around which 

cluster these related complex word forrns or satellites. 

Full-listing hypotheses do acknowledge the existence of rules. The idiosyncratic 

nature of many derived nouns or nominalizations has prompted some linguists to suggest 

that while inflectional forms may belong to the syntax of a language's grammar. derived 

forms belong in the lexicon. Usually. dictionaries contain individual entries for 

derivational forrns. Yet, despite their uniqueness. it can be argued that many derivations 

are highly systematic, with syntactically appropriate foms predictable by rules. In order 

to regard these nominal transfomations as purely mechanical and within the realm of 

syntax. the spelling and sound changes as well as the meaning must al1 be predictable 

(Henderson. et al.. 1982. p. 2 12). Full-listing hypotheses will accept, for exarnple 

produce/pr-oductionl *producement as being infelicitous and ungrammatical. even though 

they are analogous to the similar series induce/induction/induce~. This illustrates the 

unpredictability of the links between derived forrns and the idiosyncratic nature of the 

range of suffixes. Such a line of reasoning offers another argument in favor of a mode1 

that combines both the full-listing hypothesis as well as partial-listing hypothesis. 

Part of the objection to partial-listing is that the "economies" imposed by the 

partial-listing hypothesis 'kannot be extended to the sernantic system since the meaning 

of derived words frequently cannot be recovered fiom the meaning of their constituent 

parts" (Henderson, 1985. p. 223; quoted in Denving, 1990, p. 25 1). Yet, even though 
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they are sometimes semantically opaque. denved f o m s  are morphologicalIy related; they 

are represented in the Iexicon in some fashion. The nature of their entry structure is one 

focus of concem for this dissertation. Neither partial-listing nor full-listing hypotheses 

have been used to expiain the kind of relations within the word-families that this study 

explores. An important consideration for this particular dissertation is the fact that al1 

word-family members related to the root altract are a part of the sarne morpho-semantic 

farnily: they share common form as well as common core rneaning. Just how closely 

stored are slightly irregular or unusual lexical relatives is a question addressed in this 

dissertation. 

Since patterns of priming arnong rnorphologically reIated words present an 

arnbiguous set of results. these are interpreted by some as evidence of separate lexical 

entries. still by others as proof of intra-related entries. or both (Stanners et al.. 1979; 

Fowler. et al.. 1985: Stemberger & Macwhimey. 1986: Marslen-Wilson. 1987: 

Cararnazza. et al.. 1988; Marslen-Wilson & Zwisterlood. 1989: Feldman. 1994). Because 

the conception behind the word-families approach conceives of a morpho-semantic 

lexical network based on shared Indo-European roots. related roots. and common stems. 

morphological decomposition as a process of lexical access and as a decoding strategy 

based on meaning offers one approach to data analysis. But the fact that affixes are not 

always transparent nor automatically stripped from word roots. especially with regard to 

denved forms. lends support to the belief that the lexicon must also contain whole word 

representations and that a combination mode1 may be a more reasonable and accurate 

representation of the mental Iexicon. 

The Augmented Addressed Morphology theory of lexical representation and 

access (M), based on experiments conducted in Italian, is just such a combination 
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model (Cararnazza et al.. 1985; Laudanna & Burani. 1985). According to Cararnazza et 

ai. ( 1985), the mental lexicon is composed of several independent yet interconnected 

components which are modality specific. orthographical or phonological. Lexical entries 

are represented in their morphologicaily decomposed form; word stems and inflectional 

affixes are stored independently. For known words, access to lexical representations 

takes place via a whole-word access procedure. whereas novel words are accessed 

through a morpheme address procedure. The access mechanism is thought to work in 

parallel with the level of activation- which is dependent on the degree to which the letter- 

strings overlap orthographically or phonoIogically. 

Additional support for the counter-intuitive full-listing model for frequently used. 

regular inflectional forms cornes from Stemberger & MacWhimey (1 988 ). This version 

is opposed to linguistic models in which the lexicon contains only novel and idiosyncratic 

forms rather than frequently used. comrnon words. Other combined accounts include 

Sepui and Zubizarreta's (1985) model in which prefixed forms are accessed via their own 

entries and suffixed forms are accessed by way of the entry for the root, which includes 

pointers to separate entries for suffixed forms. Laudanna and Burani (1985) recommend 

a hll-listing variant. similar to FLH-I. which suggests that the lexicon includes entries 

for both words and morphemes. Words are accessed via their full entries with 

morphological composition provided by pointers fiom the word en ty  to the component 

morpheme entries. Bybee's (1 987) version incorporates elements of both the FLH-1 and 

FLH-2 models of lexical structure and organization. depicting connections between 

affixes and a special status for "basic" forms." 



Connectionist Models 

In addition to rule-based explmations of morphologicai productivity are network 

theories. which posit interconnections among fully-listed lexical items. A number of 

researchers, including Del1 and Reich (1  98 1). Stemberger (1 983). McClelIand (1 987). and 

Seidenberg and McClelland ( 1989). submit that lexical organization and access derive 

from formal features done? i.e.. lexical processing is based on shared phonology and 

orthography. The advocates of Parallel-Distributed Processing (PDP) contend that there 

are "no 'localized' units representing definable word segments. Instead. the identification 

and pronunciation of a word is mediated by the development of patterns of activation 

distributed across a large nurnber of units" (Taft. 1990. p. 12 1). PDP rnodels suggest that 

lexical representation and access involve dual spreading-activation networks." one based 

on visual input, e.g.. spelling, the other on phonological form. e-g.. phonemes and 

clusters. In PDP and other connectionist models. mechanisms of depth of processing and 

serial access may contribute to overall lexical processing (Forster. 1994). 

But. as opposed to serial processing. which if selected as the predominant method 

of activation assumes a series of stages. these models hinge on the assumption that the 

major constituents involved in information processing function in parallel or 

simultaneously; representations are neither local nor whole but are distributed in a 

decentralized fashion throughout the neural netwc-rk (see Figure 3.6). In PDP rnodels- 

reading, for example, would first require the visual analysis of a word's letter pattern; 

then. the creation of a phonological representation of the word before semantic processing 

could occur. A problem with PDP is that these relationships are worked out through the 

"Spreading-activation is discussed in detail on page 10% 



Figure 3.6. General framework for lexical processing, from M. Seidenberg and J. 

McCleIland (1989). p. 526. 

system's '-hidden units." 

The comection weiglitings of these units c m  be known. but their patterns give 

little insight into the nature of their distributions. This inhibits analysis of: (1) how they 

work; (2) the nature and quality of their predictions; (3 )  how they might be reworked to 

perform optimdly; and, (4) how they compare to other models. Although a co~ect ionist  

system does not necessarily imply that its lexical representations remain u n d y s e d ,  how 

well PDP simulations actually replicate the fùnctioning of the human brain or a neural 

network remains questionable (Taft. 1990). How can we accept a huge network of 



connections as an explmation of our cognitive processing without any understanding of 

the prïnciples by which the system operates? Because they posit relationships between 

units. connectionist/distributed models. such as McClelland and Rurnelhart's (1 986) and 

Seidenberg and McClelland's PDP models (1989), offer alternative conceptions of lexical 

representation and access relevant to the construct of word-families. However. a mode1 

of lexical representation and access that is based on formal relationships alone is less 

well-supported by expenmental evidence, which finds morphological pnming even when 

controlling for phonological and orthographie (nonmorphological) influences (Stanner. et 

al., 1979; Fowler, 1985: Napps & Fowler. 1987; Napps, 1985, 1989; Feldrnan. 1994). 

For example. Murrell and Morton (1 974) and Kempley and Morton (1 982) found that 

when study and test items are presented in the same modality. morphological priming is 

facilitated while formal relationships are not. Morphological relatives effectively prime 

one another. Derwing (1 990) claims that '.In any event. it seems clear that feature-nodes. 

as well as morphological analysis. will have to be included in any satisfactory 

connectionist or anaiogicai account" (p. 258). Even an analogical network will have to 

express these morphological relationships in some fahion. 

Testing in Psycholinguistics 

Pnming and the Lexical Decision Task 

Studies into how the lexicon is organized and accessed and what basic units it 

contains, continue to fuel debate in psycholinguistics. At the semantic rnernory level. 

farnily resemblance and prototypicality provide a guide of sons to word-family 

membership, but varying degrees of change occur in word roots to mask relations. 



Ancestral Indo-European roots meet with and respond to the influences of Ianguage 

offspring, e-g.. daughter Ianguages, such as Latin. Greek, French. and Germanie. These 

variations modifi what might be termed the -'distance" between a root and its relatives. 

Word-farnily members resemble one another in varying degrees. ofien maintaining a core 

meaning as well as a substantiai measure of sound and spelling similarity. Using these 

features. the distance between words and word roots can be measured and evaluated to 

reveal information about lexical organization and access through expenmentation. 

To better understand the structure of the mental lexicon. researchers study word- 

recognition, a process that is sensitive to characteristics that words share. e.g.. 

orthographic. phonologic. morphologie. semantic. The perceptual component of word- 

recognition involves the detection of both visual and sound patterns: straight lines. 

cuves. overall shapes as well as sound waves. That the lexicon should include 

phonologic and orthographic or "formal" dimensions seems reasonable as listeners must 

make sense of spoken words based on phonologic foms. and readers must identify words 

on the printed page. The experiments designed for the present study use a visual word- 

recognition technique to probe the content and organization of the mental lexicon: The 

Lexical Decision Task (LDT). 

In the Lexical Decision Task (LDT), subjects are seated in fiont of computer 

monitor and presented with visual letter-strings which appear in the center of the screen. 

most ofien in uppercase. They are asked to decide as quickly as possible whether the 

strings are words or nonwords.'" usually by pressing one of two keys on a computer 

3"Nonwords are usually created by altering a vowel or consonant in a word so that 
while it remains orthographically and phonetically legal, that is the combinations of 
letters and sounds are still permissible in the English language. it is no longer a 
recognizable, bonafide word. 
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keyboard. e.g.. the A key. marked N for a nonword. and the L key marked W for a word. 

How rapidly subjects respond to these letter-strings. i.e.. their response Zrrtency. gives 

researchers some idea of how the lexicon is organized. Word-recognition. as probed by 

the Lexical Decision Task. can provide information regarding the content and 

organization of the mental lesicon as well as the pathways of lexical access. 

In psycholinguistic research on the mental lexicon. two major categones of word 

relations explored using the lexical decision task that are most relevant to a word-families 

conception are semantic and rnorphological. Semantic priming describes word- 

recognition that investigates semantic memory organization while reprtition priming is 

used to study the lexicon. Both types of word-recognition are important for a word- 

families approach as a word- farni lies conception proposes a hypothetical memory 

structure. a --morph-semantic" IexicaI network based on word root relations. 

Semantic Prirninq 

Widely used to study semantic memory are lexical context effects for written 

word-recognition employing the semantic priming paradigm introduced by Meyer and 

Schvaneveldt ( 1971). In a semantic priming experiment. when a word to be recognized 

(target) is preceded by a semantically related word (prime) or by itself as its own prime. 

its processing is facilitated through increased speed and accuracy: this is opposed to 

targets preceded by semantically unrelated primes (Neely. 1976; Fischler. 1977). 

Subjects recognize the word nurse more rapidly if it is preceded by the related word 

doctor than when it is preceded by an unrelated word. such asflower. The prime doctor 

provides a single-word context for the target nurse. A nurnber of semantic memory 
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models have been suggested to account for this phenomenon (e-g.. Becker. 1980: Collins 

& Loftus. 1975; Morton. 1970). sorne of which were discussed in the previous chapter. 

Semantic priming studies generally probe for semantic relatedness between paired- 

associates. such as for CO-ordination (salr-pepper). collocations, (butrerfly-net). synonymy 

(doctor-physician). antonymy (life-dearh). hyponyrny (rose-fower). superordination 

(color--red, green. blue). These affiliations also create connections within semantic 

fields. e.g.. verbs associated with the lexical-semantic field of cooking. such as hoil. jiy, 

roust, buke. or associated with the scripts they participate in, e-g.. the restuuranr script 

(Bybee. 1988. p. 123). Word-recognition is thought to activate corresponding 

representations in this network with sorne of the excitation spreading via network links to 

semanticalty related words. 

Spreading activation and controlled semantic processing are the major 

mechanisms believed to account for semantic prirning (Neely. 1977: Seidenberg et al.. 

1984). The phenomenon of automatic spreading activation is thought to temporarily 

increase the activation IeveIs of related words and concepts. When a target is unrelated or 

less related to its prime. response times are slower because the lack of meaningfulness 

actually impedes facilitation. but when the prime-target pairs are related. facilitation is 

improved. When prime and target are associatively related. the priming effect is said to 

occur automatically. Nodes are so strongly linked that the activation of one component of 

the memory structure spreads through to other reiated elements (Anderson. 1983). The 

semantic links and concept nodes of these schemata are thereby made more available for 

subsequent processing. Such an effect has been shown to arise even when subjects are 

not consciously aware of the association or when their attention has been directed 

elsewhere. 
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Semantic pnming is influencrd by a number of factors. including word frequency. 

concreteness. imageability. and the type of associations words share. Associatively 

related pain' such as docror-mrrse. show a larger priming effect than synonyms. e-g.. 

doctor-physician. yet the size of the priming effect is more closely correlated with 

semantic field similarity than with associative strength; words that are used together 

fiequently in the sarne contexts prime more strongly. 

Repetition Priming 

Ln contrat to studies which use semantic priming to explore relations in semantic 

memory. experiments evaluating morphological relationships use repetition prirning to 

look at f o m  and meaning connections within the mental lexicon. such as those of 

inflectionally or derivationally related pairs. e.g.. assist-assisting, correcf-correctly. In 

repetition priming research. morphological relatedness is measured -'by comparing lexical 

decision latency or accuracy to the target preceded by a rnorphological relative to (a) a 

first presentation of the target word (Le., no prime) and (b) an identical repetition of the 

target word" (Feldman. 1994, p. 443). Essentially, the distance between lexical 

components in the lexical entry is measured by comparing response times to different 

forrns of a word. How close a relationship is between the base f o m  of a word (usually 

the target) and its inflected and derived forms (usually the prime) in memory is measured 

by how fast subjects respond to their presentation in milliseconds; the participant's job is 

to decide whether the stimulus or letter-string presented on the computer monitor is a 

word or a nonword. The lexical decision task is essentially a discrimination task in which 

subjects distinguish between words and nonwords. The prime is usually an inflected or 
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derived fom. while the base form is the target. but researchers Vary combinations of 

morphological types to test for different lexical-entry content. organization, and 

relationships. 

Condition and Momhological Type 

The relationships between w-ords probed in the mental lexicon are referred to as 

condifions and are central to the way in which experiments employing lexical decision 

tasks work. For example. Napps (1985. 1989). upon which part of the current study in 

based. tests six conditions or morphological types: B 1. BB. IB, DB. CB. SB. These 

condition "codes" or shorthand refer to the combinations of morphological types that are 

tested and in what orders the prime-target word-pairs appear. B l=Base Alone or Base 

First (manage). BB=Base-Base (rnannge/manage). IB=Inflection-Base 

(manages/manage). DB=Derived-Base (rnanager/manage), CB=Change-Base 

(existence/exisienria& SB=Suppletive-Base (gohenr). In al1 these conditions. the base or 

"simple" form of the word is the target. It will appear d e r  it is "primed" or preceded by 

one of the other forms. 

However, to set a baseline from which to compare. judge. and interpret the 

meaning of these response times (the time it takes for subjects to respond to a stimulus) a 

baseline is required, and this is supplied through the BI condition or when the Base 

appears on its own for the first time with no prime preceding it, or when self primed. as in 

the BB or Base-Base condition. To illustrate, when the BB condition is being tested, e.gT 

managehanage might be the prime-target pair. The prime manage appears for the first 

time on the monitor. and subjects will respond that it is a word by pressing Won the 



computer keyboard: their response time will be recorded in milliseconds in a data file. 

This becomes the B 1 or Base-First Condition and the baseline for al1 other conditions 

when the data is analyzed. Some filler items may intervene depending on the 

expenmental design. but within a specified number of trials (or intervening presentations 

of filler items which is what the term la$* refers to). subjects will again see the word 

manage and respond to it. This is what the term repelition priming is referring to--the 

repetition of sarne word or a form of that word as a prime. 

Generally. subjects respond faster to the second presentation of the stimulus or to 

the target when it is the sarne form as the prime. which is referred to in the literature as 

the BB condition when both forms are the base form of the word. Response tirnes to 

other combinations Vary depending on the relationship between prime and target. This is 

what the Lexical Decision Task reveals--differences in response times as well as levels of 

accuacy to various morphological type combinations. Besides recording response times. 

Lexical Decision Task software records whether or not the subjects respond correctly to 

the stimulus. Le.. that the "letter-string" is a word or nonword. When subjects respond 

incorrectly. Le.. either that a nonword is a word or that a word is a nonword. the response 

times are then not included in the calculation of mean response times for that condition. 

In repetition priming experiments. priming can be either full or partial. Full 

priming occurs when a word primes its target with statistical significance that is as large 

as when the word is used to prime itself (the BB or Base-Base condition). Partial 

priming. on the other hand. refers to priming that is significantly less than the prirning 

obtained by a word when it primes itself. i.e.. response times are slower. 

"A lag is the number of items intervening between two members of a related 
prime-target pair in a Lexical Decision Task. For a more detailed explanation. see pp. 
1 15-1 16 and the sarnple stimulus set on p. 144. 



Critical and Filler Stimuli 

in lexical decision task expenments. critical stimuli usually include a set of both 

words and nonwords. selected and created to probe for a particular content or type of 

organization in the mental lexicon. Nonw-ords mimic the real-word stimuli and help 

reduce the possibility that participants are guessing when they make their responses. 

Mean response times and accuracp are reported for both sets of w-ords and nonwords w-ith 

nonwords usually taking Longer for participants to respond to. One explanation as to why 

nonw-ords have slower response times is that subjects at first try and match the nonword 

pattern to a word pattern they have aiready stored in memory. Discovering that there is 

no match takes tirne. Rare or low frequency words also take longer to respond to in the 

lexical decision task than do familiar or high frequency words. The fact that commonly 

used words are responded to more quickly is called thefreqzrency effect. Usually. 

researchers try and match the frequencies of their critical stimuli. so that their list of 

critical words and the words from which the critical nonword stimulus set is constnicted 

have been equated for relative fiequency. Kucera and Francis (1967) is one popular guide 

to word-fiequencies and was used in the construction of the stimulus sets designed for 

this dissertation. Most often, the List of critical stimuli is half words and half nonwords. 

but as nonwords are not nonnally primed by nonwords. the critical word stimuli will 

constitute only 314 of the stimulus matenals. with 114 of the critical word stimuli being 

used to prime the nonwords. 

Finally.filler items are added to the stimulus list in order to reduce the nurnber of 

actual critical stimuli the subjects will respond to. This *'watering down" is done to 

counteract any strategic factors that might affect subjects' responses. If subjects only saw 
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the usudly small portion of critical stimuli. they might see the relationships between 

prime and targets and their response times wouid be affected by strategies they would 

develop in order to respond more quickly. Fillers usually mirnic the critical word stimuli 

in forrn and variety and are equal in numbers to cntical words and nonwords. Most ofien. 

researchers randomly disperse these filler items throughout their stimulus lists at random. 

Mean response times and accuracy for filler items are usually not reported. 

The MomhoIogicai Dimension 

The initial data from morphoiogicai studies suggest that morphologically related 

lexical items are closely associated in mernory (e.g.. Caramazza Laudanna. & Romani. 

1988: Fowler. Napps. & Feldman. 1985: Grainger. Colé. & Segui. 199 1 : Henderson. 

1989: Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson. 199 1 : Marslen-Wilson. Tyler. Waksler. & Older. 1994: 

Napps. 1985. 1989: Neely. 199 1 : Stanner. Neiser. Hernon- & Hall. 1979). A number of 

psychologists and psycholinguists believe that there is a morphological component to the 

lexicon. an organized body of lexical knowledge stored separately from. yet comected to. 

semantic memory (Collins & Loftus. 1975: Napps, 1985. 1989); many researchers are 

currently explorhg the rnorphological components of lexical representation and access. 

If. as expenmentation indicates. morphologically related words are stored closely together 

in the lexicon. then sing is most closely connected to its inflectional forms. sings and 

singing. less closely related to its derivatives. like singer, and even less to the irregular 

past tense sang (see Figure 3.7). The increased or decreased strengths of these 

associations is illustrated by varying the number of lines that link related words to their 

roots (Derwing, 1990. pp. 254-255). The question of whether there is a purely 



sing + ing sing + er 

Figure 3.7. Linkages among lexically related items. from B. Derwing (1990). p. 255. 

morphological level of representation in the lexicon which is separate from other feature 

networks as well as influences of meaning continues to be investigated. The studies on 

lexical representation and access have prompted several researchers to propose the 

existence of a separate morphological level to the lexicon. 

Results from a number of experiments indicate that morphological priming is not 

a combination of both formai (onhographic and phonologic) and semantic priming 

(Henderson et al.. 1984: Napps & Fowler. 1987: Napps. 1985. 1989; Feldman, 1994), but 

rather a lexical phenornenon al1 its own. There are differences in the strength and 

longevity of the priming effects between morphologica1 (inflectional and denvational) 
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prime-target pairs and semantic prime-target pairs when rneasured separately. 

Associative, semantic relations do facilitate priming (Meyer & Schvaneveld. 1971), but 

when the two are compared, morphological eEects are much longer lived than are 

semantic pnming effects (Dannenbrïng & Briand, 1982: Henderson. Wallis. & Knight. 

1984). Semantic priming disappears rapidly? the effects diminishing substantially with 

increases in the nurnber of milliseconds between prime-target display (Meyer. 

Schvaneveldt. & Ruddy. 1974) and is, in fact, nonexistent with more than one intervening 

item. 

Stanners, Neiser, Hernon. & Hall (1979) were some of the first researchers to 

show that morphologicaily related forms prime each other. Using repetition priming. they 

found diat the effect was stronger for inflectionally related foms, even though derived 

forms primed each other as well. in tracing the evolution of morphological representation 

as it has been charactenzed in the literature. Henderson (1989) reports that Stanners et 

al:s findings foster the view that: 

... a perceptual distinction could be found, corresponding to the underlying 

linguistic distinction between derivation and intlection ...[ and] the diffenng 

response to regular and irregular inflectional relationships suggested that these 

effects occurred at a morphic locus, that is at a stage of processing sensitive to 

signs of morphological structure that are evident in the spelling of the surface 

forms @. 375). 

Regularly inflected forms. e.g., walk, walks, walked. pnmed morphological relatives 

fully, while derivational forms and irregularly afixed forrns resulted in only partial 

priming. These findings supported the initial theoretical position that derived forms are 

represented separately fiom their bases, whereas inflected forms are not. 



E~isodic/Strate~ic Factors 

Several studies have shown that the priming effect c m  be influenced by the 

proportion of related prime-target pairs used during testing (Tweedy. Lapinski. and 

Schvaneveldt 1977: Tweedy and Lapinski. 198 1 : and Neely. 199 1). Findings indicate 

that subjects develop adaptive strategies. something de Groot (1984) refers to as "prime- 

induced attentional processing" whsn performing in priming experiments. For instance. 

as subjects become farniliar with task requirements over time. they may invoke strategies 

based on expectations for related targets or word repetitions. Subjects rnay attempt to 

guess at what words might be coming based on the words they have just seen. In 

semantic priming expenrnents. they may respond to what they perceive as the usefulness 

of the semantic relationship between prime and target. using semantic relatedness to 

facilitate priming. These results indicate that episodic/strategic factors need to be 

regulated during repetition prirning experimentation. 

Repetition priming experiments can guard against strategic processing resulting 

from an episodic influence in their design. Fowler et al. (1 985) and Napps (1 985. 1989). 

found inflected and derived forms primed each other equally when strategic factors due to 

episodic processing were controlled for. Some researchers have counteracted episodic 

effects by reducing the number of related prime-target pairs used during experimentation. 

Fowler et al. (1985) limited related prime-target pairs to 80% of their total data set. 

Napps (1 985. 1989) went even further to limit the percentage of related prime-target pairs 

(repetitions, morphemic. or semantically related pairs) to 6%. She (1 985, 1989) also 

increased the lags between prime and target to between O and 10. Lags are the nurnber of 

intewening lexical items between the target and the prime. A Iag of O means that there 
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are no items in between, Le.. the priming is immediate. A lag of 10 means that there are 

10 items between the target and the prime. While semantic priming effects are said to 

dissipate rapidly, after 1 or 2 lags, morphological priming is very long lived. 24 hours and 

longer. Napps' approach. using a low proportion of related primes coupled with the 

addition of longer lags, made it hard for subjects to use the prime as a semantic predictor 

of the target. particularly since most prime-target pairs were completely unrelated. Napps 

found that when episodic factors were minimized through these methods, inflectionally 

and derivationally related foms both primed substantially. whether or not they preserved 

the spelling and sound regularity of the base forrn. 

The N a p ~ s  Studv 

Literature associated with repetition priming, particularly Napps' study. 

contributed significantly to the experimental design of off-line tasks used in this 

dissertation. In a series of four experiments. Napps (1985) explored the role of 

morphological relationships in lexical organization. Her findings lend support to the 

notion that most morphological relatives are stored closely together in the mental lexicon, 

regardless of morphological category (see Figure 3 -8). Napps' mode1 shows the lexical 

and semantic connections as well as the feature, letter. and word levels for the word trip. 

In her first experiment, Napps exarnined two categories of word primes or "prime 

conditions." "Regular" words, the inflected (IB or hflected-Base) and derived (DB or 

Denved-Base) foms? e.g.. manage, manages, and manager- whose bases stay the same 

with the addition of afilxes, were compared with Sound-and-Spelling Change (CB or 

Change-Base) words, e.g.. creep, creepx crea. whose bases change sound and spelling 
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Figure 3.8. Napps' (1985) hybrid mode1 of lexical organization, from S. Napps (1983). 

p. 89. 

in the past tense. In this experiment. Napps found considerable, statistically significant 

priming for both groups, i-e., subjects were faster to respond to targets that had been 

preceded by a prime than they were to the target when it appeared without a prime in both 

conditions. In other words, when the base manage is preceded by the inflected form 

manages (the IB or Lnflected-Base condition), and when it is preceded by the denved 

form manager (the DB or Derived-Base condition), subjects are faster to respond that the 

base manage is a word than when they see the base form on its own without any prime 

preceding it (the B 1 or Base-First condition). Ln the second half of Fvpwiment 1, Napps 
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tested both derived and irregular past tense foms? which also showed a priming effect. 

Le., the Base or target wise was responded to more rapidly when it was preceded by the 

prime wisdom (the CB or Change-Base condition) even though this derived form had 

changed in sound and spelling. These results suggest that both inflected and derived 

forms as well as some irregular past tense verb forms are stored closely together with 

their bases in the mental lexicon. a fmding which is contrary to the results of Kempley 

and Morton (1982). who failed to find priming for irregularly related forms. 

Based on the priming Napps found for the irregular past tense forms she tested in 

Experiment 1. she decided to test another group of irregular past tense forms ("suppletive 

forms"). which were even less like their base forms than the Sound-and-Spelling Change 

Group from the first experiment. Suppletive verb forms are most commonly thought of 

as morphological relatives that bear little physical resemblance to their bases. e-g.. go and 

went. Suppletive or irregular forms are unsystematic in that they fail to obey the same 

rule-based word-formation processes that -'regular" forms do. For testing purposes. 

Napps included irregular past tense verb forms in the stimuius set that were not tmly 

suppletive but were, nonetheless. significantly m e r  away from their base forms than 

the verb forms tested in the Sound-and-Spelling Change Base condition in Experiment 1. 

She included in the stimulus set for Expenment 2 the irregular verb forms that rhyme 

with oughr. e.g.. bring/brought and catch/caught. 

A number of researchers have proposed that these foms have their own 

rnorphemically based "schematq" which provide for their organization in memory such 

as schemata rnight for word-families. Bybee and Slobin (1982) and Bybee & Moder 

(1 983) suggest that these verb forms are members of classes that can be defined in terms 

of natural categories with fuvy boundaries and membee that look more or less like the 
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prototype for the category. a concept discussed in the previous chapter. Napps did find 

priming for Base targets preceded by their suppletive. past tense primes (the SB or 

Suppletive-Base condition). e-g., catch was responded to more quickly when it was 

preceded by caughr than when it was first presented to subjects without any prime. But. 

while Napps had hoped that the level of priming for these suppletive forms- e.g.. 

catcWcaught and take/took (irregular past tense verb forrns). would be as pronounced as 

they had been for the Sound-and-Spelling Change stimuli fiom Experiment 1. the priming 

effects were smaller and shorter-lived. more like semantic priming than morphological 

priming. The fact that the prirning effect was reduced for the suppletive stimuli prompted 

Napps to consider the possibility that the priming effect she did get for the Change-Base 

(CB) stimuli in Experiment 1 and the Suppletion-Base (SB) stimuli fiom Experiment 2 

was. in fact. due to the semantic relationship between the irregular past tense forrns and 

the suppletive forms and their bases. 

Napps devised Experiment 3 to investigate the likelihood that the strong repetition 

priming she found in the CB or Change-Base condition (deep'depth) in her first 

experiment w7as not the result of the morphological relatedness of the word-pairs. but 

instead -'due to the operation of the context system on semantic relationships arnong 

morphological relatives." But. the results of Experiment 3 revealed short-lived priming 

effects for her semantically related stimuli, which led Napps to reject this hypothesis in 

favor of one which contends that '-semantic relationships play a different role in lexical 

access than morphological reiationships" (p. 88). While associated words, such as 

nurse/docîor, primed each other in a way that was consistent with other studies and with 

the suppletive forms Napps tested in Experiment 2, she failed to find semantic priming 

with prime-target pairs which shared a meaning relationship based on synonyrny, eg., 
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From these results. Napps argues dong with Kempley and Morton (1982) that 

semantically related word-pairs such as nurse/doctor and handifinger "operate through 

use of a conceptually organized context system; they do not contribute to lexical 

organization per se" (ibid.). That al1 her morphologically related stimuli primed, that the 

semantically related associates pnmed each other to the sarne degree as suppletive verb 

foms  did (Experiment 2). but that the synonyms in Experirnent 3 did not prime at ail. is 

not easy to interpret. especially since morphological relatives have advantage in meaning 

relations over synonyms. The fact that Napps found prirning for al1 her morphologically 

related stimuli (enjoy/enjoys/enjoymenr) indicates that they are "associated" or linked in 

lexical memory and that she found similar levels of priming for her semantically 

associated word-pairs (hand/fingeer) indicates that they too are stored closely in memory. 

Napps offers the explanation that perhaps semantic associates are part of schemata like 

suppletive/irregular verb forms. such as cutch/caught that rhyme with ought. 

In Experiment 4. Napps considers the possible reasons why the suppletive verb 

foms  from Experiment 2. e.g.. bring/brozrght, which are less like their base forms than 

Change-Base (CB) derived forms used in Expenment 1. e.g., space/spatiaI. produced 

shorter-lived and smaller priming effects. In this experiment, Napps compared a word- 

pair that is semantically and graphemicaily unrelated (the UB or Unrelated-Base 

condition), e.g., nosefiorse (the researcher's exarnple) and a pseudosuffixed-base (the PB 

or Pseudoprefixed-Base condition). eg., breadbreadh, ape/apex, budbard. The 

Pseudosuffixed-Base (PB) condition did not generate any significant priming effects for 

either words or nonwords. 

The lack of priming in the P s e ~ d o s ~ x e d - B a s e  (PB) condition supports Napps' 



interpretation that overlapping forma1 features are not responsible for the primins effects 

she found in her first experiment. In a follow-up questionnaire. Napps had participants 

rate the "meaning relationship" between ail the word-pairs she used as stimuli for al1 four 

of her expenments. Morphologicd relatives- e.g.. manngehanages. were rated slightly 

less semantically related than synonyms and associates. e.g.. doctar/physician. 

nurse/doctor. but the differences were not statisticdly significant- Suppletive verb forrns. 

e.g.. keepikepr. were not judged as being less semantically related than other 

morphologically related stimuli. 

Napps also compared the pseudosuffixed stimuli. e-g.. nccord/accordion stimuli 

of Experiment 4 with the regular words stimuli. e-g.. developidevelopment from 

Experirnent 1 just to see if there was a difference in orthographic and phonologie overlap 

but found none. She did End. however. a statistically siz@ficant difference between the 

suppletive verb forrns and pseudosuffixed stimuli: participants rated the pseudosuffixed 

stimuli. e.g.. buf/buttle. from Expenment 4 higher for both orthographic and phonological 

overlap (0.5 1 and 0.66. 0.47 and 0.65) han the suppletive stimuli. e.g..findfiimd of 

Experiment 2. a result which supports the conclusion that formal priming. i.e.. priming 

due to surface features such as sound or phonetic similarity and spelling or orthographical 

similarity. are not responsible for the priming effects obtained with morphologically 

related words. Morphologically related stimuli wcre not judged to be different from 

semantically related stimuli in terms of their meaning relatedness. but morphologically 

related stimuli primed each other when semantic relatives did not. Overall. Napps' 

findings strongly support the view that morphological relations are closely associated in 

the mental lexicon. 

Aspects of Napps' study are germane to the experiments designed to test for 
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word-families in the mental lexicon. Morphological relatives prime each whether or not 

they retain the sound and spelling of their base forms. When that relationship is based on 

inflection and derivation. priming effects are strong. indicating that these morphological 

relatives are stored closely together in memory. But for other morphological relatives. 

such as suppletive forms (irregular past tense). the relationship to their base forms in 

memory as measured by on-line tasks is less clear cut. However. word-farnily members 

do share not only a cornmon morphology. but a semantic component based on an Indo- 

European root. Le.. based on their shared ancestry that may be detectible through 

experimental techniques. 

Napps offen the explanation that perhaps these suppletive forms are associated 

through schernata. through the same type of memory structure that organizes word 

associates like doctorhzrrse. a type of word relation which for Napps pnmed in the same 

way as did the suppletive forms. She cannot tell frorn her data whether. in fact. 

suppletive prirning is strictly morphemic in origin or whether there is a semantic 

component to the priming effect. Little is known about the role semantic relationships 

play in lexical access. These unknow-ns offer the possibility of an additional level or type 

of lexical network organization within the mental lexicon, w-hich one could define as 

morpho-semantic. For nursing students. who have been manipulating bioscientific 

terminology. lexical entries could be stnictured and interrelated in a way that rnirrors the 

inherent word-farnilies organization of the language. through an organization based on 

both morphology and semantics. Their lexical entnes rnight include a morpho-semantic 

network of connections. an infrastructure that would link related morphological elements 

within the lexical entry and to corresponding semantic components or pointers also 

represented in the mental lexicon. 
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Such a lexical network would be in addition to the ties each lexical entry already 

has to semantic memory. Semantic "pointers" are nomally considered to direct cognition 

from the lexical entry to semantic memory. where a conceptual. rneaning component is 

activated. However. the relationship between the two memory systems may be more 

complex and capable of intercomection than can be determined through current 

techniques. especially given Napps' results with associates and suppletive forms. 

The word-families conception of the mental lexicon extends current theones of 

and approaches to lexical entry content and organization because it acknowledges the 

historical. evolutionary dimension of the Ianguage. Word-farnily rnembers share both 

form and meaning based on a shared word root, and as such. they could create their own 

lexical network based on their common origins. We cm begin to probe for that content 

and organization by testing word-families in the sarne way as Napps tested word-pairs. 

Le.. inflected and derived forms from several word-families to see if these relations 

produce the same level of priming that Napps generated. Then instead of explonng 

suppletive or past tense verb forms. the current study will test word-farnily members that 

have changed both the sound and spelling of their stems to see if these relatives will 

prime one another. 

The Derwing Studv 

Studies investigating subjects' j udgements of productivity and morphological 

relatedness also reveal the influence of word origins on present-day language use. 

Derwing (1 976) explored subjects? knowledge of word relations in two major areas of 

linguistic description, both of which provide insight into the way in which native English 
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speakers structure their morphological knowledge and as such are relevant to a word- 

farnilies conception. None of Derwing's subjects had had any previous explicit exposure 

to formal morphological analysis. The first category of relations in his snidy involved the 

restricted productivity of derivational forms. For his first experiment. Derwing posed the 

question? "How regular and forma& productive .... must a derivationai pattern be before it 

is recognized and extracted by a Language learner as a psychologically productive rule?" 

(p. 39). Denving had 30 native English speaking children. 28 adolescents. md 27 adults 

manipulate nonsense toms  in order to evaluate the psychological productivity of a 

number of derivational niles. Subjects exarnined the five most fiequent classes of derived 

words (1 ) -er nominalizations: (2) ie- and -y afTectionate diminutives: (3) -[y adverbs: (4) 

-y adjectives; and. (5) noun compounds. Four of the five classes induced productivity. al1 

except the diminutive -y. in general. adults were more successful than adolescents. who 

in tum were more productive than the children. The fact that five of the six derivational 

patterns succeeded in generating productivity for the majonty of subjects strengthens the 

theory that language users possess a knowledge of cornrnon derivational patterns. That 

users have this level of morphological awareness provides support for further 

experimentation designed to reveal how extensive this morphological knowledge/lexicai 

schemata may be. 

Denving conducted a second experiment to investigate the role of semantic and 

phonemic similarity in morpheme recognition, asking the general question. "How similar 

in meaning or in sound do two words have to be in order for the linguist or the language 

user to identiQ a cornrnon morphemic unit and thus to see a morphological relationship 

between the words?" (ibid.). For a stimulus set of 1 15 word-pairs, e.g.? teachedteach. 

Denving asked 129 adult, native English speakers to judge semantic similarity (How 
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similar is the word-pair in meaning?) and 127 adults to rate their phonetic similarity 

(How similar is the word-pair in sound?). From the subjects' responses to these 

questions. he selected the 50 word-pairs that gave the best overall range of semantic and 

phonetic similarity ratings out of that original stimulus list of 1 15 word-pairs. That select 

group of 50 word-pairs was then judged by subjects for (1) morphological relatedness 

(Do you think that the second word "cornes fiom'' the first?) and (2) whether subjects had 

thought about the etymological relationship between the word-pairs pnor to taking the 

test (Have you ever thought about this [morphological relationship] before?). The first 

question drew each subject's attention to the morphological connection. to which each 

subject responded on a five-point scale either: (4) NO DOUBT ABOUT IT: (3) 

PROBABLY: (2) CAN'T DECIDE; (1)  PROBABLY NOT: and, (0) NO WAY. Despite 

its historical overtones. Derwïng preferred the phrase "cornes frorn'' over "related to" 

because the latter was used to elicit responses for the semantic similarity test he had 

previously administered. 

The second question was included to provide information as to whether or not 

subjects had been previously aware of or thought they had been aware of the 

morphological relationship between the word-pairs or if these relationships were being 

brought to their attention for the first time in the testing situation. Subjects rated their 

responses to the second question or the "recall rating" on a three-point scale: (A) YES; 

(B) NOT SURE; and, (C) NO. The "recall ratings" were highly correIated with the 

"cornes From" ratings: the overall correlation being .90 for the 50 items. These findings 

show that for the majority of word-pairs that subjects felt shared a strong morphological 

relationship. they also indicated that they had thought previously about this word-pair 

relationship. Other word-pairs judged less strongly for morphological relatedness were 



also not judged as having been thought about before by the majority of subjects. As the 

mean ratings for al1 -'cornes fiom" questions were higher than for the 'rhought about" 

questions, Derwîng concluded that subjects definitely favored "accepting a specific. 

proposed morphological relationship.'? despite the fact that they had never considered that 

the word-pair was morphologically related pnor to encountering it during the expenment. 

As for the relationship between semantic and phonetic similarity and 

morphological relatedness. DerwLng concludes "Morpherne recognition increases quite 

regularly on both measures as either semantic sirnilarity or phonetic similarity increase. 

but ... the semantic dimension is the much more important of the two" (p. 53). Semantic 

similarity and morpheme recognition were highly correlated, ~ 7 9 ,  p < .O00 1. while 

phonetic sirnilarity showed only a moderate to low level relationship. r=.40. p c .O02 

These results precede those of Napps (1 985. 1989) but. nonetheless. support her findings 

that formal features. such as sound and spelling, are not responsible for morphological 

pnming. Denving's finding that semantic similarity is highly correlated with 

morphological relatedness lends support to a word-families conception. The content 

structure of word-families is based on shared form and meaning; the cognitive structure 

proposed as a possible way in which word-families wouid be stored in rnemory is a 

morpho(1ogical)-semantic lexical network. With the exception of a few expenrnents, the 

link between the morphological and semantic components of the lexicon continues to 

remain mostly unexplored. The relevance of Derwing's expenments to a word-farnilies 

approach is that most subjects demonstrate rnorphological awareness and that semantic 

similarity and morphological relatedness were found to be highly correlated. 
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Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) conducted a series of '-cross-modal immediate 

repetition pnming" experiments in which they tested various combinations of word-pairs 

on the bases of morphological relatedness. semantic and phonological transparency.j6 

Their results lend support to the theory that the basic unit of organization in the mcnta! 

lexicon is the morpheme @. 3 1 ). But "morpheme" as they interpret the term goes beyond 

the linguistic definition of '-the smallest linguistic unit of meaning." to embrace a 

psycholinguistic thought. Their --morpheme" is --a cognitive or psycholinguistic 

concept ... developmentally definable for each listener in terms of its synchronie semantic 

interpretability" (ibid.). In terrns of a word-families conception. this would mean that 

morpho-semantic relationships which prime in the lexical decision task do so because 

these relationships are transparent for the subjects involved. So morpho-semantic 

relations which are opaque to average language users may. in fact. be transparent to 

individuals who have been manipulating word root relations. e-g.. nursing students. 

In Marslen-Wilson et ale's experiments. word-pairs were made up of a range of 

prime-target combinations. much like the derivrd forms used by Napps ( 1 985. 1 989). Le.. 

transparent derived forms. such asfi-iend/friendk and more opaque foms. e.g.. 

elude/elusive. These word-pair combinations whose meaning relationships are still 

transparent or synchronically accessible and word-pairs that were unrelated 

morphologically. but had phonological or semantic overlap. e.g., iin4inseJ. Semantic 

36 Tmnsparency is the term used in psycholinguistics in contrast to opnque to 
describe how clearly a relationship in meaning, sound. and/or orthography can be 
discerned by the ordinary language user. Other researchers, e.g.. Denving. use the term 
similarity to describe this overlap or relationship. 
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transparency or opacity ratings and correlations were based on participants' ratings of L 90 

candidate test pairs in a questionnaire. 

As there is stili debate over the nature of alternative routes and their interaction 

and possible effect on results. Marslen-Wilson et al. employ a "cross-modal" task to 

probe the mental lexicon using both visual and auditory primes so as to exclude any 

influence that a particular access route rnight have on the outcorne, Napps' experiments 

and the experiments desiped for this dissertation have participants responding solely to 

visual or orthographie stimuli. using the graphemic route to access the mental lexicon. 

Other experiments use auditory stimuli to access the mental lexicon via the phonological 

access route (see Figure 3.1 in Chapter Three). As this researcher wished to closely 

follow the expenmental methodology employed by Napps ( 1985. 1989). the experiments 

devised for this dissertation used stnctly visual primes. The term inmediare repefiliun 

prirning sirnply rneans that there were no intervening items or lags between critical 

stimuli. Le.. targets were presented immediately afier primes. 

Relevant to the current study are two compomnts of Manlen- Wilson et al.'s 

experiments. The first is that a portion of their stimuli was prime-target pairs of denved- 

derived forms. e.g.. successfirlisziccessor.. Most ofien. inflected. denved. or irregular verb 

forrns are used as primes. while base forms are used as targets. Denved-derived forms 

most closely approximate the type of word-farnily relations tested in the current study. 

Secondly. Marslen-Wilson et al. evaluated semantic relationships between 

rnorphologically related word-pairs, not between the usual pairs of associates and 

synonyrns tested in semantic priming experiments and included in studies on 

morphological relationships for comparison purposes only. 

Some of the test results fiom these experiments have bearing on the present study 
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(Expenments 1 A/ 1 B and 2). When testing Derived-Derived word-pairs. Marslen- Wilson 

et al. (1 994) found that "Denved forms ... do not prime each other even when they are 

semantically related and share the same stem" (p. 18). These findings indicate that in the 

mental lexicons of average language users. derived forms are either not stored closely to 

each other or not linked in the sme way as inflected and denved forms are thought to be 

linked to their base forms. The other explanation is that the lexical decision task is 

unable to detect the relationship denved forms have with other denved forms in the 

mental Iexicon. The present series of experiments will test derived-derived relations but 

with nursing students. who may have a greater sensitivity to these relations based on their 

manipulation of Latin roots. 

Marslen-Wilson et al. also tested the relationship between morphological 

relatedness and semantic and phonological transparency (similarity). Their findings on 

the relationship between phonological transparency and morphological relatedness has 

bearing on the current study (Esperiment 3) and lend support to Derwing's (1 976) and 

Napps' (1 985. 1989) data. Manlen-Wilson et al. found that phonetic similarity between 

word-pairs has little bearing on subjects' assessrnent of a word-pair's morphological 

relatedness. regardless of how opaque or transparent this phonetic similarity might be. In 

other words. it is not the sirnilarity in sound between the word-pairs that is creating the 

priming effect. 

Marslen-Wilson et al. did find that semantic transparency or a clear comection in 

meaning between word-pairs does affect how subjects assess rnorphological relatedness. 

another result which corroborates Denving's findings. While Denving's study was 

administered through a hard-copy test booklet. Marslen-Wilson et al. used the lexical 

decision task to test their word-pairs. and yet these two different testing techniques 
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reIationship between semantic transparency and morphologicai relatedness. 

For the purposes of experimentation. Marslen- Wilson et al. ( 1994) define 

morphological relatedness on both linguistic and historical grounds. A denved form and 

a fiee stem were classed as morphologically related if: 

(1) the derived form had a recognizable af ix  (as listed by Quirk. Greenbaum. & 

Svartvik [l985] or Marchand [l969]): 

(2) when the affix was removed. the resulting (underlying) stem was the sarne as 

the paired fiee stem: and. 

(3) the pair of words shared the sarne historical source word (or etyrnon). as 

determined by the Oxford Dictionary of English Etyrnology (1983) or the 

Longman Dictionary of the English Language (1983). This was a final check to 

exclude pairs rhat had coincidentally homophonic stems (p. 7). 

m i l e  this researcher applauds the work of Marslen-Wilson et al.. some elements of their 

methodology are problematic. For exarnple. part of their instructions to the subjects 

participating in the rating of word-pairs for semantic transparency included the comment 

that "pairs like treaty/treatment, although they look as if they might contain the same 

word, are in fact unrelated in meaning and should be scored low on the scale" 

(p. 12). The fact is that t reav and rreairnent corne from the same Latin root, tractia-e. and 

maintain the same meaning sense. that of '70 manage or to handle?' (Klein. p. 1644). 

Other stimuli categorized by Marslen-Wilson et al., as not morphologically related 

actually are by their own criterion (3) above. Two exarnples are principaI/prince (both 

are etyrnological "firsts'?; see The Arnerican Herifage Dictionary or Klein, p. 1243) and 

bulleîin/bullet (Klein, p. 209), both of which comes from the base word "bull," meaning 
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"%II edict of the pope." By Manien-Wilson et al.3 own definition. therefore. both of 

these word-pairs should be judged as morphologically related. 

The problem for testing word-families in this instance, then, is that any 

appropriate intuitions or tacit knowiedge that subjects might have regarding semantic and 

morphological relatedness would be negatively biased by these types of instructions or 

rniscategorization. Certainly. such instructions would !imit the extent to which a word- 

farnilies lexical network would be revealed by expenmentation. Subjects may feel 

inadvertently compelled to restrict their decision making to prime-target pairings that 

cany only semantically blatant and fundamental relations, such as those of the antonyrnic 

word-pairs able-unable, trzre-untrue. They rnay rnodi& their responses during testing 

because they have been made to feeI unsure of what constitutes word-farnily 

relationships. doubtful of their own word knowledge. especially when presented with 

word-pairs composed of candidates whose affiliations are less obviously orthographically. 

p honetically. and semanticall y transparent. 

What constitutes morphologically relatedness for the experiments included in this 

dissertation differs fiom what other researchers have investigated in that this study 

explores a stimulus set composed of a limited set of word-family members. For the 

purposes of the current study. the question is not whether rnorphologically related pairs 

contain the sarne word. The degree of their relatedness is suggested by etyrnology. 

Minimally. historically related words share a cornmon etymon, which carries with it a 

comrnon conceptual core meaning. Through both meaning and form. they are morpho- 

semanticaliy related. 



The literature that has been reviewed has focussed primarily on models of lexical 

representation and access most relevant to a word-families conception, with particular 

emphasis on models that allow for both full-listing as well as partial-listing. This 

literature furnishes support to a word-families conception of a morpho-semantic lexical 

network. The concept of spreading activation was discussed as well as the two types of 

priming most relevant to the task of probing the mental lexicon for evidence for a word- 

farnilies organization: semantic priming and repetition priming. 

One series of lexical decision expenments by Napps (1985. 1989) suggcsts that 

there may be a separate morphological dimension to the mental lexicon. in which base 

words and their morphological relatives are stored closely together. Another set of 

experiments by Derwing (1 976) reveals that ordinary language users have a feeling for 

morphological organization in the mental lexicon. His study also suggests that subjects 

see a strong relationship between sernantic similarity or meaning connection and 

morphological relatedness. 

We now turn to a description of the methodology used to test for word-families in 

the mental lexicon. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview 

Psycholinguists have produced an extensive body of research on the mental 

lexicon over the past nvo decades and developed experimental techniques to test 

hypotheses regarding the mental lesicon's content and organization as well as its 

relationship to other mernory systems. On-line experiments. such as the lexical decision 

task. look at unconscious and automatic processing. while off-line. pen and paper tasks 

tend to reveal information about participants' conscious knowledge of word relations. 

Al1 of these factors make a psycholinguistic approach to explorhg the mental lexicon 

well-suited to the quest for evidence of a cognitive structure in lexical rnemory. 

The experiments described in this chapter were devised to study the question of 

whether or not explicit instruction in and extensive exposure to a large volume of 

vocabulary c m  influence the content and organization of the mental lexicon and if it does. 

whether this would affect either or both participants' unconscious and automatic 

processing as well as their conscious knowledge of word relations. More specifically. the 

problem exarnined in this dissertation was whether the standard instructional approach to 

the study of bioscientific terrninology and the consequent manipulation of Latin roots 

leads to the development of contentkognitive structures in memory that mimic word- 

family relations in the lexicons of nursing students. Topics include a description of the 

setting and conditions under which the testing took place. facilities and equipment. the 

word-farnily lists, the stimulus files. the testing procedures, and the participants who took 
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part in the experiments. as well as details about the individual experiments thernselves. 

While there are a number of on-line testing instruments psycholinguists use to 

probe the mental lexicon. the lexical decision task is the most suitable for the question 

addressed in this dissertation concerning the content and structure of word-families in 

lexical rnemory. The present study includes two lexical decision experiments devised to 

probe for the presence of word-farnily relations in participants' mental lexicons: these are 

Experiments 1A/1 B and Experiment 2. A third expenment. Esperiment 3. was included 

to investigate participants' conscious knowledge of word relations as well as to elicit 

participants' responses to word-farnily stimuli on three important measures used in word- 

recognition study: semantic similarity. phonetic similarity. and morphological 

relatedness. This \vas accomplished through a questionnaire. 

Setting and Conditions 

The testing of participants took place in the Education Tower at the University of 

Calgary over a six-week period beginning July 13. 1998 and ending August 19. 1998. In 

order to gain access to facilities and participants. the proposa1 to conduct the study was 

first reviewed by the Education Joint Research Ethics Committee. In addition to this 

review. consent forms were signed by each subject who agreed to participate: their 

anonymity of participants was guaranteed. The research conducted for this dissertation 

was funded by the University Grants Cornmittee. Appendix A includes a copy of the 

Joint Research Ethics Committee approval forrn and a copy of the consent form used. Al1 

work done by the participants was begun and completed in either of the two testing 

rooms. The two cornputers supplied were exactly alike; each was placed on the same 
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type of table at the same. comfortable height for keyboarding. No distractions were 

present on the walls of the rooms or at any time during the testing. 

The Partici~ants 

A total of 60 volunteers were recruited for three experiments. The first group. 30 

undergraduate psychology students. were enlisted fiom courses in the Department of 

Psychology at the University of Calgary. They received course credit for their 

participation. The second group. 30 fourth-year nursing students and recent nursing 

graduates (June. 98), were recmited from a history of nursing course at the University of 

Calgary. through word-of-mouth. as well as by advertising at a local hospital. The 

nursing students were paid for their participation. Al1 participants were native English 

speakers and had normal or corrected vision. One participant from the control group was 

also fluent in Cantonese (although English was her first language). and one participant 

from the experimental group had had two years of French Immersion in high school. 

Persona1 Data 

Data w-ere obtained frorn participants regarding their Age. Gender. Degree in 

Progress. Major. Year in Programme. Current G.P.A. as well as whether they had ever 

studied Latin or Greek in High School or University. if they had taken a university course 

on bioscientific terminology specificaily. and the nurnber of courses in which they had 

been required to use bioscientific terminology extensively. Figure 4.1 is the data sheet 

used to gather the personal data. 



Expluring the Mentai Lexicon 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 

Participant # Gender Age- 

Degree in Progress: B.Sc. B.A. B.Nurs. 

(Circle One) 

Major Year in Programme 

Current G.P.A. 

Have you studied Latin? Yes No 

If yes, when? High School # of courses 

(Circle One) University # of courses 

Have you studied Greek? Yes No 

If yes, when? High School # of courses 

(Circle One) University # of courses 

Have you taken a course on technical terms in medicine and the life sciences? 

Yes No 

In how many of the courses you have taken have you been required to use 

bioscientific terminology? 

Figure 4.1. Form used to gather persona1 data. 



The two groups were well-rnatched in the variables of Age. Year in Programme. 

and (3.P.A (see Table 3.1). The control group. 30 psychology students. was cornposed of 

7 male and 23 fernale participants. Their ages ranged from 18 to 42 with an average age 

of 24-63. The experimental group. 30 nursing students. was ail fernale with the exception 

of 1 male, with ages ranging from 18 to 46 and an average age of 24.33. Year in 

Programme averaged 3-53 with a range from 1 to 5 years for psychology students. while 

nuning students averaged 3.77 yean with a range from 2 to 5 years. the majority being in 

their fourth year. G.P.A.s for the psychology students varied fiom 2.50 to 3.95 with an 

average G.P.A. of 3.27. while nursing students had G.P.A.s of 1-64 to 3.98 and an 

average G.P.A. of 3 -43. 

Table 4.1 

Demographics for Control and Experimental Groups Compared 

AGE Y r-Prog G.P.A. LATiN GREEK BSC #BSC 

Group z SD w SD 2 SD 2 SD 2 SD x SD 'E SD 

PS 24.63(5.9) 3.53(.82) 3.27(.44) .03(.18) O ( 1 )  .23(.43) 4.73(5.92) 

Note. PS=Psychology Students; NS=Nursing Students; BSC=Have taken a bioscientific 

terminology course. #BSC=Number of courses taken in which bioscientific terminology 

was an important part of the instruction. 

Bodi groups of students had had very little in the way of formal instruction in classical 

languages; for the control group. the rneans for having taken a course in Latin and Greek 
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were -03 and -03. and for having taken a course on bioscientific terminolow. the mean 

was 23-  For the experirnental group. the means were -30 and 27  for having taken a 

course on Latin and Greek and -37 for having taken a course on bioscientific terminology. 

The two groups differed significantly on two mesures. however. Al1 of the 

nursing students were pursuing a Nursing degree. and al1 were Nursing Majors. Degrees 

in progress for the psychology students varied from Science to Fine Arts. with the 

majonty of participants working t o w r d  Bachelor of Arts degrees in Psychology. The 

greatest difference between the two groups was in the number of courses each had taken 

in which bioscientific terminology had been an important cornponent of the instructional 

content as well as the language of instruction. For the psychology students. this averaged 

4.73 courses. ranging from O to 25. while for the nursing students. the numbers were 

significantly higher at 2 1.97 with a range of 5 to 50. This degree of difference in the 

number of courses taken in which the vocabulary of the biosciences was used extensively 

affirms what had been predicted would be the case for these two groups of participants. 



Facilities and E~uiprnent 

Two rooms in the Education Tower at the University of Calgary were made 

available for testing participants. Both rooms were identical, small. office-sized 

observation rooms with no windows to the outside. cleared of funiiture except for a small 

bookshelf and a table facing the wall. upon which the computer, monitor, and keyboard 

were placed. Each of these rooms features one-way observation mirrors. which were 

covered with a large sheet of brown paper so that participants and would not be distracted 

by them. 

Al1 testing was done individually. Occasionally. the testing times of two 

participants would overlap. and the researcher would move fiom the unoccupied testing 

room to the adjacent observation room so testing could occur in both locations. When 

subjects required assistance. Le.. to enter the comrnands required to begin the next portion 

of the lexical decision experiments or when subjects were ready to begin filling out the 

hand-written questionnaire for Experiment 3. they would tap on their covered observation 

mirrodwindow to get the researcher's attention. or they would walk around the corner and 

contact the researcher directly. 

Each testing room contained a Sony Multiscan 15" Monitor using a Pentium Pro 

180 System IBM clone with 32 MB RAM ruming in the MS-DOS mode. upon which the 

stimuli were presented. The control of the stimulus construction, presentation tirnes. and 

sequencing was accomplished by rnodiSing existing Lexical Decision Task software 

(software developed by C. Sem.  1995). L on the computer keyboard was pressed uith 

the right index finger to indicate that the stimulus was a word, and A was pressed by the 

left index finger to indicate a nonword stimulus. The L key was labelled with the syrnbol 

W for wo- and the A key was labelled MV for nonword. 



The Word-familv Stimuli 

Three sets of critical stimuli were developed for each of the three lexical decision 

tasks designed for this study: 1A. 1 B. and 2. Expenment 3. a three-part questionnaire. 

used the same word-family stimulus set as was used in Experiment 2. To create the 

stimulus sets, the researcher began by examinhg The American Heritage Dicrionary of 

Indo-Eltropean Roofs ( 1 985) and the Dicfionnaire étymologique du français ( 1 979) for 

the Proto-lndo-European (LE) roots thought to be responsible for the rnost prolific word- 

farnilies in the English language. The word-families based on these reconstructed roots 

had to be large enough to create the sets of critical stimuli required for the lexical 

decision tasks. a total of 343 critical stimuli, 304 of which were words. Once the 

researcher had identified the six most productive Indo-European roots. [bher-1. [dhe-1, 

[reg-], [sed-1. [sek-1. and [sta-1. she developed a list of al1 the vocabulary that is thought 

to have corne into the EngIish language from these roots through Latin. Afier the 

researcher developed these lists of word-families vocabuIary. she checked every word for 

its frequency in English using the guide compiled by Kucera and Francis (1967). Once 

the frequencies were recorded. the researcher was able to develop an appropriate set of 

filler items required for each stimulus set. These lists were composed of words which 

had the same mean frequencies as the critical stimuli and featured the same proportion of 

prime types or conditions. 

For each experiment, then, a single set of critical stimuli was developed (see 

Tables 4.3 to 4.8). For example, Experiment 1A had 24 critical words and 24 critical 

nonwords. for a total of 48 critical stimuli (targets) that were primed by the other. &xed 

forms. For Experiment IA, the primes were the three morphological f o m s  being tested 
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(see Tables 4.3 and 4.4): the base itself (BB). assess. the inflected f o m  (IB). assessing, 

and the derived foim (DB), assessrneni. The critical stimulus list expanded to include the 

72 word primes in addition to each set of 48 critical targets for a total of 96 critical word 

stimuli and 96 critical nonword stimuli. Participants saw the same number of each type 

of prime and each base word only once as  a target. Targets were tested an equal number 

of times at each of tm-O lags. 

To guard against possible episodic and strategic factors influencing participants' 

responses to stimuli in the lexical decision task. test designers generally add both word 

and nonword Filler Items to the list. For the present series of experiments, critical words 

(as opposed to fillers) represented roughly 17% of the total stimuli. Because just half of 

these were targets. only approximately 8% of responses were made to targets preceded by 

related primes. Keeping the proportion of criticalhelated stimuli low offered participants 

little opportunity to develop or invoke any response strategies. Fillers were matched to 

both critical primes and critical targets as closely as possible in word length and word 

frequency (Kucera and Francis. 1967). so that word lists appeared congnious throughout. 

The researcher created nonwords so that they would resemble real words in the English 

lexicon; the nonwords differed from their primes by only a one or two lettedsound 

modification. e.g.. author, aithor. The researcher also avoided combinations of letters 

and sounds that are not possible in the English language (see Tables 4.4.4.6, and 4.8. 

which present the critical nonword stimuli). 



The Stimulus Sets 

A total of 30 stimulus files was created for the three lexical decision tasks 

conducted for this dissertation. Experiments 1 A and 1 B bodi required 12 sets of stimuli 

each. while Experiment 2 needed a total of eight sets. These numbers have to do with the 

fact that there were three prime types and two lags for Experiments 1A and l B  and hvo 

prime types and two lags for Experiment 2. The presentation orders were also 

counterbalanced or reversed to counteract possible participant fatigue. Al1 stimuli ;et 

tested an equal nurnber of times both in the first half of the stimulus set and in the latter 

half as well. For Experirnents 1A and 1 B. for example. there were three prime types 

tested at two different lags widi each order counterbalanced for a total of 3 x 2 x 2 4 2 .  

For Experiment 2. the nurnber was 2 x 2 x 2=8 stimulus lists. Each subject saw every one 

of the cntical targets once but only saw one of the prime types for each cntical target. at 

either lag O or lag 15. Al1 participants saw equal numbers of prime types and equal 

nurnbers of presentations at both lags. A Latin square design was used to assign the 

stimulus lists to participants. Although the stimulus lists differed with regard to prime 

types and the lag at which the critical stimuli were presented. for al1 three expenments 

within each stimulus set. the lists were identical with respect to the serial positions of the 

primes. targets. and fillers. with prime type assigned at random. Primes and targets are 

listed in Tables 4.3 to 4.8. 



Experiments Conducted and Data Gathered 

Procedure 

Stimuli were presented in upper case in the centre of the cornputer monitor screen. 

On each trial or presentation of a letter-string. the following sequence ocsurred: ( 1 ) a 

fixation mark (+) appeared in the centre of the screen for 1 second: (2) a letter-string 

appeared as soon as the fixation mark disappeared and remained on the screen until the 

subject responded; (3) if the response was correct. the next letter-string appeared. but if 

the response was incorrect. the word ERROR appeared for I second in order to reinforce 

' the fact that a mistake was made; and. (4) the monitor went blank for 3 seconds between 

trials. 

Participants did al1 three lexical decision tasks in one sitting with short breaks in 

between blocks of trials and between the three parts of the on-line experiment. The first 

session (Experiment 1A) began with 32 practice trials. Participants then cornpleted 10 

blocks of roughly 60 trials each for a total of 596 trials. which consisted of 96 cntical 

items and 500 filler items. Participants were allowed to take a short break at the end of 

each block of 60 trials and between experiments to guard against possible fatigue. This 

procedure was repeated for Experiment lB1 but without the 32 practice trials at the 

begiming of the stimulus list. The stimulus list for Experiment 2 included 600 filler 

items in addition to the 120 critical items (60 primes and 60 targets) for a total of 720 

trials. Subjects again responded to the stimuli in 12 blocks of 60 trials each with short 

breaks between blocks to counteract fatigue. 

Table 4.2 shows a sample of a participant's data file with three pairs of cntical 
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stimuli. The numbers that occur after each stimulus or letter-string, which subjects 

responded to. are the variables used to facilitate both the participant's use of the data file 

and the researcher's analysis once the data had been collected. 

When the participant began responding to the stimuli in the lexical decision task. 

the last two colurnns of this data t'le were blank. The nurnber in the sixth colurnn at the 

far right is the participant's response time in milliseconds. while the nurnber in the fifth 

column from the left is the subject's response as to whether the letter string is a word or 

nonword: "0" for nonword, -T' for word. The other colurnns were pre-progarnmed; 

when the participant began responding to the stimuli from the data file. these variables 

were already in place. The fourth colurnn indicates the status of the letter-string. whether 

or not it is a word '-1" or a nonword -'O." Later. in results analysis. this variable is 

compared to the subject's response and is used to calculate accuracy. The middle or third 

column is the variable for prime-type. e.g.. "1" is (BI) or Base-First; "2'' is (BB) or Base- 

Base; "3" is (IB) or Inflected-Base: and "4" is (DB) or Derivzd-Base. The second colurnn 

indicates what lag the stimulus is being tested at: '-0" for lag O and "1" for lag 15. And 

finally, the first column is the primehrget variable; the letter-string is either functioning 

as a prime or a target: --Io' for prime, "2" for target. One can see from the stimulus list 

Table 4.2 

Sample of a Participant's Data file 

1 BREATH 3 
2 GLC'SS 3 
3 BAGGY 3 
4 FLASH 3 
5 DEMANK 3 
6 DONTOR 3 
7 SECONDS 1 



8 COLLOR 3 
9 DASK 3 
10 SENSE 3 
11 MUGNET 3 
12 CONCEPTS 3 
13 DAPLAY 3 
14 EXCET 3 
15 DRIFT 3 
16 BLOOD 3 
17 SHARE 3 
18 CALM 3 
19 BAG 3 
20 FONT 3 
31 COMMIT 3 
22 SPARKY 3 
23 SECOND 2 
24 COMEC 3 
35 SCORELESS 3 
26 ASSESSMENT 1 
27 ASSESS 2 
28 COMPACT 3 
29 BADS 3 
30 TOURING 1 
31 TOAR 2 

that seconds/second is a word-pair tested at lag 15; assessment/assess is a word-pair at lag 

0; touring/ionr is a nonword-pair at the lag O. The first and third word-pairings happen to 

represent the (IB) or Inflected-Base condition or prime type while the second or middle 

pair illustrates the (DB) or Derived-Base condition or prime type. Al1 stimuli with a 

"3.3.6" series for the first three variables are filler stimuli. 

AIL of the participant's data fiom each of the three lexical decision tasks was 

saved on the computer hard drive in a subdirectory identified by that subject's Participant 

Number. Each time a participant responded to the presentation of a letter-string. response 

time and whether or not the participant had responded correctly were recorded in a data 

file. Each experiment created one data file for each participant, for a total of three data 



files- 1 A. 1 B, & 2. stored in the subdirectory for that participant. 

Experiments 1 A and 1 B 

Morpho1og;ical Relationships Between Close Word-farniZv 

Members and Lexical Organization 

In experiments 1 A and 1 B. the researcher wanted to see if the inflected and 

derived foms of word-farnily members from six Indo-European (LE) roots would 

respond to testing the sarne way that other morphologically related inflected and derived 

forms had in previous, similar experiments. such as Napps (1985. 1989). To provide a 

point of comparison and to affirm that the word-family stimuli used in these experiments 

performed in the same way as other morphological relatives did under like conditions. 

Experiments 1 A and 1 B closely replicated Napps (1 983, 1989), in which significant 

repetition priming effects were obtained for "regulaf' inflected and derived forms as well 

as for derived forms that changed in sound and spellingj7 (see Tables 4.3 through 4.8.). 

Method. The critical stimuli for Expenments 1 A and 1 B were 48 English words 

from six word-families based on the Indo-European (LE) roots: [bher-1, [dhe-1, [reg-], 

[sed-1, [sek-1, and [sta-] and 48 nonwords serving as targets. Skategic processes. 

postlexical effects, and episodic factors were limited by using nonwords and filler items 

to reduce the proportion of related items subjects processed (see Napps 1985. 1989) and 

by varying lag tirnes to two levels: O anci 15. 

3 7 ~  detailed discussion of Napps' ( 1985, L 989) expenments is presented in 
C hapter Three. 



Word stimuli were divided into two equd groups (Experiment 1A & Experiment 

1 B): "regu1a.f' and "sound-and-spelling change" (see Napps. 1 985, 1 989). Each target 

word received three primes. The condition in which the target appeared unprimed was 

called Base-First (B 1). The data for the B 1 condition were obtained fiom the first trial in 

a Base-Base prime-target sequence. For Expenment lAl the "regular" group. primes 

included the target word (or base word) itself (BE!): an inflected form of the base word 

(IB): and a denved form of the base word (DB). In no case did the attaching of the sufix 

change the sound or spelling of the base word; thus for the target srare, the primes would 

be state. stares, and starernent. For Expenment 1 B. the "sound-and-spelling change' 

group, in addition to the B 1 and BB conditions. the additionai primes were (1) a suffixed 

form of the target that did not change the sound or spelling (NCB or '%O-change baseo'): 

and. (2) a suffixed form which changed the sound and spelling of the target upon 

sufixation (CB or "change base'?). e.g.? primes for the target subsîance were szrbstance. 

substances. and substantial. Nonword targets were prirned with real words fiom each of 

the prime categones used with real word targets (see Tables 4.3-4.8). 

Table 4.3 

Stimulus Materials: Critical Words for Experiment I A 

BASE (BI) 1 BASE-BASE (BB) INFLECTION-BASE 
(IB) 

assessing(l0) 

DERIVATION- 
BASE (DB) 

assessment(23) 



Note. Numbers in round brackets indicate w-ord Frequencies (see Kucera & Francis, 

1967); MF = mean fiequencies. Stimuli are based on the Indo-European (1-E) roors: 

[bher-1, [dhe-1, [reg-], [sed-1, [sek-1, and [sta-1. 



Tabie 4.4 

Stimulus Materials: Critical Nonwords for Ex~eriment IA 

INFLECTION-BASE 
(IB) 

DERIVATION-BASE 
(DB) 

REALWORD-BASE NONWORD- 
TARGET (BB) 

active(8 8) actove 

II dance(90) 1 dalce 

II depend(45) 1 dapand 

II event(8 1 ) 1 evont 

fnend(l33) 

invo lve(3 1 ) 

forn 

II odd(44) 1 ond 

II prevent(83) 1 pravont 

--- 

spoce 

socciss 

sympa1 

toar 



Nole. Numbers in round brackets indicate word fiequencies (see Kucera & Francis. 

1 967); MF = mean fiequencies. 

II train(82) 

vacation(47) 

253 7/24 

MF= 105.71 

Table 4.5 

Stimulus Materials: CriticaI Words for Experiment 1 B 

BASE-BASE (BB) NO-CHANGE-BASE CHANGE-BASE (CB) 
(NCB) 

troin 

vocotion 

training( 1 56) 

vacations(9) 

13 56/34 

MF= 56.50 

trainee(0) 

vacationer(0) 

1046/24 

MF= 43.58 



Note. Numbers in round brackets indicate word frequencies (see Kucera & Francis. 

1967); MF = mean frequencies. 

Table 4.6 

Stimulus Materials: Critical Nonwords for Experiment 1 B 

1 NO CHANGE-BASE 1 CHANGE-BASE (CB) II REALWORD BASE 

clinade 1 climates(1) 1 climactic(4) 

11 emp hasize(20) 

desperane desperately(22) 

davane divinely(3) 

emphosile 

exemane 

fiker 

emphasized(l8) 

examined(2 8) 

fi bers(23) 



humble( 1 8) 

hunger( 1 7) hongor 

II locate( 16) 1 locade 

II rnedicine(30) 1 modocine medic inal( 1 ) 

II moderate(22) 1 muderade 

1 persuoze 

quo ted(26) 

sincerely(7) 1 sincede 

1 suprame 

1 woob 

Note. Numbers in round brackets indicate word frequencies (see Kucera & Francis. 

1 967); MF = mean frequencies. 



Experiment 2 

Morpho-semanticallv Distant Word-families Relations and 

Lexical Organization 

Most experirnents reported in the psycholinguistic literature test for lexical 

organization with inflectional and derivational forms: some, e.g.. Napps ( 2  985, 1989), 

have even studied irregula. verb and suppletive forms. In Experiment 2, the researcher 

wanted to explore word-fmily relations more distant than the derived and "irregular" 

verb foms. The critical stimuli for this experiment were word-family members based on 

30 English words drawn from two Indo-European roots and their word-families: [sta-] 

and [dhe-] and 30 nonwords. These critical stimuli were word-family members who 

possessed different stems; they were derived-derived word-pairs. not the usual inflected- 

stem or derived-stem prime-target pairing. 

Method. As with Experiments 1A and 1 B. the condition in which the target 

appears unprimed was called Base-First (B 1). The data for the B 1 condition were 

obtained from the first trial in a Base-Base prime-target sequence. Unlike Experiment 

1 A/1 B. not al1 primes and targets came fiom the same word. For each target, there were 

two primes: (1) the target itself (Base-Base or BB); and, (2) a word-fmi& member with a 

different stem (Different Stem-Base or DS-B), e.g., [-stit-] and [-sist-1, institute/insistent 

(see Tables 4.7 and 4.8). The stimulus list included 600 filler items in addition to the 120 

critical items (60 primes and 60 targets) for a total of 720 trials. Critical words (as 

opposed to fillers) represented roughly 17% of the total stimuli, and as j u s  approximately 

half of these were targets? only 8% of responses were made to targets preceded by related 



primes. Keeping the proportion of criticdrelated stimuli low offered participants 

opportunity to develop any response strategies. Fillers were rnatched to both critical 

primes and critical targets as closely as possible in word length and word fiequency 

(Kucera and Francis. 1967) so that word lists appeared congruous throughout. A Latin 

square design was used to assign the two types of critical primes at both lags with 

counterbalancing to offset possible participant fatigue. 

Table 4.7 

Stimulus Materials: Critical Words for Experiment 2 

BASE-BASE (BB) DIFFERENT STEiM-BASE (DS-B) 

art i fact (0) 



Nore. Numbers in round brackets indicate word frequencies (see Kucera & Francis, 

1967); MF = mean frequencies. 

perfec t(5 8) 

persistent( 1 6) 

res istant(5) 

profit(38) 

prostitute(6) 

restihrte( 1 ) 



Table 4.8 

Stimulus Materials: Critical Nonwords for Experirnent 2 

II bitter(53) 1 botter 

1 
1 bote (bite) 

II bIade(l3) 1 blude 
- 

1 bloon (bloom) 

BASE-BASE (BB) NONWORD-TARGET (BB) 
1 

NONWORD-TARGET (DS) 

II bottle(76) 1 buttle 1 bitler (butler) 
1 
II brush(44) 1 brish 1 broon (broom) 

II bulletin(l8) 1 bollotin 1 bullat (bullet) 

- -- - 

bondle (bundle) 
- - 

bond(46) 

II channel( 16) 1 chonnel 1 cm01 (canal) 

- - - - - - 

bund 

coge 

II chest(53) 1 chost 1 cistom (cistem) 

cobin (cabin) 

1 

II loan(46) 1 lond (lend) 

cone(l3) 

cool(62) 

crest( 12) 

flat(67) 

foot(70) 

huge(54) 

1 navece 1 novane (innovate) 

II razor(l5) ruzor 1 rish (rash) 

clotch (clatch) clLh(5) 

cune 

cale 

.- 

closh 

canic (conic) 

chu11 (chill) 

crost 

flet 

foat 

hage 

crasp (cnsp) 

flantar (plantar) 

fotch (fetch) 

ho11 (Ml) 



II send(74) 1 sond 1 1 

vete I 

scornish (skimish) screen(48) 

sance (sense) 

scrone 

tronce (trame) 

vorsus (versus) 

vari le (virile) 

vosion (vision) 

devone (devote) 

Nole. Numbers in round brackets indicate word frequencies (see Kucera & Francis. 

1967); MF = mean frequencies. Words in round brackets indicate the real word fiom 

which the nonword was created. 



Ex~eriment 3 

Explicit MomhologicaI Knowledge and Its Relationship 

to Judeed Semantic and Phonetic Similarie- 

Psycholinguistic studies examining the morphological dimension of the Iexicon 

often use '-on-line." repetition or sernantic priming tasks to assess relationships between 

their word-pair stimuli. Generally. word-pairs used in repetition pnming expenments are 

morphological relatives. while word-pairs tested in semantic pnming experiments are 

associates or synony-ms. Often. researchers will have participants perform off-line. pre- 

test ratings of word-pairs to aid them in the selection of stimuli for lexical decision tasks 

or to provide them with other types of metalinguistic judgements usefùl in conjunction 

with results of responses to on-line tasks. e.g.. psycholinguists will have subjects judge 

the semantic and phonetic similarity of their stimulus pairs through off-line tasks. such as 

questionnaires (e-g., Napps, 1985. 1989: Marslen-Wilson. et al., 1994). 

While Derwing (1976) did not incorporate a lexical decision task into the 

particular study referred to here. he developed new metalinguistic measures and modified 

some existing ways to assess and compare word-pairs in tems of their semantic 

similarity. phonetic similarity. and morphological relatedness. with an additional measure 

not read of elsewhere: he asked subjects whether or not they had thought about the 

possible etymological relationship between the word-pairs prior to filling out the 

questionnaire ("recall rating"). This researcher was particularly interested in this 

component of Derwing-s evaluation techniques because the current study compared 

psychology students with nursing students, who have been making an immense effort to 

leam this Latin-based vocabulary. If the lexical decision task failed to reveal differences 
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within and between the two groups. the researcher wondered if an off-Iine task might 

reflect variations inaccessible to the on-line task. While nursing students' unconscious 

and automatic levels of processing might not demonstrate the effects of educational 

exposure to Latin word roots by reveding enough lexical restructuring to b k g  about a 

rneasurable difference in the lexical decision task, their conscious understandings of these 

relations might reveal that formal instruction can affect lexical representations. ln short. 

this off-line task might help reveal whether or not the conscious lexical analysis or 

etymological training of the type nursing students receive affects their unconscious lexical 

knowledge as well as their conscious morphological knowledge. Experiment 3 also 

provided another measure by which to assess the within group homogeneity as well as the 

between group heterogeneity. 

Stimuli 

For the Experirnent 3, the researcher used Derwing's format and rating scales to 

test participants on their judgements regarding the semantic similarity. phonetic 

similarity. morphological relatedness. and "recdl ratings?? of his 1 15 stimuli as well as the 

30 word-fmily stimuli used in the current snidy's Experiment 2. By having participants 

respond to Denving's stimuli. the researcher was able to compare both groups to what 

other subjects had done in a previous study. The stimuli used to assess semantic 

sirnilarity. phonetic similarity? and morphological relatedness were presented to subjects 

in the forrn of a three-part test-booklet/questionnaire (see Figure 4.2). These stimuli 

consisted of 145 pairs of English words, 1 15 of which came from Denving's (1 976) 

original study to act as a baseline for comparison, 30 of which came from the DS-B 
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condition in Experiment 2. stimuli derived fiom the Indo-European (1-E) word-families 

[sta-] (destineidistant) and [dhe-] @erfect/profir). together with 15 completely unrelated 

pairs @oga/shzrt) and 10 practice items at the beginning of each section (see Tables 4.9a 

and 4.9b). The sarne stimuli were tested in each of the three parts of the booklet. but the 

word lists were randomized and then counterbalanced for order creating two versions of 

the questionnaire. Half the participants in each group. control and experimental. received 

Version I and half the participants in each group received Version 2. Word-pair order for 

each of the 160 questions in both the Semantic Similnri.y Test and Phonetic Similarity 

Test altemated between derived form first. base form second, e.g.. rnildeiv/dew and base 

form first. derived form second. e.g.. de~v/rniZdew, (see Denving. 1976). For each 

version, the word-pair order. e.g.. derivedlbase presented in the Sernantic Similuriw Test 

was reversed in the Phonetic Similarity Test. e g .  base/denved. so that participants 

receiving mildeddew in the Semantic Similarify Test received dew/mildew in the 

Phonetic Similari@ Test. Word-pairs for the Morphological Relatedness Test maintained 

the derivedlbase word order throughout as participants in this part of the Questionnaire 

were assessing a derivational relationship between each word-pair. 

Instructions to the Task 

1. For the Semantic Similarity Test, each page contained an average of 24 word- 

pairs. each followed by a 5-point rating scale. Participants were asked to rank each word- 

pair as to the extent of its connection in meaning from (4) "clear and unmistakable 

connection" to (O) "no connection." 
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2. For the Phonetic Similariiy Test participants used a 7-point rating scaie to 

evaluate the sound similarity of word-pairs from (6) "both words sound exactly the same" 

to (O) "there is no similarity in sound whatsoever between the two words." 

3 For the iMorphologica1 Relatedness Test participants were asked two questions 

about each word-pair. e.g. ( 1 ) -'Do you think that the word principal comes from the word 

prince?" (using principal/prince here as an example); and (2) "Have you ever thought 

about this before?'? Participants were asked to rate their responses to Question 1 on a 5- 

point scde from (4) "no doubt" to (O) %O way?' and to reply to Question 2 on a 3-point 

scaie with either (A) 'Yes"; (B) "not sure": or. (C) "no.'? 



1 

EXPL0RTRfG THE MENTAL 
LEXTCON 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Experiment 3 

Instruction S heet 

Experiment 3 consists of a three-part questionnaire, in which 

you will rate word relations based on meaning , sound, and family 

membership. Read through the entire booklet quickly before you 

begin so that you are familiar with the range of relationships 

included in the questionnaire. 

Once you begin, complete the tasks as quickly as possible while 

making accu rate, careful, responsible decisions. You have as 

much time as you need, but ideally this questionnaire should 

take no more than one hour. 

Participant # 

F i w e  4.2. Experiment 3: Sample Instruction Sheets fiom the Questionnaire 

@p. 161-165). 
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Part 1: Semantic Similaritv (SS) 

Instructions: There are 160 pairs of English words on the pages to follow. 
Consider each pair frorn the point of view of the degree of sirnilarity in 
meaning which you judge to exist between them. Rate this sirnilarity on a 
scale from (4) "clearly and unmistakably related" to (O) "no connection." 
Circle the number which most approprïately expresses your opinion. 

d a  clear and unmistakable connection in meaning between the two words 
3-probably a connection in meaning between the two words 
2-unable to decide whether there is a connection in meaning or not 
1-probably nota connection in meaning between the two words 
O-no connection in meaning whatsoever between the two words 

PRACTICE ITEMS 

WORD 1 WORD 2 

1. FRIEND 

2. FORTH 

3. DEW 

4. TINSEL 

5. APART 

5. PRINCIPAL 

7. ARSENIC 

3. CAUSE 

3. BULLET 

10. IDEA 

FRIENDLY 

FOURTH 

MILDEW 

TIN 

APARTMENT 

PRINCE 

ARSENAL 

CASE 

BULLETIN 

NOTION 

RAT1 NG 
4-clear. 3-rnaybe, 2-can't decide, 1 -probably not, O-no 



Part II: Phonetic Similaritv (PS1 

Instructions: There are 160 pairs of English words in the Iist on the pages to 
follow. Consider each pair from the point of view of the degree of similaritv in 
sound (not meaning) which you judge to exist between them. Rate this 
similarity on a scale frorn (6) "both words sound exactly the same" to (O) "there 
is no similarity in sound whatsoever between the two words." Circle the 
number which most appropnafely expresses your opinion. 

6- both words sound exactly the same 
5- (closer to 6 than to 3) 
4- (closer to 3 than to 6) 
3- the two words sound about half the sarne 
2- (closer to 3 than to O) 
1- (doser to O than to 3) 
O- there is no similarity in sound whatsoever between the two words 

NOTE: Treat al1 words as English words only. 

PRACTICE ITEMS 

WORD 'i WORD 2 RATING 

1. FRIENDLY 

2. FOURTH 

3. MILDEW 

4. TIN 

5. APARTMENT 

6. PRINCE 

7. ARSENAL 

8. CASE 

9. BULLETIN 

10. NOTION 

FRIEND 

FORTH 

DEW 

TINSEL 

APART 

PRINCIPAL 

ARSENIC 

CAUSE 

BULLET 

IDEA 



Part II 1: MorphoIoaical Relatedness (MR) 

Instructions: There are 160 pairs of English words in the list on the pages to 
follow. You will be asked two questions about them. 

1 First, consider each pair of words from the point of view of whether or not you 
think the first word "cornes from" the second one. Rate this relationship on a 
scale from (4) "no doubt about it" to (O) "no way." 

Second, consider whether or not you have becorne aware of a possible 
relationship between each pair of words naturally as a result of prior linguistic 
experience or whether the possibility of such a relationship is being brought to 
your attention for the first time while answering this questionnaire. Rate this 
response on the following three-point scale: (A) "Yes"; (B) "Not sure"; (C) "No." 

Circle the number or letter which most appropriately expresses your opinion. 

Question 1 : 4-no doubt, 3-probably, 2-can't decide, 1-probably not, O-no way 
Question 2: A-yes, 6-not sure, C-no 

1. Da you think that the word FR1 EN DLY cornes from the word FRI EN D? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C  

2- DO you think that the word FORTH cornes korn the word FOURTH? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C 

3. DO you think that the word MI LDEW cornes frorn the word DEW? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C 

4. DO you think that the word TI NSEL cornes b r n  the word TI N? 
Have you ever thought about this before? 

4 3 2 1 0  
A B C  

5. DO you think that the word APARTMENT cornes t o m  the worci APART? 4 3 2  I O 
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C  

6. DO you think that the word PRINCIPAL cornes trorn the word PRINCE? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C 

7. DO you think that the word ARSENAL cornes fiom the word ARSENIC? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C  



8. DO you think that the word CAUSE cornes from the word CASE? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C 

9. DO you think that the worci BULLETIN corner from the word BULLET? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C  

10. Do you think that the ward comes fmm the word NOTION? 4 3 2 1 0  
Have you ever thought about this before? A B C  

The semantic elements of morphological structures and their relations in and effects 

on mental lexical organization have yet to be researched to any great extent, most likely 

because these networks are dificult to isolate (Marslen-Wilson et al.. 1994). Marslen- 

Wilson et al. made an attempt but failed to obtain priming between denved-derived word- 

pairs in cross-modal irnmediate repetition priming expenments (see discussion in Chapter 

Three). But without M e r  experirnentation. it is impossible to Say whether or not a 

stimulus list cornposed entirely of related word-famii'y rnembers presented to a group of 

participants that has been manipulating Latin roots might lead to statistically significant 

results. 

To test for evidence of word-fmilies in the mental lexicon three sets of cnticai 

stimuli were created based on six of the most prolific Indo-European roots. Two lexical 

decision tasks were devised and one questionnaire was adapted to test these stimuli for 

evidence of word-farnily organization in the mental lexicon as well as to assess any 

correlations these stimuli might have in terms of semantic and phonetic similarity as this 

pertains to morphological relatedness. 

Let us now turn to the analysis of the data. 



CHAPTER FWE 

ANALYSIS OF TEST E S U L T S  

Overview 

Following the conclusion of testing at the University of Calgary? the data files from 

Experiments 1 A. 1 B. and 2 as well as the Questionnaires from Experiment 3 were readied 

for analysis. For Experiments 1 A. 1 B, and 2. the data files for each experiment. for each 

subject. three files per participant were analysed individually with SPSS for Windows. 

Version 6-13. for mean response times and percentages of correct responses for each of 

the repeated measures. prime type and lag for both critical words and critical nonwords. 

The results from these 360 individual files were then entered into two data files for each 

experiment. one for words and one for nonwords. These six consolidated files were 

analyzed with BMDP on the main-frame computer at the University of Calgary to produce 

a MANOVA (Groups. Lags. and Prime Type Within Lag: 2 x 2 x 3) with the two 

dependent measures of response times and accuracy. If participants responded incorrectly 

to either the prime or the target of a critical word or nonword-pair, the response times for 

both the prime and the target were excluded fiom analysis. However- both incorrect and 

correct responses to the primes and targets of critical wordhonword-pairs were included in 

the analysis of accuracy. 

For Experiment 3- the responses from the Questionnaires were entered into a data 

file and then analyzed with SPSS for Means and Standard Deviations for Semantic 

Sirnilarity (SS), Phonetic Similarity (PS), Morphological Relatedness (MR), and the fourth 

category, whether or not participants had thought about the morpho!ogical relationship 
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between word-pairs pnor to filling out the questionnaire (TA). Correlation analyses were 

also performed to evaluate the relationships between these four factors and the results for 

the two groups of participant were compared. An additional assessrnent was performed 

using the three indexes included in DeMring-s original study (1976). viz.? the Graphemic 

Index as well as Vitz and Winkler's (1973) Phonemic Similarity and Phoneme Cluster 

Indexes. With these indexes. critical word-pair stimuli were also evaluated for 

orthographie and phonological overlap. i.e.. resemblance in sound and appearance. which 

helped to determine whether or not the visual and/or sound similarity of the word-pairs 

was influencing participants' judged phonetic similarity scores. 

Analyses of the Experimental Data 

Expenment 1A 

Reeular words. Mean Response Times and Proportions Correct with Standard 

Deviations as a function of Prime Type. Lag. and Group are reported in Table 5.1. Table 

5.2 is the ANOVA table for Response Times, and Table 5.3 is the ANOVA table for 

Accuracy. 

There was a significant prime type effect (F(3,174)=26.00? p<0.001) with al1 three 

priming conditions significantly different from the Base-First Condition (B 1): B 1 vs BB 

(F(1,58)=52.43, p<0.00 1); B 1 vs IB (F(l.58)=62.X, p<0.00 1); and, B 1 vs DB 

(F(1?58)=21.32. p<0.001). Other pairwïse relationships were not significant for each 

other. There was also a significant group effect (F(1.58)=6.7 1, p=0.0 12 1). 

There was no significant interaction effect of any kind based on mean response 

times (RTsj. The lag by prime by group interaction effect was non-significant at 



(F(3,l %)=O. 18. ~-00.9092). Prime type by group interaction also failed to reach 

significance (F(3- 174)=0.80, p=0.4963) as did the lag by group interaction (F(1 .j8)=0.56. 

p=0.4578). The lag by prime type interaction was non-significant at (F(3J 74)=0.30. 

~ ~ 0 . 8 2  18)- and there was no significant lag eEect (F(1.58)=1 J O .  p=O. 1972). 

With regard to accuracy. there was a significant prime m e  effect (F(3.174)=2.16. 

p=0.0002) with al1 three priming conditions significantly different fiom the Derived-Base 

(DB) condition: DE3 vs B 1 (F(l.j8)=52.43. p=0.0047): DB vs BE3 (F(l,58)=24.24. 

pc0.00 1); and. DEI vs IB (F(l .%)=l4.49. p=0.0003). Other pairwise relationships were 

not significant for each other. There was a marginal group effect (F(1.58)=3 -6 1. 

p=0.0621). 

There was no significant interaction effect of any kind based on accuracy (PC). 

The lag by prime by group interaction effect was non-significant at (F(3.174)=1.46. 

p=0.2262). Prime type by group interaction also failed to reach significance 

(F(3.174)=2.16. p=0.0940) as did the lag by group interaction (F(l .%)=O. 14. p=0.7057). 

The lag by prime type interaction was non-significant at (F(3.174)=1.6 1. p=0.1893). and 

there was no significant lag effect (F(1 .j8)=O.O 1. p=0.9220). 



Experirnent 1 A: Words 

Table 5. la 

Mean Response Times (RT in rnsec.) and Proportions Correct (PC) for Words as a 

Function of Prime Twe, Lag;. and Group 

Prime 
Type B 1 BB IB DB BI BB IB DB 

RT/ PC RT/PC RTPC RT!PC RT/PC RTiPC RTPC RT/PC 
Group 

PS 569/1 .O0 475/.99 50 11-99 5 14/.98 556/1 .O0 497i.99 502/1 .O0 5 19/.98 
(SD) (90)/(.00) ( 1 2 1 )/(.O4) (94)/(.03) (97)/(.04) ( 102)/(.00) (96)/(.03) (93)/(.00) (88)/(.04) 

NS 622/.97 530/.996 522/.997 560/.98 63 1/.99 54Y1 .O0 5431.98 573.97 
(SD) ( 1 Fl)/(.O9) ( 1 1 1 )/(.Oz) ( 100)/(.02) ( 1 l7)/(.04) (1 36)/(.Oj) (1 l3)/(.OO) (1 0 l)/(.O4) ( IO9)/(.Oj) 

Note. PS=Psychology Students; NS=Nursing Students; (SD)=Standard Deviation; 

B l=Base-First condition: BB=Base-Base condition; !B=lnflected-Base condition; and 

DB=Derived-Base condition. 



Table 5.1 b 

Ex~eriment 1 A (Words): ANOVA Table for Res~onse Times ( 2 ~ 2 x 3  desion) 

Effects SS df MS F p-val ue 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
Error 

lag by pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

Nore. GP/gp=Group: lagnumber of intervening items between prime and target: 

pt=Prime Type; *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Table 5.k 

Experiment 1A (Wordsl: ANOVA Table for Accuracv ( 2 x 2 ~ 3  desimil 

Effects p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
E rro r 

1% by Pt 
gp x lag x pt 
E rro r 

Note. GP/gp=Group; lag=number of intervening items between pnme and target: 

pt=Prime Type: *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Ex~eriment 1 A: Nonwords 

Nonwords. Mean Response Times and Proportions Correct with Standard 

Deviations as a function of Prime Type. Lag. and Group are reported in Table 5.4. Table 

5.5 is the ANOVA table for Response Times. and Table 5.6 is the ANOVA table for 

Accuracy. While mean response times and accuracy for nonwords showed no significant 

effects. accuracy kvas marginally iduenced by lag. There was a borderline lag by group 

interaction effect (F(1.58)=3.39. p=0.0706) and a marginal lag eEect (FI .58)=3.OO. 

p=0.0884) for nonwords. 

Table 5.2a 

Mean Response Times (RT in msec.) and Proportions Correct (PC) for Nonwords as a 

Function of Prime Tvpe, Lae. - and Group 

Prime 
Type BE IB DB BB IB DB 

RT/PC RTPC RT/PC RTPC RTPC RTPC 
Group 

Note. PS=Psychology Students; NS=Nursing Students; (SD)= Standard Deviation; 

BB=Base-Base condition; IB=Inflected-Base condition; and DB=Derived-Base condition; 

there is no "Base-First" (B 1) condition for nonwords. 



Table 5.2b 

Experiment 1 A (Nonwords): ANOVA Table for Response Times ( 2 x 2 ~ 3  design) 

E ffects p-value 

GP 
Error 

lag 
1% by gP 
Error 

P t  
P t  by gP 
Error 

lag by pt 
gp .u Iag x pt 
Error 

Nore. GP/gp=Group; lag=number of intewening items between prime and target: 

pt=Prime Type; +=significant at 0.05 ievel. 



Table 5 . 2 ~  

Experiment 1 A (Nonwords): ANOVA Table for Accuracv 12x2~3 design) 

p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
Error 

lag by pt 
gp ;u lag x pt 
E rror 

Note. GP/gp=Group; lag=number of intervening items between prime and target: 

pt=Prime Type. 



Sound-and-spelling change words. There was a significant prime type effect 

(F(3,174)=26.00. p<0.00 1) with al1 three priming conditions significantly different from 

the Base-First Condition (B 1): B 1 vs BB (F(1.58)=20.17. p<O.OO 1); B 1 vs NCB 

(F(1-58)- 19.6 1 . p<O.OO 1 ): and. B 1 vs CB (F(1 .j8)=8.07. p=0.0062). Other pairwise 

relationships were not significant for each other. There was no significant interaction 

effect of any kind based on mean response times (RTs). The lag by prime by group 

interaction effect was non-significant at (F(3.174)=0.62. p=0.6012). Prime Spe by group 

interaction also failed to reach significance (F(3.174)=1.09. p=0.3530) as did the lag by 

group interaction (F(1.58)=0.47. p=0.4973). The lag by prime type interaction was non- 

significant at (F(3.174)=0.84. p=0.4719), and there was no significant group effect 

(F(l.j8)=2.X. p= 1324) or lag effect (F(1.58)=.6 1. p=0.4389). 

With regard to accuracy. there was a significant prime type effect (F(3.174)=2.16. 

p=0.0002) with al1 three priming conditions significantly different from the Base-First 

(BI) condition: B 1 vs BB (F(1.58)=52.43. p=0.0017); B 1 vs NCB (F(1.58)=24.24. 

p<O.00 1); and. B 1 vs CB (F(1 .j8)=14.49. p=0.0003). In addition. there was a significant 

prime type effect with the BB vs NCB (F(1.58)=20.99, p<O.001) and BB vs CB 

(F(1,58)=9.3 8, p=O.OO3 3) conditions. Other pairwise relationships were not significant 

for each other. 

There was no significant interaction effect of any kind based on accuracy (PC). 

The lag by prime by group interaction effect was non-significant at (F(3,174)=0.08, 

p=0.97 17). Prime type by group interaction also failed to reach significance 

(F(3,1 %)=O. 13, p=O.9419) as did the lag by group interaction (F(1,58)=0.3$ p=0.5658). 
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The lag by prime type interaction was non-significant at (F(3.174)= 1 -63. p=0.1848). and 

there was no significant lag effect (F(1.58)=1.3 1 p=0.2566). There was aiso no 

significant group effect (F(1 .j8)=O.; 1. p=0.5795). 

Experiment 1 B: Words 

Table 5.3a 

Mean Response Times (RT in msec.) and Proportions Correct (PC) for Words as a 

Function of Prime Type. Lae. and Group 

Prime 
Type B1 BB NCB CB B1 Bi3 NCB CB 

RT/PC RTIPC RTPC RTPC RT/PC RTPC RT/PC RTPC 
Group 

PS 6241.90 5041.99 5661.93 557/.95 5951.87 5431.97 5491.95 5681.95 
(SD) ( 1 %)/(. 16) ( l69)/(.04) ( l63)/(.08) ( 1 Zi)/(.O7) ( 127)/(.11) ( 1 1 O)/(.O7) ( 1 1 5)/(.08) ( l47)/(.09) 

NS 6371.93 563/.  1.00 5491.94 6 1 31-95 6361.87 6071.98 589.96 586/.94 
(SD) (1 O6)/(. 1 7) ( l42)/(.03) ( 1 1 j)/(.O9) ( 2  l4)/(.06) ( I37)/(.2O) ( 1 57)/(.06) ( 1 32)/(.Oï) ( 1 l9)/(.08) 

Note. PS=Psychology Students: NS=Nursing Students; (SD)=Standard Deviation; 

B 1 =Base-First condition; BB=Base-Base condition; NCB=No Change-Base condition; and 

CB=Change-Base condition. 



Table 5.3b 

Experiment 1 B (Words): ANOVA Table for Response Times ( 2 ~ 2 x 3  design) 

Effects SS df MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

1% 
1% by !2P 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
Error 

1% by Pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

- -  

.%te. GP/gp=Group; lag=nurnber of intervening items between prime and target; 

pt=Prime Type; *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Table 5-32 

Ex~erirnent 1 B (Words): ANOVA Table for Accuracv (2x2~3  design) 

E ffects SS d f MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
E rro r 

Iag by pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

Note. GP/gp=Group; lag=nurnber of intervening items between prime and target: 

pt=Prime Type: *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Experiment 1 B: Nonwords 

Nonwords. While mean response times and accuracy for nonwords showed no 

significant effects. there was a borderline lag by group interaction effect (F(1.58)=3.50. 

p=0.0664) based on accuracy. 

Table 5.4a 

Mean Response Times (RT in msec.) and Proportions Correct (PC) for Nonwords as a 

Function of Prime Tvpe. Lag. - and Group 

Prime 
Type BB NCB CB BB NCB CB 

RTRC RT/PC RTIPC RTiPC RTPC RT/PC 
Group 

Note. PS=Psychologi Students; NS=Nursing Students; (SD)= Standard Deviation; 

BB=Base-Base condition: NCB=No Change-Base condition; and CB=Change-Base 

condition; there is no "Base-First" (B 1) condition for nonwords. 



Table 5.4b 

Experiment 1 B CNonwords): ANOVA Table for Response Times (2x2~3 desiml 

Effects SS d f MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
E rro r 

1% by Pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

-- -- . - -- 

Note. GP/gp=Group; l a p u r n b e r  of intervening items between prime and target; 

pt=Prime Type. 



TabIe 5 . 4 ~  

Expenment 1 B (Nonwords): ANOVA Table for Accuracv (2x2~3 design) 

Effects SS d f M S  F p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt  by m 
Error 

lag by pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

Note. GP/gp=Group; lag=number of intervening items between prime and target; 

pt=Prime Type. 



General Observations: Experiments 1 A/ 1 B 

The data fiom Expenments 1 A and 1 B closely replicate those of Napps (1 985. 

1989). As with Napps' Expenments 1A and 1 B. there was a significant prime type effect 

for mean response times. Conditions BB. B. and DB were significantly diffcrent from 

the B 1 condition with no other paimise relationships shouing significance. Response 

times for both studies were similar. but a more detailed comparison was not possible as 

Napps treated the factor of lag as beiween-subjects rather than within-subjects, collapsing 

mean reaction times and percentage of correct responses over lags. With just an 

ANOVA. it isn't possible to look at response time and accuracy for each lag separately. 

which is why a MANOVA was perforrned for the current study. 

While for both Napps' and the present study's Experiments 1A and 1B there was 

a main effect for prime type on accuracy. Expenment 1A. "regular" words. the present set 

of experiments found al1 three pnming conditions significantly different from the 

Derived-Base (DB) condition. rather than the expected Base-First (B 1) condition as was 

tme for Napps' 1 A and 1 B and the present study's Experiment 1 B. Participants in both 

groups were more accurate in the B 1. BB, and IB conditions than they were in the DB 

condition in Expenment 1A with the exception of the nursing students in the B 1 

condition; they were just slightly less accurate. .O 1. in the B 1 condition at O lag (.97 vs 

.98). For the 'Yegular" words stimulus set (Experiment 1A). there was also a marginal 

group effect? with the only pairwise comparison showing any significant group interaction 

being the BI vs BB condition (F (1.58)-4-95? p=.030 1). Once again, the nursing students 

responded just a bit Iess accurateiy in the B 1 condition then did the psychology students: 

1 .O0 (psych.) vs .97 (nursing). 



In the "sound-and-spelling change'? words, Experiment 1 B. in addition to the 

significant prime type effect for the B 1 vs BB. NCB. and CB conditions, there was a 

significant prime type effect for the BB vs NCB and CB conditions. Participants were 

significantly more accurate in the BB condition than they were in the other conditions. 

While Napps found no significant effects of any variables on nonwords for her 

experiments. in the current study. for accuracy there was a borderline Iag by group 

interaction for both Experirnents 1 A and 1 B and a marginal lag effect for nonwords in 

Experiment 1 A. in Experiment 1A. lag had more of an influence on psychologi- students: 

they were more accurate at lag 15 then at lag O in al1 conditions. The effect on nursing 

students was marginal. The reverse was tme for nonword stimuli for Expenment 1 BI lag 

was more influential for nursing students; it was they who were more accurate at lag 15 

than at lag O for the BB and CB conditions. 

Experiment 2 

The results for Experiment 2 were analysed in the sarne way as the data fiom 

Expenment 1. For both RTs (response times) and Accuracy (PC). a three-way repeated 

rneasures MANOVA (Groups. Lag. and Prime Type Within Lag) was carried out. 

Results include lag by prime type by group interaction, prime type by group interaction. 

lag by group interaction? lag by prime type interaction, and the effect of group, lag, and 

prime type. 



Word-farnilv Members that Change Stems 

On the average. there was a significant prime type effect with the BB condition 

being significantly different from the BI and DS conditions. Mean response times (RT) 

collapsed for lag reveal a priming effect: B 1 vs BB (F(1.58)=%. 15, p<0.00 1); and. BB vs 

DS (F(1,58)=29.82. p<0.00 1 ). The B 1 vs DB pairwise relationship was not significant. 

There Lias a significant lag by prime type interaction at (F(2.116)4.27. p=0.0 162). The 

prime effect changes from lag to lag, e.g., the response time (RT) for prime type B1 at lag 

O is smaller than at lag 15. while for prime type DS the opposite is mie, RT at lag O is 

greater than RT at lag 1 5. 

Other than the lag by prime type interaction. there was no significant interaction 

effect of any kind based on mean response times (RTs). The lag by prime by goup 

interaction effect was non-significant at (F(2' 1 16)=0.80, p=0.45 10). Prime type by group 

interaction also failed to reach significance (F(2.1 l6)=O. 15. p=0.8597) as did the lag by 

group interaction (F( 1.58)=0.28. p=0.6000). There was no signi ficant group effect 

(F(l.58)=0.8 1. p=O.j 729) and on the average, no lag effect (F(1.58)=0.4 1, p=0.5222). 

With regard to accuracy. there was a significant prime type effect (F(2.116)=20.17. 

p<O.00 1) with the BB condition significantly differing fiom the B1 and DS conditions: 

B 1 vs BB (F(1,58)=32.42, p<0.00 1); and, BB vs DS (F(l,%)=j6.49. p<O.00 1). The B 1 vs 

DB painvise relationship was not significant. The B1 vs DB pairwise relationship was 

not significant. There was no significant interaction effect of any kind based on accuracy 

(PC). The lag by prime by group interaction effect was non-significant at (F(2,116)=0.72? 

p=0.4901). Prime type by group interaction also failed to reach significance 

(F(2,116)=0.26, p=0.7724) as did the lag by group interaction (F(1,58)=0.93, p=0.3385). 
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The lag by prime type interaction was non-significant at (F(2.116)=0.55. p=0.5787). and 

there was neither a significant lag effect (F(1.58)=0.22- p=0.6379) nor a significant group 

effect (F(1,58)=0.00. p=0.9469). 

Expenment 2: Words 

Table 5.5a 

Mean Response Times (RT in msec.) and Proportions Correct (PC) for Words as a 

Function of Prime T-me. Las. and Group 

Prime 
Type Bl BB DSB Bl BB DSB 

Note. PS=Psychology Students; NS=Nursing Students; (SD)=Standard Deviation: 

B l=Base-First condition; BB=Base-Base condition; DS=Different Stem-Base condition. 



Table 5.5b 

Experïment 2 (Words): -4NOVA Table for Remonse Times (2x2~3 desien) 

Effects SS df MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
Error 

lag by pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

Note. GP/gp=Group: la-qumber of intervening items behveen prime and target: 

pt=Prime Type; *=significant at 0.05 level. . 



Table 5 . 5 ~  

Experiment 2 (Words): ANOVA Table for Accuracv ( 2x2~3  design) 

E ffects SS df MS F p-vaIue 

GP 
E rro r 

lag by pt 
gp x lag x pt 
Error 

Nole. GP/gp=Group; larnurnber of intervening items behveen prime and target; 

pt=Prime Type; *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Experiment 2: Nonwords 

Nonwords. Unlike for Experiments 1A and 1B. mean response times for 

nonwords in Experiment 2 showed a significant lag by prime type interaction effect 

(F(l,58)=4.16, p=0.0459). On the average, there was dso a significant Iag effect 

(F(l.58)=15.22. p=0.0003) and a significant prime effect (F(I,58)=9.50. p=O.O03 1 ). 

Accuracy. too. was significant for nonwords in this experiment. There was a 

significant lag by prime t g e  interaction effect (F(1.58)=8.7;, p=U.0045). and on the 

average, there was a significant lag effect (F(1,58)=13.94. p=0.0004). 

Table 5.6a 

Mean Response Times (RT in rnsec.) and ~rop&tions Correct (PC) for Nonwords as a 

Function of Prime Twe. Lag. and Group 

- 

Prime 
Type BB DS 

RTPC RTPC RTPC RT.P C 
Group 
PS 7461.86 7741.80 7731.79 8351.79 
(SD) ( 1 69)1(. 1 6 )  ( 1 78)/(. 1 6) ( 1 04)/(. 1 9) ( 1 LF7)/(. 15) 

Note. PS=Psychology Students; NS=Nursing Students; (SD)=Standard Deviations; 

BB=Base-Base condition; DS=DiRerent Stem-Base condition; there is no "Base-First" 

(B 1) condition for nonwords. 



Table S.6b 

Ex~erirnent 2 CNonwords): ANOVA Table for Response Times (2x2~3 design) 

E ffect s SS df . MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

lag 
lag by gP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by gP 
Error 

1% by Pt 
gp x lag x pt 
E rro r 

-- - 

Nole. GP/gp=Group; lag=number of intervening items between prime and target; 

pt=Prime Type; *=significant at 0.05 level. 



Table 5 . 6 ~  

Experiment 2 INonw-ords): ANOVA Table for Accuracv (2~2x3  design) 

E ffects SS df MS F p-value 

GP 
Error 

Pt 
Pt by aJ 
Error 

lag by pt -168540 1 .168540 8.73 .0045* 
gp x lag x pt 0.032667 1 -032667 1-67 .1984 
Error 1.1 19493 58 .O 1930 1 

Nole. gp=Group: l amumber  of intervening items between prime and target; pt=Prime 

Type; "significant at 0.05 level. 



Individuals who have been exposed to a large specialized vocabulary based on 

Latin roots and who have received some formal training in the process of decornposing 

these multirnorphemic words into their constituent morphemes. e.g.. nming students. 

offered the potential to provide different word relatedness judgements than educated 

language users who have not received such formal instruction. e.g.. psychology students. 

While Experirnents 1 and 2 enabled the researcher to compare these groups in t ems  of 

their automatic or on-line word processing. Experiment 3 afforded a means to evaluate 

differences in the two groups' conscious knowledge of word relations. Experirnent 3 

allowed for a comparison within and between groups of a number of correlations. e.g.. 

semantic similarity with phonetic similarity. sernantic sirnilarity with morphological 

relatedness. phonetic sirnilarity with morphological relatedness." These factors have 

been shown to influence participants? decisions as to whether or not two words are judged 

to be morphologically related on off-line tasks, such as the three-part questionnaire used 

in Experiment 3 (e.g.. Derwing, 1976). 

The similarity in meaning of a pair of words can be correlated with how closely 

they sound alike; this. in tum, can be related to how strongly the word-pair is judged to be 

members of the same word-family, i.e.. morphologically related. honetic similarity can 

also influence the ease with which a cornmon morpheme can be identified in word-pairs. 

but generally speaking? participants judge rnorphological relatedness based on how non- 

transparent or conversely "opaque" word-pair word root relations and meaning have 

''The tenn "morpherne recognition" is interchanged with "morphological 
relatedness" in the text as well as on the scatter plot labels. 
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become over tirne. When related words begin to differ more and more in sound. 

meaning, or both? the morpheme recognition process becomes progressively more 

diEcult for the average, educated ianguage user. 

The results of the Semantic Shilarity Test, the Phonetic Sirnilari& Test. and the 

first question asked in the ~Morphological Relatedness Test were analyzed and compared 

for Mean and Standard Deviation in order to reveal morpheme recognition as a function 

of semantic and phonetic similarity arnong word-pairs. For the "Recall Rating" part of 

the Morphological Relatedness Test. which was Question 2. "A" responses were 

tabulated as 4. 'Wœ responses as 2. and "C" responses as O to provide scale comparability 

for both questions. Analyses for Question 2 included Mean. Standard Deviation. %Yes 

("They had thought about the etymological relationship Defore.") and %No ("They had 

not thought about it pnor to filling out the questionnaire.'?). The details of individual 

word-pair cornparisons from Experiment 3 with Deming's results on the same tasks. and 

the results from the critical word-farnily stimuli tested in this study are reported in 

Appendix B. 

Tables 57a. 5.7b. and 5 . 7 ~  show the variations in semantic and phonetic 

similarity ratings for the 50 word-pair stimuli from Derwing 1976); these 50 stimulus 

pairs are those Derwing selected fiorn his original 1 15 word-pairs for analysis and 

correlation with rnorphological relatedness and %ought about'' measures. Statistics 

based on Derwing3 50 word-pair stimuli reveal lower though consistent correlations 

between his ( 1976) subjects' responses and those of participants in the curent study. 

Derwing's students responded with a high correlation between the semantic similarity 

(SS) of the word-pairs and morphological relatedness (MR) judgements (r=.79, 

p < -000 1) and with a more moderate correlation between phonetic similarity (PS) and 
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morphological relatedness (MR) (r=.40, p c.002). 

Results for the participants of the present study on Derwing's 50 stimuli show for 

the control group (see Table 5.8. top nght halo a moderate correlation between semantic 

sirnilarity (SS) and morphological relatedness (MR) of (1752, p=.003). As well, for the 

control group, the correlation for phonetic simiIarity (PS) and morphological relatedness 

(MR) was also less pronounced than for Deming's subjects, (r-23. ~ 4 2 4 ) .  The data 

for the experimental group (see Table 5.8, bottom left haIf) reveals lower but similar 

correlations for both rneasures for morpheme recognition with semantic similarity (SS) at 

(IF-42, p=.02 1) and phonetic similarity (PS) at (r=.20, p=.301). For Denving's stimuli. 

they obtained (r=-. 19. p=.3 1 O), a statistically significant difference from the control 

group's response of (F-26. p=. 158). The experirnental group did react as expected on the 

measure of having "thought about" (TA) the etyrnological relationship of a word-pair 

prior to having confYonted in the Questionnaire. exhibiting a low to moderate correlation 

with (r=.40. p=.029). As predicted. the psychology students were less likely to have 

considered these word relations previously ( ~ 2 9 .  p=. 126). 



Table 5.8 

P s v c h o l o ~  and Nursin~ Students: Correlation Coefficients for Derwing's Stimuli 

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS (CONTROL) 

SS PS MR TA 

Note. SS=Semantic Sirnilarity: PS=Phonetic Similarity: MR=Morphological 

Relatedness: TA=Thought About (the - - R e d  Rating," or whether the subject had 

thought about the etymological relationship prior to participating in the study). 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 contain scatter diagrams that plot the correlations from Table 

8 Figure 5.1 presents the results of each of the three correlations by group. while 

Figure 5.2 displays the data by correlations for al1 three groups. These scatter plots reveal 

that for each group. Le., Dewing's students, the psychology students. and the nursing 

students, both phonetic similarity and semantic similarity are related to rnorpheme 

recognition. While phonetic similarity is less associated. morpheme recognition or the 

"comes from" rating and semantic sirnilarity display a near linear function. consistent 

with Derwing's results. Figure 5.3 presents a 3D plot of the data, rev-ealing how 
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rnorpheme recognition consistently increases on both measures as either phonetic 

similarity or semantic similarity increase. with semantic similarity the stronger dimension 

of the two. The raw data corresponding to these diagrams and the correlations for both 

stimulus sets are listed in Appendix B. 

Zn surnmary. for Denving's 50 word-pair stimuli, taken from common vocabulary 

that was pre-selected for its range of semantic. phonetic similarity. as weil as 

morphological relatedness. both the expenmental group and the control group responded 

much like his university undergraduates. And while the experimentd group did not 

acknowledge meaning and sound relations as strongly as anticipated. the data analysis did 

reveal that the nursing students had thought more about the etyrnological relationships 

between the word-pairs than the psychology students. a finding in keeping with 

expectations for these two groups. 



Derwiiig 's 
Studeiits 

Psycliology 
S tuderits 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6  
I'honeiic SirniIurity 

Fipure 5.1, Scatter diagrams for Derwing's 50 key 
stimuli, relating the measures fiom Experiment 3: 
phonetic similarity, semantic similarity, and 
morpheme recognition for the three groups of 
participants: Denving's students (x), the psychology 
students (control) (O), and the nursing students 
(experimental) (*). 





Fimire 5.3. 3D diagram for Derwing's 50 key stimuli, relating the 
measures fiom Expenment 3: phonetic similarity, semantic similarity, 
and morpheme recognition for the three groups of participants: 
DeMing's students (x), the psychology students (control) (O), and 
the nursing students (experimental) (*). 
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For the critical word-family stimuli evaluated in Experiment 3' the expectation for 

the nursing students was that because of their extensive experience with Latin word roots. 

they would render different morphological relatedness judgements than the p s y c h o l o ~  

students for the relationships evaluated in the Questionnaire. Le., benveen semantic and 

phonetic similarity. morphological relatedness and having "thought about'' the word root 

relations pnor to testing. Tables 5.9a and 5.9b detail how the control and experïmental 

groups varied in their responses to the sernantic and phonetic similarity of the critical 

word-farnily stimuli. the 30 word-pairs fiom the DS-B condition in Experiment 2 (see 

Table 4.7) that were incorporated into the Questionnaire for Experiment 3. Table 5.10 

shows the correlations for the word-farnily critical stimuli for both the control and 

expenmental groups. 

Important for both sets of findings is the fact that participants judged the word- 

family stimuli to be more correlated on al1 measures than Derwing's stimuli (see Table 

5.8). Both the psychology students and the nursing students responded with a stronger. 

moderate correlation between semantic similarity (SS) and morphological relatedness 

(MR). psychology students with (r=.62. p=.000) and the nursing students with (r=.64. 

p=.000). Noteworthy for the results of this portion of the current series of experiments is 

that the similarity in responses between the two groups ends with this SSMR correlation. 

The psychology students obtained moderate correlations on al1 measures, even on one 

previously too low to report for this group for Detwing's stimuli: semantic similarity (SS) 

and ~ h o u g h t  about7' (TA). For the psychology students, their statistics correlated 

morphological relatedness (MR) and '-thought about" (TA) at (r=.62. p=.000); semantic 

similarity (SS) and "thought about" (TA) at ( ~ 4 8 ,  p.007); and, morphological 

relatedness (MR) and phonetic similarity (PS) at (r-38, p=.00 1 ). 
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Table 5.10 

Psychologv and Nursina Students: Correlation Coefficients for Word-families Stimuli 

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS (CONTROL) 

SS PS MR TA 

Noie. SS=Semantic Similarity: PS=Phonetic Similarity: MR=Morphological 

Relatedness: TA=Thought About (the "Recall Rating." or whether the subject had 

thought about the etyrnological relationship prior to participating in the study). 

While the prediction was that the experimental group would also obtain a moderate to 

higher level of correlation on these measures. the statistics do not bear this out. For the 

morphological relatedness (MR) and "thought about" (TA) correlation. this group 

generated (r=.30, p=. 11 3), which sharply contrasts with the control group's (r=-62. 

p=.000). And, on the semantic similarïty (SS) and 'lhought about" (TA) relationship they 

yielded a (r=.09, p=.6 18). which is very different from the psychology students' ( ~ 4 8 ,  

p=.007). For morphological relatedness (MR) and phonetic sirniiarity (PS). they attained 

(r=. 10. p=.604), whereas the control group associated the stimuli at (r=.58, p=.OO 1). The 
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results of the analysis of the relation between phonetic similarity and semantic similarity 

for the nursing students was once again uncorrelated at (r=-. 1 1. p=.572) with the sarne 

measure on Derwing's stimuli also lacking any relationship at (r=-. 19. p=.3 10). Figures 

5.4 and 5.5 contain scatter diagrams that display these correlations, 5.4 presenting the 

data by group. 5.5 illustrating the data by correlation. Figure 5.6 presents a 3D diagram 

comparing the way in which both data sets. Derwing's 50 key stimuli and the 30 critical 

word-family stimuli. c m  be viewed from the 3D perspective. The data has been rotated 

to accentuate the way in which the word-family stimuli cluster closely together and fil1 

out the entire set of experimental stimuli. 



O 1 2 3 4 5 6  
Phonetic Similarïty 

Psychology 
S tudents 

0 1 2 3 3  
Semantic Similarity 

Figure 5.4. Scatter diagrams for the 30 critical word-family 
stimuli, relating the measures fiom Experiment 3: phonetic 
similarity, semantic similarity, and morpheme recognition for the 
two groups of participants: the psychology students (control) (O) 

and the nursing students (experimental) (*). 





Fimire 5.6. 3D diagram for the 30 critical word-family stimuli as well as 
Derwing's 50 key stimuli, relating the rneasures fiom Experiment 3: phonetic 
sirnilarity, semantic similarity, and morpheme recognition for the two sets: 
Dewing's stimuli ( 6 )  and the critical Word-family stimuli (v). 



Experirnents 1 A- 1 B. & 2 

The statistical design of Experiments 1 A. 1 B. and 2 c m  be surnmarized as the 

following: For Expenment l(A/B). independent variables werc ;le grouping factor 

(nursing students vs psychology students). the within-subjects factor of prime type. which 

had three levels (BB. [B. and DB for regular words and BB. NCB, and CB for sound-and- 

spelling-change words). and the within-subjects factor oflag? which had two levels (O and 

15). For Experiment 2. the design was the same. but the prime types differed (BB. DS- 

B). The two groups were analysed separately with word and nonword responses treated 

independently. Dependent rneasures were response tirne (RT) to the target and accuracy 

(Proportion Correct [PC]). 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 3 was included in the present study to reveal participants? conscious 

knowledge of word root relations with regard to morpheme recognition. The researcher 

replicated Derwing's (1 976) study. including tests for al1 three measures: semantic and 

phonetic sirnilarity. rnorpheme recognition, and whether participants had "thought about?' 

the etyrnological relationship between the word-pairs prior t~ answering the 

Questionnaire. To assess the extent to which critical word-pairs used in Experiment 2. 

the DS-B or derived-derived forms which change stems. could be judged to be 

synchronically semantically transparent, phonologically similar, and morphologically 



related. participants in Experiment 3 perfomed a Semantic Similady Test (SST)- a 

Phonetic Similarity Test (PST) as well as a Morphological Relatedness Test (MRT) (see 

Derwing. 1 976 and Chapter Three). 

In sum. the main findings from these experiments were as follows: 

(1 ) Experiment 1 showed that targets primed with real words. whether self- 

primed. as in BB (e.g.? ussess-assess)? or by an inflectional variant as in IB (e-g.. 

assessing-ussess), or pnmed by a derived variant as in DB (e.g.. assessrnent-assess). al1 

yielded significantly faster response times than the unprimed base forrns (B 1). This 

replicated the findings of Napps (1985) for a large new set of stimuli. 

(2) As expected, Experiment 1 also showed that nonwords were totally ineffective 

as primes for real words. despite the fact that nonwords used as primes were modeled 

after real-word. morphological relatives of the targets. 

( 3 )  Experiment 2 showed that morphological relatives based on shared 

etymological roots (DS-B) were also overall ineffective as primes. indicating that most or 

al1 of the histoncal etyrnological connections involved were no longer relevant for the 

mental lexicon of contemporary speakers. 

(4) Experiment 3 showed that the subject group exposed to heavy doses of 

bioscientific terminology (fourth-year nursing students) gave much the same morpheme 

relatedness judgements as the university undergraduate subjects tested by Derwing 

(1976): using the same set of 1 15 word-pair stimuli. 

( 5 )  On the other hand, Experiment 3 d s o  showed that? using for the new set of 

word-family stimuli, the group of 30 fourth-year nursing students demonstrated much less 

in the way of morpheme recognition than a group of 30 undergraduate psychology 

students. 



CHAPTER SIX 

DISCUSSION 

Implications and Future Directions 

For this study. the researcher has described some of the relevant theoretical 

foundations of a word-families approach to vocabulary instruction. In addressing the 

bases for such a conception. the nature of the subject matter content and instruction. Le.. 

vocabulary and vocabulary instruction. bioscientific terminology and courses taught 

through Classics departments has also been examined. This literature review has 

revealed a need for additional instructional approaches m d  materials development in this 

content domain. Important concepts from cognitive psychology relevant to a word- 

families conception have been considered. The research foundations which link 

instructional design components to structural knowledge representation: cognitive 

structures and content structures. especially those grounded in hierarchies and typicality. 

have been highlighted. The cognitive structures or constmcts most central to the design 

of experirnents which probe for a w-ord-families network in memory are the mental 

lexicon and the lexical entry. Psycholinguists have developed techniques to explore the 

mental Iexicon. including two suitable for the questions asked in the current study. These 

are the on-line lexical decision task and an off-line questionnaire designed by Derwing 

(1976), in which participants judge criticai stimuli on measures important for word 

recognition. 

With the exception of few experiments (see Marslen-Wilson et al.. 1994): most 

stimuli that have been tested in lexical decision tasks exploring the morphological 
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dimension of the mental lexicon have been sets of regular inflected and derived foms and 

irregular past tense forms unrelated to each other in any way other than their membership 

in the same morphological category; these stimuli have not been composed of groups of 

word-farnily members. The results from the current study's Experiments 1A and 1 B. in 

which inflected and derived foms from a range of stimuli including 48 word-pairs drawn 

fiorn six word-families were evaluated through lexical decision tasks. replicated those of 

Napps (1985. 1989) and support the existence of a separate morphological dimension to 

the mental lexicon. in which inflected and derived foms are stored closely in memory 

(see Figure 4.3). Data From the present study are consistent with Napps (1985. 1989). 

who found that morphological relatives prime each other when they preserve sound and 

spelling and that priming can also occur even with a large group of morphological 

relatives that change sound and spelling as well. 

The more specific questions addressed in this dissertation were whether the 

instruments selected for the current series of experiments, an on-line task that measures 

automatic. unconsciously mental lexical organization and an off-Iine task that examines 

conscious lexical knowledge. would reveal systematic differences in the mental lexicons 

of the experimental group, native English speakers who differed Crom the control group in 

education and exposure to bioscientific terminology. The on-line lexical decision task 

had the possibility of revealing that the nursing students mental lexicons had been 

af5ected by their instruction in and manipulation of the language of the biosciences. On 

the other hand? the experimental task could also dernonstrate that the mental lexicon 

appears impervious to adult education and exposure and that it is significantly different 

from conscious knowledge content and structures. The off-line questionnaire had the 

potentid to indicate that the unconscious, automatic language processing system often 
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equated with language "-acquisition" could yield very different results from the conscious 

system identified with learned? explicit word knowledge. 

The expenments developed for this dissertation pro bed participants' mental 

lexicons for evidence of word-farnily organization and for possible differences in content 

and/or organization for nursing students based on pnor instruction in and exposure to 

word-family groupings inherent in the subject matter of bioscientific terminology. The 

word-pairs used as stimuli for the current study exemplified the spelling and 

pronunciation variations possible within a word-farnily. Although these farnily members 

are hypothesized to share a cornmon hypotheticd Proto-Indo-European root and its 

conceptual core. the processes of language change have led to modifications in meaning. 

spelling, and pronunciation. The hope was that if paiticipants were ailowed to 

acknowledge the subtle form and meaning relations that comect less obviously related 

words from the same word-family in a testing situation. perhaps they would be able to 

respond to the broader connections inherent in a word-families morpho-semantic lexical 

network. 

This was not the case for the word-farnily stimuli tested in the current senes of 

experiments. Latin word roots and the word-families based on these roots appear not to 

be processed as transparent morphemes. It seems that with the testing instruments used 

in the present study? the histoncal etyrnological connections that form the bases of the 

word-family stimuli are no longer relevant for the mental lexicons of contemporary 

speakers and are not made available to language usen, even if they have extensively 

studied and manipulated vocabulary that inherently contains these connections. 

The findings of the current study indicate that nursing students have much the 

same mental lexical organization for word-farnilies as do psychology students. Analysis 
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of the critical stimuli used in Experiment 2. in which word-family members that change 

stems were evaluated. reveai that perhaps a few of the stimuli are partly responsible for 

slower response times and increased percentage of error. overall. Two of the word 

stimuli. destine and stzrltifi were judged incorrectly by over half of the participants at both 

lag O and lag 15. Certain nonword stimuli were also problematic. with approximately 

half of the participants misjudging them at either one or both lags. Most of the errors 

occurred at lag 15: bonde (0. 1 5)- borrer. ( 1 9 ,  broon ( 1 5), btrnd ( 1 9 ,  btrttle ( 1 5),  clotch 

(0.1 5). crasp(0. 1 3, fiat (O), lond (1 5) .  rish (O), scornish (O. 1 9, and varile ( 1 5). But 

overall. Experiment 2 showed that morphological relatives based on shared etymological 

roots were ineffectual as primes. 

For Derwing's (1976) 50 key stimuli. both the expenmental group and the control 

group performed much like the undergraduate students tested by Derwing, with the 

exception of a statistically significant lack of correlation for the nursing students on 

phonetic similarity (PS) and semantic similarity (SS) (r=-. 19, p=.3 1 O). With the word- 

farnilies stimulus set overall. however. the nursing students showed much less in the way 

of morpheme recognition than did the control group. M i l e  the correlations between 

semantic similarity (SS) and morphological relatedness (MR) for both the nursing 

students and the psychology students were -64 and .63 respectively, the nursing students 

differed from the control group on the other three measures. particularly with phonetic 

similarity (PS) and semantic similarity (SS) (r=-. 1 1). the same relationship for which they 

obtained a negative correlation on Derwing's stimuli. For the morphological relatedness 

(MR) and "thought about" (TA) correlation, they generated -30, which sharply contrasts 

with the control group's moderate -62. And, on the semantic similarity (SS) and "thought 

about" (TA) relationship they yielded a -09, which is very different from the psychology 
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students' moderate -48. For morphological relatedness (MR) and phonetic similarity 

(PS). they attained .IO. whereas the control group associated the stimuli at a moderate -58. 

The low ratings for phonetic similarity and semantic similarity for the nursing students is 

intnguing at -. 1 1. with the sarne measure for Derwing-s stimuli revealing a statistically 

significant uncorrelation at -20. More evidence is needed to determine whether the type 

of instruction and exposure that nursing students receive in some way affects their 

phonological access and store. e.g.. leaming mostly by rote. Another possible 

explanation for differences in the results rnay lie in the composition of the particular 

group of undergraduate psychology students recruited for this study. These students may 

simply have been an exceptionally analytical group of participants. 

What tends to be supported by the results of the present study is the notion that the 

automatic processing of words is not affected by what individuals may know or have 

thought about the words and their relations. The data have helped to establish that 

instruction in and manipulation of the Latin-based language of the biosciences does not 

make word-family relations more transparent to individuals who have been well-exposed 

to this subject matter (cf. Libben & Denving. 1998). The experimental findings also 

h i s h  a baseline for a future program of research in vocabulary development that would 

aim at exploring the relationship between the content and organization of instruction and 

instructional materials to teach vocabulary and the formation of cognitive structures in 

memory based on that specific instructional content and the word-families conception. 

Perhaps if students receive explicit vocabulary instruction based on the word-families 

approach, their test results on word-farnily stimuli might be different. 



GLOSSARY 

Affm A morpherne that does not belong to a lexical category and is always bound 
(e-g., -hg, -un) (O'Grady & Dobrovolsiqr. 1992). 

Affm Stripping Proposed parsing procedure by which a word is broken into its 
component pieces of root (stem) and its possible inflectional and derivational affixes 
(Kess. 1992). 

Agglutinating Languages Languages in which words atypically contain several 
morphemes. of which usually only one is a lexical category. The others are clearly 
identifiable affixes. each of which typically encodes a single grammatical contrast 
(O'Grady & Do brovolsky. 1992) 

Cognitive Structure Hypothetical memory structures associated with particular content 
types. 

Connectionist Models Connectionist rnodels contend that lexical processing occurs in 
parallel or sirnultaneously instead of in a series of stages. Parallel Distributed Processing 
(PDP) is a Connectionist Model. 

Derivation A process that forms a word with a meaning and/or category distinct fiom 
that of its base through the addition of an affix (e-g.. the formation of helper RI) fkom 
help (V) (O'Grady & Dobrovolsky. 1992). 

Enclitic A word in an unstressed form attached to another word which carries the stress. 
e-g.. "of. in 'piece o f?  [pi:sëv] (Hartmann & Stork. 1972. p. 76). 

Episodic Memory Memory for specific events or episodes in one's Me. 

Etyrnology The history often including the prehistory of a linguistic form (as a word or 
morpheme) as shown by tracing its phonetic? graphic. and semantic development since its 
earliest recorded occurrence in the language ... (Websters Dictionary, 198 1). 

Grapheme A letter of an alphabet (Websters Dictionary. 198 1 ). 

Indo-European The unrecorded prehistoric language from which the Indo-European 
languages are descended (Websters Dictionary, 198 f ). 

Indo-European language farnily A farnily of ianguages cornprising those spoken in 
most of Europe in Persia. the subcontinent of India, and some other parts of Asia as well 
as in the parts of the world colonized by Europeans since 1500 (Websten Dictionary. 
1981). 



Inflection Form o f a  base word that does not change the syntactic class of the base word 
when it undergoes affixation. 

Inflections The modification of a word's form to indicate the grammatical subclass to 
which it belongs (e-g.. the -s in books marks the plural subcIass). 

Lag The nurnber of items intervening between two members of a related prime-target 
pair in a Lexical Decision Task. 

Latin Square Design A statistical design that is an arrangement of k letters. or symbols. 
in the form of a square in such a way that each Ietter, or symbol. occurs once in each row 
and column (Ferguson & Takane. 1989). 

Lexical Cohort Multiple access means that we consider various possible words as 
candidates for the correct match to the phonetic input we are hearing (Kess. 1992). 

Lexical Access The way in which lexical entries are accessed. 

Lexical Access Representation Perceptual target provided for lexical access defining 
the route fiom sensory input to the lexical entry. 

Lexical Decision Task Experimental technique/discrimination task which requires 
subjects to respond to a stimulus and decide whether or not it is a word. 

Lexical Entry Modality-independent core representation of a word's syntactic and 
semantic attributes as well as abstract phonological properties and other information 
about a word. including pronunciation. spelling and its usage (N) (see Marslen-Wilson et 
al., 1994) 

Lexical Representation The way in which words are stored in the mental lexicon 
including their various phonological and semantic features (Kess. 1992). 

Logogen Description of a lexical entry as an evidence collecting device. which becomes 
increasing activated the more features of the incoming stimulus resemble those of the 
word that it represents (Taft, 199 1). 

Mental Lexicon Construct used to describe our mental representation of word structure, 
function and meaning, including pointers to semantic memory; it includes word labels. 
pronunciations, assurned to be separate from semantic memory even though the two 
obviously interact whenever speech is used; or. A speaker's mental dictionary. which 
contains information about the syntactic properties, meaning, and phonological 
representation of a language's words. 



Modality Lexicai access routes. which can be either auditory or orthographie. Each 
route has different properties. 

Morpheme The basic unit in morphology typically defined as the minimal grammatical 
unit which has meaning (Kess. 1992). 

Orthography A set of conventions for representing language in written fom. 

Paralle1 Distributed Processing Mode1 (PDP) A connectionist mode1 in which 
representations are distributed in a decentralized fashion throughout the neural network. 

Parsing To describe (as a word) grammatically by stating the part of speech and 
explaining the intlection and grammatical relationships (Websters Dictionary. 198 1). 

Phoneme The phonological unit into which predictable variants of non-contrastive 
segments are grouped? e.g.. in English [l] vs [Il, as in Iblul -'blue?' vs. /bol/ "bull." 
respec tively . 

Phonology The component of a grammar made up of the elements and principles that 
determine how sounds pattern in a language. 

Pragmatics The relationship of signs to the people (Marslen-Wilson. 1995). Speakers' 
and addressees' background attitudes and beliefs, their understanding of the context in 
which a sentence is uttered. and their knowledge of how language can be used for a 
variety of purposes. 

Prefin An afEx that is attached to the front of its base (e.g., re- in repIq)  (O'Grady & 
Dobrovolsky. 1992). 

Psycholinguistics A discipline which seeks to provide a comprehensive and unified 
theory of language and language behaviour. 

Response Time Time it takes in milliseconds to respond that a stimulus string is a word 
or not a word. 

Schemata (Schema is the singular) Data structures for representing the genenc 
concepts stored in mernory. They exist for generalized concepts underlying objects, 
situations, events, sequences of events, actions. and sequences of actions (Rurnelhart and 
Ortony, 2 977). 

Semantic Priming A lexical decision to a word is facilitated when that word is 
preceded by a semantically related word (Napps. 1985). 



Semantic Memory A permanent memory system that contains world knowledge. 
inchding knowledge of concepts and words (Napps. ! 986). 

Semantic Transparency MorphologicaIly cornplex words. whose meaning can be 
easiiy derived by breaking them d o m  into stem and affix. e-g., like/dislike. 

Semantics The relationship of signs to their meanùigs (Kess, 1992): or. the study of 
meaning in human language (OIGrady & Dobrovolsky, 1993). 

Serial Processing That lexical processing occurs in a series of stages. 

Spreading Activation Following lexical activation. the initial impetus progressively 
fans out and arouses more words as it spreads along various connections. 

Suffix An affix that is attached to the end of its base (e-g.. -[y in quickly) (OIGrady & 
Do brovolsky, 1 992). 

Suppletive Verb Forms Irregular forms. e-g.. carcWcaughr and rakehok (irregular past 
tense verb forms). 

Syntax The system of rules and categories that underlies sentence formation in human 
language. 

Word Root (see word stemhase) 

Word Frequency Effect Cornrnon words. such as door. are responded to more quickly 
in the lexical decision and pronunciation tasks than are uncornmon words. such as cask 
even when the words are matched for Iength. 

Word stemhase The basic. meaningfül. part of the word beyond which you cannot 
analyse any M e r  (Kess. 1992) 
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Experiment 3: Surnmary Data of Semantic Similarity. Phonetic Similarity. 

Morphological Relatedness, and Recall Ratings 



Experirnent 3 

Table B-la 

Semantic Similari- Arnong Word-Pairs (Denving's LI9761 1 15 Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR 

CLEAR (Z  = 3-5-40) 
D IRTY/DIRT (34) 
DOGGEEDOG (4) 
TKIRSTYITHIRST ( 147) 
QUIETLY/QUIET ( 1 10) 
FAMOUSEAME (39) 
ERASEWERASE (136) 
TEACHEWTEACH (28) 
BIRTHDAYBIRTH (14 1) 
LAWYEFULAW (1 19) 
HUNGRY/HUNGER ( 1 3 9) 
U T T Y K A T  (1 57) 
PONY/HORSE (105) 
WILDERNESSNILD (1 04) 
DlNNER/DINE (50) 
PUPPY/DOG (75) 
BUNNY/RABBIT (86) 
FUSSY/FUSS (1 12) 
MESSENGEWMESSAGE (69) 
DOLLYDOLL (43) 
STRAWBERRYBERRY (72) 
SONNY/SON (144) 

B. PROBABLE ( R  = 2-5-3.5) 
24. SHEPHERDISHEEP (13 1) 
25. FIREPLACEIFIRE (5 1) 
26. FIERY/FIRE (1 46) 
27. WONDERFULIWONDER (2) 
28. BIRDHOUSE/BIRD (1 50) 
29. NECKLACENECK (13) 

(0.27) 
(O -3 6) 
(029) 
(0.3 1) 
(0.34) 
(0.34) 
(0.3 8) 
(0.50) 
(0.49) 
(0.53) 
(0.6 1 ) 
(O. 65) 
(O -42) 
(0.5 1) 
(O. 73) 
(0.70) 
(0.54) 
(0.56) 
(0.88) 
(0.67) 
(0.88) 
(0.68) 

(1.63) 
(0.75) 
(0.43) 
( 1  -56) 
(1 -28) 
(0.43) 
( 1 -40) 
(0.8 1) 
( 1 -69) 
(0.3 1) 
(O. 18) 
(0.35) 
(0.43) 
(0.46) 
(O. 18) 
(0.25) 
(1 36)  
(O .64) 
(1 -73) 
(0.45) 
(0.98) 
(1 .O9) 
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GYPSY/GYP (1 37) 
SWEATERfS WEAT (53) 
PNKIE/PINK (129) 
HALL0 WEEN/HOLY ( 17) 
MANGERE4T (25) 
GFUMY/WASH (3) 
RANGYRANGE (95) 
FEATHEWFLY ( 107) 
GRTMY/GEUM ( 1 27) 

DUBIOUS (2 = 0.0-1.5) 
FABULOUSEABLE (27) 
HAMBURGEFUHAM (1 5 1) 
RUBBERIRUB (1  26) 
GRAP EFRUIT/GRAPE ( 1 34) 
PINEAPPLEPINE (38) 
BUGGY/BUG (42) 
LADDERLEAN (10 1) 
LIVEWLIVE ( 145) 
STINGY/STNG ( 142) 
GYPSY/EGYPTIAN ( 1 O) 
MUGGY/MUG (1 ) 

(1 -20) 
(1 -2 1) 
(1.23) 
(1.17) 
(1.13) 
(1 -24) 
(1.17) 
(1 .O 1) 
(0.88) 
(0.9 1) 
(O. 8 7)  
(0.83) 
(0.73) 
(0.65) 

( 1 -49) 
(1 .OO) 
(0.99) 
(1.13) 
(1.46) 
(1 -47) 
(O. 82) 
(1 -27) 
(1.16) 
(1 -03) 
(O. 74) 
(0.86) 
(1.12) 
(O .77) 



1 14. COLLARICALL (97) 0.19 (0.53) 0.27 (0.45) 0.93 (1.23) 
115. CRANBERRY/CRANE (160) 0.16 (0.48) 0.17 (0.46) 0.27 (0.69) 

Note. Mean-DI S.D.-D (Denvinggs Results), Mean-PSI S.D.-PS (Psychology Students). 

& Mean-NS. S.D.-NS (Nursing Students). The nurnbers in round brackets () refer to the 

current study's stimulus order. 

Table B- 1 b 

Semantic Similarity Amonp for Word-Pairs (Word-farnilv Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR Mean-PS S.D.-PS Mean-NS S.D.-NS 

A. CLEAR (2 = 3.5-4.0) 
1, STEADY/STABLE (9) 

B. PROBABLE ( F  = 2.5-3.5) 
2. BENEFITEDBENEFACTOR (9 1) 3.13 (1 -33) 2.83 (1 2 3 )  
3. EFFICIENTEFFECTIVE (1 03) 3.13 (1 25)  2.97 ( 1.40) 

C .  UNCERTAIN (2 = 1.5-2.5) 
4. OBSTINATEIOBSTACLE (48) 2.50 (1 -33) 1.70 (1 -5 1) 
5. RESTIVE/RESTORE(31) 2.47 (1.48) 2.90 ( 1 24)  
6. FACTUALI'FICTION (33) 2.30 (1 -78) 2 -3 7 ( 1 -92) 
7. PROFITRERFECT (1 22) - - 7 - 03 ( 1 -69) 2.13 (1 -72) 
8. DESTiNATIONIDESTITUTION ( 123) 1.97 (1.75) 2.37 (1.68) 
9. ARTIFACTIARTIFICE (46) 1.87 (1 -41) 2.27 ( 1.44) 

D. DUBIOUS (Z = 0.0-1.5) 
1 O. FAMILYFACULTY (92) 
1 1. STALWSTILT (32) 
12. STULTIFY/STOLIDLY (1 53) 
13. SUBSISTENTISUBSTITUTE (35) 
14. RESISTANT/RESTETUTE (1 6) 
1 5. CONSTITUTE/CONSISTENT (6) 
16. DEFECTDEFEAT (63) 
17. ESTATEEXTANT (26) 
1 S. DISTANT/DESTINE (1 14) 
19. A F F M A F F E C T  (78) 
20. CONSTANT/CONTRAST (96) 
2 1. SURFACE/SUFFICE (140) 
22. FACT/FEAT (7) 

( 1.46) 
(1 3 3 )  
(0.94) 
(1 -2 1) 
(O. 94) 
(1 -22) 
(1 -23) 
(1 -38) 
(1.1 1) 
(1  -10) 
(1 -07) 
(0.82) 
(0.86) 



Note. Mean-PS, S.D.-PS (Psychology Students). & Mean-NS. S.D.-NS (Nursing 

Students). The numbers in round brackets () refer to the current study's stimdus order. 

Semantic Similaritv Among. Word-Pairs [Unrelated Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR Mean-PS S.D.-PS 

C.  UNCERTAIN (Z = 1.5-2.5) 
1. COOWLIMIT(121) 1.70 ( 1.78) 
2. CREASE/BANAL (30) 1.63 ( 1.43) 

D. DUBIOUS (2 = 0.0-1.5) 
3. POC KET/MURAL (29) 
4. PHONEBLND (1 17) 
5. DRAWLIARTIST (55) 
6. B W 5 0 N D  (1 8) 
7. LAKEITHRO W (94) 
8. WHEELNEARN (84) 
9. CURDIEDIT (85) 
1 O. FORGET/RING (1 02) 
I l .  TRUCWANGER(233) 
12. TWELVEPOEM (83) 
13. SHUTNOGA (60) 
14. SEAT/BONUS (64) 
15. WEAPONPLUM (71) 

( 1.39) 
(1 27) 
(0.98) 
(0.78) 
(1.01) 
(0.86) 
(O. 77) 
(0.78) 
(O. 74) 
(0.68) 
(0.48) 
(0.35) 
(0.25) 

S.D.-NS 

(1 -57) 
( 1-53) 

( 1.50) 
(6.01) 
(0.71) 
( 1.42) 
(O. 77) 
(0.85) 
( 1 -07) 
( 1 28) 
(0.8 1) 
(0.85) 
(O. 84) 
(0.77) 
(0.68) 

Abte. Mean-PS? S.D.-PS (Psychology Students), & Mean-NS, S.D.-NS (Nursing 

Students). The numbers in round brackets () refer to the curent study's stimulus order. 



Table B-2a 

Phonetic Sirnilarity Among Word-Pairs (Denving's LI9761 1 15 Stimuli) 

WORD-PAR Mean-D 

VERY HIGH ( R  = 3.5-6.0) 
HARDY/HARD ( 1 04) 4.47 
DIRT/DIRTY (63) 4.45 
THIRSTYITHIRST (62) 4.43 
FUSSY/FUSS (34) 4.42 
MOVWMOVE (1 1 1) 4.40 
DOLLY/DOLL (92) 4.39 
BULLYIBULL (33) 4.3 9 
EERIEEAR (1 12) 4.3 8 
ERASEWERASE (5 1) 4.3 8 
PiNKIE/PINK (64) 4.3 5 
SUNNY/SUN (1 13) 4 .3 2 
MUGGYMUG ( 1 OS) 4.3 O 
PROFESSORPROFESS (88) 4.29 
QUIETLWQUIET (76) 4.24 
TEACHEWTEACH (39) 4.2 1 
SKrNNY/SKIN (53) 4-30 
TELLEWTELL (77) 4.18 
HANDLE/HAND (1  02) 4.13 
COOKIEICOOK (23) 4.13 
TUMBLEWTUMBLE (75) 4.12 
BUGGYIBUG (30) 4.12 
S WEATEWS WEAT (82) 4.1 1 

23. COUNTERKOUNT (28) 4.09 
24. WAITEWWAIT ( 19) 4.03 
25. SONNY/SON (44) 4.03 
26. SISSYISIS (36) 4.0 1 
27. DOGGIE/DOG (58) 3 -96 
28. WONDERFULNONDER ( 1  15) 3.95 
29. RANGY/RANGE (69) 3 -94 
30. FIERYEIRE (67) 3 -93 
3 1. SLIPPEWSLIP (35) 3.92 
32. GYPSWGYP (52) 3.83 
33. LIVER/LIVE (98) 3 -80 
34. HUNGRYkIUNGER (79) 3.76 
35. FAMOUYFAME (66) 3.73 
36. LABORATORY/ORATORY (78) 3 -72 
37. LAYERILAY (15) 3 -69 

S.D.-D 

(0.82) 
(0.80) 
(0.80) 
(0.83) 
(O. 84) 
(0.85) 
(O. 84) 
(0.88) 
(0.83) 
(O .92) 
(0.87) 
(0.94) 
(0.97) 
(0.8 1) 
(O. 85) 
(0.93) 
(0.89) 
(0.80) 
(0.96) 
(0.92) 
(O. 94) 
(0.87) 
(0.85) 
(0.87) 
(0.89) 
(1.01) 
(1.01) 
(0.89) 
(1.41) 
(1 -24) 
(O. 96) 
(0.88) 
(1.47) 
( 1 -02) 
(0.93) 
(0.98) 
(1 -05) 

(0.89) 
(0.93) 
(0-73) 
(0.53) 
( 1.06) 
(0.97) 
(0.00) 
(1 -23) 
(1.12) 
(0.99) 
(1 -02) 
(0.85) 
(0.88) 
(0.90) 
(1 -06) 
(0.99) 
(0.96) 
(O. 94) 
(0.9 1 ) 
(0.86) 
(1.14) 
(1.13) 
(O. 94) 
(1.10) 
(1.17) 
(O. 96) 
(O .96) 
(1.06) 
(1 -43) 
(0.89) 
(O. 86) 
(1 -30) 
(1 -86) 
( 1 -04) 
(0.73) 
(1 -25) 
(1.1 2 )  

( 1 -02) 
( 1 24)  
(0.85) 
(1.15) 
(0.96) 
(1 -08) 
( 1 25)  
(1.12) 
(0.94) 
(0.90) 
(0.92) 
( 1.09) 
(1 -30) 
(1 -52) 
(0.82) 
( 1.59) 
(0.87) 
(0.83) 
(0.97) 
(0.86) 
(1 -30) 
( 1.47) 
(1 2 0 )  
(0.97) 
(1 5 9 )  
(0.96) 
( 1.53) 
(1 -23) 
( 1 2 3 )  
(1 -36) 
(O. 79) 
( 1 -45) 
(1 -59) 
(O -96) 
(0.66) 
( 1 20)  
(1.68) 



B. MODERATE (Z = 2.5-3.5) 
41. RUBBERiRUB (5) 3.50 
42. LIMBER/LIIMB (24) 3.50 
43. BIRTHDAYBIRTH (1 07) 3.49 
44. BASHFUL/BASH (22) 3 -46 
45. HAPPY/HAPPEN (40) 3 -43 
46. AWFUL/A WE (7 1 ) 3-41 
47. NECKLACE/NECK (106) 3.39 
48. LOUSYLOUSE (31) 3.35 
49. PiNEAPPLE/APPLE (97) 3.34 
50. GRAPEFRUITIGRAPE (101) 3.24 
5 1. FIREPLACE/FIRE (95) 3 -23 
52. BIRDHOUSEBIRD (83) 3 2 1 
53. BLACKBOARDBLACK (1 6) 3.20 
54. MUSHROOM/MUSH (8 1) 3 .20 
55. MNCEMEATMEAT (1 03) 3.20 
56. BLACKBOARD/BOARD (7) 3-19 
57. STRAWBERRYBERRY (14) 3.1 9 
58. FRIDAYERY (41) 3.18 
59. BLACKBERRYlBLACK (74) 3.1 7 
60. STRAWBERRYISTRAW (29) 3, I 7 
6 1. FIREPLACE/PLACE (68) 3.17 
62. BIRDHOUSE/HOUSE (72) 3.16 
63. FRIDAY/DAY (36) 3-12 
64. MUSHROOWROOM (85) 3.12 
65. PINEAPPLEPINE (32) 3 .O9 
66. GOOSEBERRY/GOOSE (2) 3.09 
67. BIRTHDAY/DAY (6 1 ) 3 -00 
68. MESSENGERIMESSAGE (49) 3.00 
69. DRAWERDRAW (38) 2.98 
70. SHEPHERD/HERD (90) 2.96 
71. STNGY/STING (1) 2.93 
73. HOLIDAYDAY (1 O) 2.85 
73. HAMBURGER/HAM (3 1 ) 2.83 
74. NECKLACELACE (94) 2.8 1 
75. CUPBOARDA3OARD (47) 2.68 
76, BREW-AST/FAST (1 1) 2.6 1 
77. HANDKERCHIEF/HAND (65) 2.59 
78. RASPBERRY/RASP (25) 2.55 
79. CUPBOARD/Cl.JP (1 7) 2.54 

(1.04) 
(1 .O3) 
(0.83) 
(0.90) 
(1 -06) 
(0-87) 
(0.80) 
( 1 26)  
(0.77) 
(0.79) 
(0.75) 
(0.78) 
(O. 79) 
(0.84) 
(O. 84) 
(0.75) 
(0.79) 
(0.88) 
(O. 74) 
(0.83) 
(0.82) 
(0.74) 
(0.71) 
(O. 79) 
(0.85) 
(0.93) 
(0.85) 
(1.17) 
(1 -43) 
(0.87) 
( 1.40) 
(O. 76) 
(0.97) 
(0.97) 
(1.14) 
(0.93) 
(1 .O 1) 
(0.88 j 
(0.97) 

(0.86) 
(1.17) 
(0.90) 
(0.93) 
(1 -3 1) 
(0.90) 
(0.87) 
(1 -38) 
(0.92) 
(0.86) 
( 1 -46) 
(0.59) 
(O. 78) 
(0.91) 
(0.87) 
(0.63) 
(0.55) 
(1.17) 
(0.69) 
(0.7 1 ) 
(O. 76) 
(O. 76) 
(0.40) 
(O .64) 
(0.7 1 ) 
( 1 2 2 )  
(0.86) 
(1 -05) 
(1 -38) 
(O. 73) 
(1 -58) 
(0.96) 
(O .go) 
(O. 78) 
(1.07) 
(0.96) 
(1 .OS) 
(0.97) 
(1 .OO) 

(0.90) 
(1.41) 
(0.68) 
(1 -09) 
(0.83) 
(0.82) 
(0.85) 
(1.17) 
(O. 76) 
(0.77) 
(0.83) 
(0.57) 
(0.48) 
(0.95) 
(0.72) 
( 1 20) 
( 1  -03) 
(1.3 1) 
(O. 74) 
(0.89) 
(O -76) 
(0.6 1 ) 
(O. 76) 
(0.65) 
(0.08) 
(0.88) 
(O. 74) 
(1.19) 
( 1.49) 
(1 .l4) 
( 1 -46) 
(0.73) 
(1 -07) 
(0.89) 
(0.98) 
(0.73) 
(0.85) 
( 2  -05) 
(0.9 1) 



C. SLIGHT (2 = 1.5-2.5) 
80. GRIMYIGNM (1 10) 2.50 
81. BREAKFAST/BREAK 46. 2.32 
82. LAWYERKAW (8) 2.30 
83. NUh/lEROUS/NUMBER (6) 2.1 7 
84. GYPSYEGYPTrPrN (1 2) 2.03 
85. D N E R / D I N E  (86) 1.94 
86. HOLIDAY/HOLY (27) 1.92 
87. FABULOUS/FABLE (55) 1.85 
88, LABORATORYILABOR (48) 1.84 

D. VERY LOW (2 = 0.0-1.5) 
96. MONTHMOON (93) 
97. TMD/TAME (45) 
98. HALLOWEENkIOLY (70) 
99. EUTTYKAT (50) 
100. BARBEWBEARD (43) 
1 O 1. WEATHEWWIND (59) 
102. LADDEPJLEAN (4) 
103. FEATHERELY (80) 
104. MUGGYMIST ( 100) 
105. HALL0 WEEN/EVE (3 7) 
106. TRACTOR/DRAW (73) 
107. PONY/HORSE ( 1  14) 
108. BUNNY/RABBIT (54) 
109. TAILOWCUT (109) 
1 1 O. COLLAR/NECK (9) 
T 1 1. LEVERIRAISE (30) 
1 12. CARPENTER/WAGON (1 8) 
1 fi. MANGEREAT (87) 
1 14. PUPPY/DOG (42) 
1 15. GRIMYNASH (96) 

(1 .52) 
(1.01) 
(1 -23) 
(1 -32) 
(1 -06) 
(1.13) 
(0.98) 
(1.13) 
(1 -02) 
(1 21)  
(0.91) 
(0.95) 
(1 -08) 
(0.83) 
(0.88) 
(0.98) 

(0.90) 
(0.8 1 ) 
(O. 79) 
(0.86) 
(O. 74) 
(O. 72) 
(0.69) 
(0.56) 
(0.53) 
(0.68) 
(0.54) 
(0.54) 
(0.68) 
(0.67) 
(0 -45) 
(O .4O) 
(0.39) 
(0.40) 
(0.3 6) 
(0 -24) 

(0.65) 
( 1 22)  
(1 -36) 
(1 -45) 
(1 -6 1) 
(1 -57) 
( 1 23) 
(0.90) 
(1 -06) 
(0.98) 
(1 -68) 
(1.13) 
( 2  -3 5) 
(0.8 1) 
(0.99) 
(1 -22) 

(0.96) 
(1.30) 
(O. 73) 
(1 -26) 
(O. 79) 
(0.7 1) 
(0.87) 
(1.07) 
(0.71) 
(0.46) 
(0.00) 
(0.3 7) 
(O. 77) 
(0.00) 
(0.93) 
(0.00) 
(0.00) 
(O. 1 8) 
(0.25) 
(0.00) 
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( 1 -45) 
(0.86) 
(1 -35) 
(1.14) 
(0.92) 
(1.21) 
(1 -08) 
(0.8 1) 
(0.86) 
(0.99) 
( 1 -42) 
(O -96) 
(1 -28) 
( 1 -22) 
(0.91) 
( 1.04) 

(1.13) 
(0.90) 
(1.13) 
(1 -03) 
(0.58) 
(1.01) 
(1.18) 
(O. 74) 
(0.69) 
( 1 -04) 
( 1.43) 
(O. 18) 
(0.83) 
(0.3 1) 
(0.3 1) 
(O -46) 
(0.3 1) 
(0.40) 
(1 . Z )  
(0.00) 

Note. Mean-D, S.D.-D (Derwing's Results), Mean-PS, S.D.-PS (Psychology Students), 

& Mean-NS, S.D.-NS (Nursing Students). The nurnbers in round brackets () refer to 

Derwing's ( 1 976) stimulus order. 



Table B-2b 

Phonetic Similari5 Amon Word-Pairs (Word-fmilv S tirnulil 

WORD-PAIR 

B. MODERATE (A = 2.5-3.5) 
1. ARTIFIC E/ARTIFACT ( 1 26) 
2. BENEFACTOR/BENEFITED ( 1 1)  
3. NSTANT/TNSTEAD (79) 
4. SUFFICE/SURFACE (60) 
5. SUBSTITWTE/SUBSISTENT ( 1 15) 
6. DEFEATmEFECT (143) 
7. DESTINATION/DESTITUTION (43) 

8. FASHION/FACTION (1 1 7) 
9. OBSTACLE/OBSTTNATE (1 28) 
1 O. AFFAlWAFFECT (1 58) 

C. SLIGHT ( A  = 1.5-2.5) 
1 1. RESTORERESTIVE (1 1 1) 
12. CONTRASTKONSTANT (1 6) 
13. EFFECTIVEEFFICIENT (23) 
14. FEASIBLEEEAWRE (1 57) 
i 5. NSTITUTE/NSISTENT (76) 
1 6. CONSiSTENT/CONSTiTUTE (86) 

17. STILTKTALK (1 12) 
18. RESTITUTERESISTANT (96) 
19. STAYKTEM (146) 
20. SATISFIED/SACRiFICE (2) 
2 1. DISTANT/DESTINE (34) 
22. FACULTY/FAMILY (1 2) 

D. VERY LOW (Z = 0.0-1.5) 
23. STULTIFY/STOLIDLY (73) 
24. PROSTITUTE/PERSISTENT (48) 

25. EXTANTESTATE (1 06) 
26. STABLE/STEADY (89) 
27. FEATFACT (87) 
28. FETISl3FACIA.L (125) 
29. PROFIT/PERFECT (42) 
30. FICTIONIFACTUAL (1 13) 

(1.14) 
(1 -25) 
(1.1 1) 
(O. 74) 
(1 .O5) 
(0.87) 
(O -94) 
(1.13) 



Table B-2c 

Phonetic Similaritv Amonrz: Word-Pairs Wnrelated Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR 

VERY LOW (X = 0.0-1.5) 
BONDEIRAIN (98) 
ARTISTIDRAWL (135) 
PLUM/WEAPON ( 1 5 1 ) 
EDITKURD (5) 
BONUS/SEAT (144) 
YEARN/WHEEL (4) 
MURALROCKET (109) 
COOKLIMIT (41) 
RINGFORGET (22) 
POEM/TWELVE (3) 
PHONEBLIND (37) 
TRUCK/ANGER (53) 
YOGMSHUT (140) 
THRO W/LAKE ( 14) 
BANALKREASE (1 10) 

(0.73) 
(0.57) 
(0.40) 
(0.55) 
(0.40) 
(0.25) 
(O. 1 8) 
(O. 1 8) 
(O. 18) 
(O. 18) 
(O. 1 8) 
(0.00) 
(O .OO) 
(0.00) 
(O .OO) 

Table B-3a 

Cornparison of Values of Predicted vs. Judeed Indices of Phonetic Similarity 

(Denvin& [I  9761 1 15 Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR 

A WFUL/A WE (7 1 ) 
BARBER/BEARD (43) 
BASHFUL/BASH (22) 
BIRDHOUSE/BIRD (83) 
BIRDHOUSE/HOUSE (72) 
BIRTHDAY/DAY (6 1 ) 
BIRTHDAYBIRTH (1 07) 
BLACKBERRY/BLACK (74) 
BLACKBOARDBOARD (7) 
BLACKBOARD/BLACK (16) 
BREAKFAST/BREAK 46. 
BREAKFASTEAST (1 1) 

JS-PS JS-NS - - 



13. BUGGWBUG (30) 
14. BULLY/BULL (33) 
15. BUNNY/RABBIT (54) 
16. CARPENTER/WAGON (1 8) 
17. COLLAR/CALL (56) 
18. COLLAR/NECK (9) 
19. COOKTEICOOK (23) 
20. COUNTERKOUNT (28) 
2 1 - CRANBERRY/CRANE (99) 
22. CUPBOARD/CUP (17) 
23- CUPBOARDA3OAR.D (47) 
24. DINNER/DINE (86) 
25. DIRT/DIRTY (63) 
26. DOGGIE/DOCr (58) 
27. DOLLYPDOLL (92) 
28. DRAWER/DRAW (38) 
29- EEFUEEAR ( 1 12) 
30. ERASERERASE (5 1) 
3 1. FABULOUS/FABLE (55) 
32. FAMOUSEAME (66) 
33. FEATHEWLY (80) 
34. FIERY/FIRE (67) 
35. FIREPLACEEIRE (95) 
36. FIREPLACE/PLACE (68) 
37. FRIDAY/DAY (26) 
38. FRIDAYKRY (41) 
39. FUSSY/FUSS (34) 
40. GOOSEBERRYiGOOSE (2) 
4 1. GORGEOUS/GORGE i 13) 
43. GRAPEFRUITIGRAPE ( 1  0 1) 
43. GRIMY/GRIM ( 1 1 0) 
44. GRIMY/WASH (96) 
45. GYPSY/EGYPTIAN (12) 
46. GYPSYIGYP (52) 
47. HALLOWEENIHOLY (70) 
48. HALLOWEENEVE (37) 
49. HAMBURGER/HAM (3 1 ) 
50. HANDKERCHIEFKERCHIEF (89) 
5 1. HANDKERCHIEFHAND (65) 
52. HANDLE/HAND (1 02) 
53. HAPPYFWPPEN (40) 
54. HARDY/HARD ( 1 04) 
55.  HEAVY/HEAVE (57) 



63. LADDER/LEAN (4) 
64. LAWYEWLAW (8) 
65. LAYERILAY (25) 
66. LEVER/RAISE (20) 
67. LIMBER/LIMB (24) 
68. L N E R L I V E  (98) 
69. LOUSY/LOUSE (2 1) 
70. MANGEREAT (87) 
71. MESSENGERMESSAGE (49) 
72. MINCEMEATMEAT (103) 
73. MONTWMOON (93) 
74. MOVIE/MOVE (1 1 1 ) 
75. MUGGYMIST (1 00) 
76. MUGGYIMUG (1 OS) 
77. MUSHROOM/ROOM (85) 
78. MUSHROOM/MUSH (8 1) 
79. NECKLACEILACE (94) 
80. NECKLACENECK (1 06) 
8 1. NUMEROUSNUMBER (6) 
82. PINEAPPLE/PiNE (32) 
83. PINEAPPLEIAPPLE (97) 
84. PNKIENINK (64) 
85. PONYMORSE (1 14) 
86. PRECIOUSPRICE (3) 
87. PROFESSORPROFESS (88) 
88. PUPPY/DOG (42) 
89. QUIETLWQUIET (76) 
90. R A N G Y M G E  (69) 
91. RASPBERRY/RASP (25) 
92. RUBBERRUB (5) 
93. SHEPHERDkIERD (90) 
94. SHEPHERD/SHEEP (84) 
95. srsswsIs (36) 
96. S ~ Y I S K I N  (53) 
97. SLIPPERiSLIP (35) 
98. SONNY/SON (44) 



99. SPIDER/SPDJ (91) 
100. STDJGY/STING (1) 
i O 1. STMWBERRY/STRAW (29) 
102- STRAWBERRYIBERRY (14) 
103. SUNNYISUN (1 13) 
104. S WEATERIS WEAT (82) 
105. TAILOWCUT (1 09) 
106. TEACHERITEACH (39) 
107. TELLEWTELL (77) 
108. THIRSTY/THIRST (62) 
1 09. TIMID/TAME (45) 
110. TRACTOWDRAW (73) 
1 1 1. TUMBLEFVTUMBLE (75) 
113. WAITEIUWAIT (19) 
1 13. WEATHER/WND (59) 
114. WILDERNESS/WILD (60) 
1 15. WONDERFUL/WONDER (1 15) 

Nole. Grapheme Index = GI, Phoneme Index = PI, Phoneme Cluster Index = PCI. Judged 

Similarity = JS-D (Denving's Results). Judged Similarity = JS-PS (Psychology Students). 

& Judged Similarity = JS-NS (Nursing Students). The nurnbers in round brackets () refer 

to Denving's (1 973) stimulus order. 

TabIe 8-3b 

Cornparison of Values of Predicted vs. Judeed Indices of Phonetic Similarity (Word- 

farnily Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR PCI - 

4.50 
3.75 
3.90 
4.00 
3 -3 8 
4.20 
4.67 
3.00 
2.36 

JS-PS 

2.53 
3.27 
3.13 
2.50 
2.07 
2.80 
2.80 
1.57 
2.30 

JS-NS 

2.50 
3 -27 
3 .B 
2.70 
2.03 
2.80 
3.03 
2.17 
2.70 



1 1. FAMILYEACULTY 
12. FASHIONEACTION 
13. FEASIBLE/FEATuRE 
14. FEATRACT 
15. FETISWFACIAL 
16. FICTION/FACTUAL 
17. INSISTENT/TNSTITUTE 
18. iNSTANT/INSTEAD 
19.OBSTINATE/OBSTACLE 
20. PERFECT/PROFIT 
21. PERSISTENTPROSTITLJTE 
23. RESISTANT/RESTITUTE 
23. RESTORE/RESTIVE 
24. SACRIFICE/SATISFIED 
25. STABLE/STEADY 
26. STALWSTILT 
27. STEMISTAY 
28. STULTIFY/STOLIDLY 
29. SUBSTITUTE/SUBSISTENT 
30. SURFACE/SUFFICE 

Noie. Grapheme Index = GI. Phoneme Index = PI, Phonerne Cluster Index = PCI. Judged 

Similarity = JS-PS (Psycholog Students), & Judged Similarity = JS-NS (Nursing 

S tudents). 

Table B-3c 

Corn~arkon of Values of Predicted vs. Judged Indices of Phonetic Similarity (UnreIated 

Words Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR - GI - PI - PCI JS-PS JS-NS 

1. ANGERITRUCK 
2. ARTIST/DRAWL 
3. BLINDPHONE 
4. BRAIN/BOND 
5. CREASEBANAL 
6. CURDEDIT 
7. FORGETrnG 
8. LAKWTHRO W 
9. LIMIT/COOK 



Nofe. Grapheme Index = GI, Phoneme Lndex = PI. Phoneme Cluster Index = PCI. Judged 

Similarity = JS-PS (Psychology Students). & Judged Similarity = JS-NS (Nursing 

Students). 





18. LOUSYILOUSE 3.34 
19, BREAKPASTIBREAK 3.26 
20. STRAWBERRYIBERRY 3.20 
21. HANDKERCHIEFII-IAND 3.18 
22. AWFULIAWE 3.15 

B. UNCERTAIN RELATIONSHIP 
(X = 2.0-3.0) 

23. SKINNYISKIN 2.97 
24. COOKIEICOOK 2.9 1 
25, SLIPPER/SLIP 2.86 
26.1-IAILO WEENIHOLY 2.72 
27, PRECIOUSIPRICE 2.69 
28. NECKLACENECK 2.58 
29. KITTYICAT 2.54 
30. FABULOUYFABLE 2.5 1 
3 1 .  HEAVYIHEAVE 2 -48 
32. HIDEOUSIHIDE 2.45 
33. TIMIDITAME 2.45 
34. BARBERIBEARD 2,37 
35. SWEATER/SWEAT 2.26 
36. SPIDERISPIN 2.06 

C. IMPROBABLE KELATIONSHlP 
( n  = 0.0-2.0) 

37. BUGGYIBUG 1.77 1.36 
38. GYPSY/EGYPTIAN 1.66 1.30 
39. RUBBEIURUB 1.63 1.15 
40. MUGGYIMIST 1.63 1 .O7 









42. WEATI-IEWWIND 
43. LADDEIULEAN 
44. FEATHEWFLY 
45. FRIDAYlFRY 
46. PUITY/DOG 
47. EERWEAR 
48. CRANBERRYICRANE 
49. BASHFUL,/BASH 
50. CARPENTEWWAGON 

Norc. Rankiiigs correspond to tlic "Coiiies liwin" lèst in Table U-4a. 



Table B-4c 

Morphological Relatedness Amone Word-Pairs/?'Cornes fiom" Test (Word-familv 

Stimuli) 

PSYCHOLOGY NURSING 

WORD-PAIR ---- Mean S.D. %Yes %No ---- Mean S.D. %Yes %No 

A. PROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(X = 3.0-4.0) 

1. BENEFACTOWBENEFITED 3.37 0.8 1 0 53 3.33 1.06 7 5 7  

B. UNCERTAIN RELATIONSHIP 
( n  = 2.0-3.0) 

2. EFFECTIVE/EFFICIENT 2.70 1.18 1 0  2 3  2.77 1.07 7 2 0  
3. SUBSTITUTElSUBSISTENT 2.00 5.78 47 3 1.30 1.15 30 3 
4. OBSTINATE/OBSTACLE 2.00 1.36 2 0  1 0  2.07 1.41 23 13 

C. IMPROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(n = 0.0-2.0) 

5. STABLE/STEADY 1.90 1.32 17 13 2.27 1.36 13 2 0  
6. ARTIFACT/ARTIFICE 1.90 1.03 10 3 2.03 1.27 20 3 
7. RESTORERESTIVE 1.70 1.42 27 13 2.30 1.18 10 10 
8. DEFEAVDEFECT 1.50 1.33 33 3 1.57 1.30 2 0  10 



24. FAMILYEACULTY 0.60 0.89 63 O 1.00 1.38 30 7 
25. FASHIONIFACTION 0.60 0.97 67 0 0.93 0.94 43 0 
26. ESTATEEXTANT 0.60 0.89 67 0 0.87 0.90 47 0 
27. PERFECT/PROFIT 0.53 0.68 57 0 1.07 1.08 43 0 
28. PERSISTENT/PROSTITUTE 0.30 0.65 . 80 0 0.63 1.00 67 0 
29. STEM/STAY 0.27 0.45 73 0 1.13 1.14 43 0 
30. FETISH/FACIAL 0.20 0.48 83 0 0.77 1.10 57 3 

Table B-4d 

'-Recall Ratings" or "Thought About" Scores for Word-Pairs (Word-familv Stimuli) 

PSYCHOLOGY NUFSING 

WORD-PAIR ---- Mean S.D. %Yes %No ---- Mean S.D. %Yes %No 

B. UNCERTAIN REEATIONSHIP 
( X  = 2.0-3.0) 

1. BENEFACTOR'BENEFITED 2.33 1.75 47 
2. EFFECTIVE/EFF[CIENT 1.67 1.75 30 

C .  IMPROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(z = 0.0-2.0) 

3. ARTIFACWARTIFICE 1.20 1.54 
4. STABLE/STEADY 1.20 1.54 
5. FICTION/FACTUAL 1.00 1.46 
6. OBSTINATE/OBSTACLE 0.73 1.34 
7. RESISTANT/RESTITUTE 0.70 0.70 
8. RESTOREI/RESTIVE 0.67 1.09 
9. FEAT/FACT 0.53 1.04 
10. DEFEAT/DEFECT 0.53 1.17 
1 1. STULTIFY!STOLIDLY 0.53 0.90 
12. AFFECT/AFFAIR 0.47 0.86 
13. FAMILYIFACULTY 0.47 0.86 
14. DESTINE/DISTANT 0.47 1.01 
1 5. CONSTANT/CONTRAST 0.47 1 .O 1 
1 6. DESTiNATIONDESTITUTiON 0.40 0.8 1 
17. STALK/STILT 0.40 0.97 
18. SATISFIEDlSACRiFICE 0.40 1.10 
! 9. FASHION/FACTION 0.40 1.10 



Table B-4e 

Momhological Relatedness Amone Word-Pairs/"Comes fiom" Test (Denvin@ 65 

Remaininrr Word-Pairs & the 15 Unrelated Stimuli) 

PSYCHOLOGY 

WORD-PAIR Mean S.D. %Yes %No 

A. PROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(X = 3.0-4.0) 

1. FUSSY/FUSS 3.93 0.25 
2. THIRSTYITHIRST 3.90 0.3 1 
3. DOLLY/DOLL 3.90 0.3 1 
4. SUNNY/SUN 3.83 0.38 
5 .  BIRTHDAY/BIRTH 3.83 0.46 
6.  FAMOUS/FAME 3.77 0.82 
7. SONNY/SON 3.77 0.43 
8. DiNNEWDINE 3.67 0.66 
9. BLACKBOARDIBOARD 3.60 0.62 
10. SHEPHERDIHERD 3.57 0.50 
I 1. FIERYGIRE 3.53 0.90 
12. FIREPLACE/FIRE 3.50 0.82 
13. PROFESSOWPROFESS 3.50 0.57 
14. BIRDHOUSE/HOUSE 3.50 0.68 
15. LAYEWLAY 3.43 0.82 

NURSING 

Mean S.D. %Yes %No ---- 



16. FRIDAYKIAY 
17.  BIRTHDAYIDAY 

18. BLACKBOARDt'BLACK 

19. BULLYIBULL 
20- HOLIDAYIHOLY 
2 1. WAITERIWAIT 
22. TUMBLEWrUMBLE 
23. SISSYISIS 

24. HANDKERCHIEFKERCHIEF 

25. HARDY/HARD 
26. CUPBOARD/BOARD 

B. UNCERTAIN IRELATIONSHIP 
( n  = 2.0-3.0) 

27. FIREPLACE/PLACE 
28. NECKLACE/LACE 
29. LIMBEWLIMB 
30. BLACKBERRY/BLACK 
3 1. COUNTERICOUNT 

32. TELLEWTELL 

5 3. BREAKFASTFAST 

34. MiNCEMEAT/MEAT 
35. MOVIEIMOVE 
36. GRIMY/GRIM 

37. PiNEAPPLE/APPLE 

38. LABORATORY/LABOR 

39. PINKIEPINK 
40. RANGYRANGE 

4 1. PiNEAPPLE/PiNE 
43. GRAPEFRUITIGRAPE 
43. GYPSYIGYP 

44. LABORATORY/ORATORY 2.33 
45. GOOSEBERRYIGOOSE 2.20 
46. STiNGYlSTiNG 2.20 
47. DRAWEWDRAW 2 -20 



C. IMPROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(x = 0.0-2.0) 

48. STRAWBERRY/STRAW 

49. HAMBURGEWHAM 
50. MUGGY/MUG 

5 1. MUSHROOM&IUSH 
52. RASPBERRYRASP 

53. HAPPYrnAPPEN 
54. GORGEOUS/GORGE 
55. BUNNY/RABBIT 
56. HALLOWEENEVE 

57. MUSHROOM/ROOM 

58. PONY/HORSE 
59. COLLAWNECK 

60. LEVEiURAiSE 
6 1. CREASE/BANAL 

62.  TA[LOWCUT 
63. ARTISWDRAWL 
64. MANGEWEAT 

65. COLLAWCALL 

66. TRACTOWDRAW 

67. B R A N B O N D  

68.  GRIMY/WASH 
69. WHEELNEARN 
70. MURAL/POCKET 
7 1.  PLUWWEAPON 
72. TRUCWANGER 

73. SEAT/BONUS 

74. FORGET/RING 
75. POEWTWELVE 
76. EDIT/CURD 
77. SHUTNOGA 

78. PHONE/BLIND 

79. LAKEiTHROW 
80. COOWLIMIT 



TabIe B-4f 

"Recail RatingsT' or "Thought About?' Scores for Word-Pairs (Denving's 65 Remaininq 

Word-Pairs & the 15 Unrelated Stimuli) 

PSYCHOLOGY 

WORD-PAIR - Mean - S.D. 

A. PROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(n = 3.0-4.0) 

1. FUSSY/FUSS 

2. THIRSTY/THIRST 
3. DOLLY/DOLL 
4. SUNNY/SUN 

5. BIRTHDAY/BIRTH 

6. FAMOUS/FAME 

7. SONNY/SON 

8. DiNNEiUDTNE 
9. BLACKBOARDA3OARD 
10. SHEPHERDiHERD 
1 1. FIERY/FIRE 
12. FIREPLACE/FIRE 

13. PROFESSOWPROFESS 

14. BIRDHOUSE/HOUSE 

15. LAYEWLAY 

16. FRIDAYjDAY 

17. BIRTHDAY/DAY 
f 8. BLACKBOARDIBLACK 
19. BULLYIBULL 
20. HOLIDAY/HOLY 

2 1. WAITEWWAIT 
22. TUMBLER/TUMBLE 

23. SISSY/SIS 

24. HANDKERCHIEFIKERCHIEF 

25. HARDY/HARD 

NURSING 

S.D. - 

1 -44 
1.53 
1.63 
1.40 
1.54 
1.64 
1.77 
1.55 
1.54 
1.80 
1.75 
1.55 
1.64 
1-80 
1.89 
1.55 
1.80 
1.72 
1.83 
1.83 
1.72 
1.59 
1.85 
1.89 
1.71 
1.74 



UNCERTAIN RELATIONSHIP 

IMPROBABLE RELATIONSHIP 
(x = 0.0-2.0) 
STRA WBERRYKTRA W 

HAMBURGEEUHAM 

MUGGYIMUG 

MUSHROOM/MUSH 

RASPBERRY/RASP 

HAPPY/HAFPEN 

GORGEOUYGORGE 

BUNNYRABBIT 
HALLOWEEN/EVE 

MUSHROOM/ROOM 

PONY/HORSE 

COLLARINECK 

LEVERRAISE 

CREASE/BANAL 



62. TAILORKUT 

63. ARTIST/DRAWL 
64. MANGEWEAT 

65. COLLAWCALL 

66. TRACTOWDRAW 

67. B R A N B O N D  
68. GRIMY/WASH 
69. WHEELNEARN 

70. MURALROCKET 

71. PLUM/WEAPON 

72. TRUCWANGER 

73. SEAT/BONUS 
74. FORGET/RiNG 

75. P O E W W E L V E  

76. EDITKURD 
77. SHUTNOGA 

78. PHONE/BLIND 

79. LAKE/THROW 

80. COOWLIMIT 
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Table B-5a 

Calculation of Values of Predicted Indices of Phonetic Sirnilarity (Word-familv Stimuli) 

WORD-PAR - Gr - PI PCI 

affect 3.00 3.60 4.50 
affair GI = 3/6 x 6 
/æf&kt/ /æf&r/ PI = 315 x 6 
/æ f E kt/ PCI = 3/4 x 6 
/ a r f & r /  

arti fact 
artifice GI = 6/8 x 6 
/ærtIfækt/ /aertfI s/ PI = 518 x 6 
/ æ r t I f æ k t l  PCI = 5 / 8 x 6  
/ z r t I f I s /  

benefactor 
benefited GI = 5.YlO x 6 
/b&nafsekta/ /b&nafatad/PI = 6.511 0 x 6 
/b E n a f æ kt a r/ PCI = 6.51'9 x 6 
/ b & n a f a t a d /  

constant 
contrast GI = 5/8 x 6 
/kmstant/ /kantræst/ PI = 4.518 x 6 
/ k a n s t a n t /  PCI=4 /6x6  
/k a n tr æ st/ 

constitute 3.75 
consistent GI = 6.25/10 x 6 
/kmstatut/ /kmsIstant/PI = 6.2519 x 6 
/k 3 n st a t u t/ PCI = 45/23 x 6 
/k 3 n s 1 st a nt/ 

defeat 
defect GI = 5/6 x 6 
/dIfit! /dif&kt/ PI = 415 x 6 
/ d i f i t /  P C I = 3 . 5 / 5 ~ 6  



7. destination 
destitution GI = 911 1 x 6  
Id~stIneSad /d&stItuSan/ PI = 81 10 x 6 
Id E st I n e S a  ni P U =  719 x 6  
/ d & s t I t u S a n /  

8. destine 
distant GI = 417 x  6 
IdsstW /distant/ PI = 416 x 6  
Id E st I n/ PCI = 2.515 x 6 
Id 1 st a ni/ 

9. effective 
efficient GI = 4.2519 x 6 
/if&ktav/ Iifl gant/ PI = 2.7517 x 6 
/i f & k t a V/ PCI = 2.75/7 .u 6  
/ i f I S a n t /  

10. estate 
extant GI = 3-36 s 6 
Iastetl /&kstant/ PI = 3.5!5 x 6 
/E st e t/ PCI = 2.514 x 6  
IE k st a nt/ 

11. family 
faculty GI = 3.515 x 6 
/fzmli/ 1f;ekattil PI = 3.515 x 6 
If z ml i/ PCI = 3.514 x 6 
I f æ k a  lti/ 

12. I'ashion 
faction GI = 517 x 6 
/fæSan/ IfækSan/ PI = 4.515 x 6 
I fæ  S a n/ PCI = 4.515 x 6 
I f æ k S a d  

13. feasible 
feature G I = 4 / 8 x 6  
IfrzabaV /fiÇa/ PI = 2.517 x 6 
/ f i  z a b a 1/ PCI = 2.5/7 x 6 
/ f i C a r l  



14. feat 
fac t GI = 3.514 x 6 
/fit/ Ifæktl PI = 213 x 6 
If i t/ PCI = 1.513 x 6 
If æ kt/ 

15. fetish 
facial GI = 216 x 6 
/f&tIS/ IfeSaV PI = 1.2515 x 6 
If E t 1 SI PCI = 1.295 x 6 
/ f e S a U  

1 6  fiction 2.57 
factual GI=3/7x6  
IfIkSad /kkCuaV PI = 416 x 6 
If1 k Sa II/ PCI = 3.016 x 6 
/ f ~ e k k u a l /  

17. insistent 
institute GI = 5.25/9 x 6 
AnsIstant/ AnstItutI PI = 5.519 x 6 
A n s 1 st a nt/ PCI = 4.517 x 6 
A n s t I t u t /  

18. instant 
instead GI = 4-37 x 6 
/Instant/ Anstsdl PI = 417 x 6 
A n st a nt/ PCI = 316 x 6 
A n st E d/ 

1 9. obstinate 3.50 
obstacle GI = 5.3519 x 6 
/abstanat/ IabstakaV PI = 618 x 6 
h b s t a n a t /  PCI=5/7x6 
13 b st a k a II 

20. perfect 
profit GI = 3.517 x 6 
Iparfakti Ipmfatl PI = 4.517 x 6 
/p a r fa  kt/ PCI = 2.516 x 6 
Ipra f a t /  



persistent 
prostitute GI = 4.75IlO x 6 
/parsIstant/ /pnstatut/ Pi = 511 O x 6 
/ p  a rs 1 st a nt/ PCI= 2/6 x 6 
/pr 3 st a t ut/ 

resistant 
restitute GI = 5/9 x 6 
/rizistant/ /r&statut/ PI = 3.2519 x 6 
/r i z i st a nt/ PCI = 2.797 x 6 
/ r ~ s t a t u t /  

restore 
restive G I = 5 / 7 x 6  
/ristar/ /r~stIv/  PI = 315 x 6 
Ir i st 3 rl PCI=2/5 x 6 
/r E st 1 V/ 

sacrifice 
satisfied GI = Y9 x 6 
/sækrafays/ /sætazfayd/ PI = 4.519 x 6 
/S æ kr a f aq: S/ PCI = 4 3 7  x 6 
/ s æ t a z f z d /  

stable 
steady GI = 2 . W 6  x 6 
/stebaV /stsdi/ PI = 316 x 6 
/S t e b a  V PCI=2/6 x 6  
/S t E d i/ 

stalk 
stilt GI = 3/5 x 6 
/sta=lk/ /stIlt/ PI = 315 x 6 
/S t a: 1W PCI = 2S/4 x 6 
/S t 1 lt/ 

stem 
stay GI = 2/4 x 6 
/stsm/ /stey/ PI = 214 x 6 
1st E ml PCI = 1/3 x 6 



29. substitute 
subsistent GI = 6.25/10 x 6 
/s~bstitut/ /s~bsIst&nt/ PI = 6.511 0 x 6 
1s A b st 1 t u t.1 PCI = 5.518 Y. 6 
1s A b s I st E nt .  

30. surface 
suffke GI = 5/7 x 6 
Isarfasl Isafaysl PI = 3 -516 x 6 
k a r f a  S/ PCI=3.5/5 x 6  
1s a f a  S/ 

Note. Grapheme Index (GI). Phoneme Index (PI). & Phoneme Cluster Index (PCI). 

Values have been multiplied by 6 to coincide with Judged Similarity (JS) scores. 

Table B-5b 

Calculation of Values of Predicted Indices of Phonetic Similarity (Unrelated Words 

Stimuli) 

WORD-PAIR - GI - PI PCI 

1. anger 0.00 0.00 0.00 
truck GI = 015 x 6 
Iæggarl l t r W  PI = Of5 x 6 
1% IJ g a rl PCI = O14 x 6 
1 t r ~ W  

2. artist 1.25 
drawl GI = 1.2516 x 6 
/aert~st/ /dr=>l/ PI= 116 x 6 
/ = r t ~ s t /  PCI= 11.5 x 6 
Id r 3 l/ 



3. blind 
phone 
/blgnd/ Ifon/ 
IbI n d/ 
If O n/ 

4. brain 
bond 
h r e d  /band/ 
/br e n/ 
/b 3 n d/ 

G I =  l.Y5 x 6 
PI = 1.514 x 6 
PCI = 1.513 x 6 

5. crease 
banal 
/kris/ /bænæV 
/kr i SI 
/ b a e n æ Y  

GI = 0.25/6 x 6 
PI = 014 x 6 
PCI = O13 x 6 

6. curd 
edit 
k a r d  /&dat/ 
/ k a r d /  
/ & d a t /  

GI = 0.2514 x 6 
PI = 0/4 x 6 
PCI =O14 x 6 

1 .X 
GI = l.XI6 x 6 
PI = 0.3516 x 6 
PCI = 0.25/5 x 6 

7. forget 
ring 
/forget/ / rq /  
/ f o r g € t /  
/r I rj/ 

8. lake 
thro w 
/le W /&O/ 
/l e k/ 
/Or O/ 

GI = 014 x 6 
PI = 0/3 x 6 
PCI = O13 x 6 

9. limit 
cook 
/Irm~t/ /kaW 
II I rn I t/ 
/k u W 



10. mural 
pocket 
I m j u ~ ~  V /pakat/ 
/rnj u r a 11 
/ p a k a t /  

11. seat 
bonus 
/sit/ /bonas/ 
i s  i t/ 
/ b o n a s /  

12- shut 
voga 
~ S M I  / j o g ~  
1s A t/ 
I j o g n l  

13. twelve 
poem 
ltwslvl I p o a d  
It w E 1 v/ 
/ p o a m /  

15. wheel 
Ye- 
bill l j a d  
/M i l/ 
/j a r ni 

GI = 015 x 6 
PI = 0 3 6  x 6 
PCI = 116 x 6 

GI = 0.1314 x 6 
PI = 0.1 3/3 x 6 
PCI = O. 1 3 3  x 6 

GI = 0/4 x 6 
PI = 2 5 / 3  x 6 
PCI = 2513 x 6 

GI = 1/6 x 6 
Pi = 0/4 x 6 
PCI = 014 x 6 

GI = 0.1 3/6 x 6 
PI =0.13/5 x 6 
PCI = 0.1314 x 6 

Note. Grapheme Index (GI), Phoneme Index (PI), & Phoneme Cluster Index (PCI). 

Values have been multiplied by 6 to coincide with Judged Similarity (JS) scores. 




